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THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held by us for safe keeping will
be collected and proceeds placed on deposit in our Savings Depart*
ment to the credit of the owners subject to their order unless other
wise instructed.

The five vaudeville acts that will
be presented at Park Theatre
Thursday in conjunction with Claire
Windsor in “Beware ot 'Blondes" are
Neighborhood Pais, four men in har
mony singing; Rhodes & Gorman,
“Tunes and Steps" singing and danc
ing; Dekos Bros., “Fast Tumblin;”
Chuckles and Hekene, “Is Zat So”
comedy singing and Harold Benfield,
xylophonist deluxe," musical act.
There will be two shows 2.00 and 8.30.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1923

.». .»..«. .«. .»..«. .«. .«. .«.

PARK THEATRE

A Remarkable Growth
Resources
September 5, 1928 .......................................................................................... $2,920,000 00
September 6, 1921 .......................................................................................
1,546,945 00

$1,373,055 00

Increase in resources in seven years........

Undivided Profits and Surplus
September 5, 1928 ..........................................................................................
September 6, 1921 ..........................................................................................

$

150,000 00
32,000 00

$118,000 00

Increase in Profits in seven years...............

A rapidly growing National Bank and safe depository for your money.
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
74 years of service

1854

Treasurer--Dow, R., 850; Jenkins,
D.. 367.
County Attorney—Campbell, R.,
822; Roberts. I).. 373.
Commiss'ioner—Rich,
R.,
811;
French, D., 411.
Representative to Legislature—
Allen, R., 717; Johnson, D., 578.

NEWSPAPBK HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
The steady measured tread of 1861
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
i and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. which resounded throughout the na
I The Free Press was established in 1855 and tion at President Lincoln’s call to
i In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. arms, will be brought to mind by
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

We would be pleased to handle bonds for collection, or will accept
same up to September 15, 1928, at 100 and interest to September 15,
for deposit at our Savings Department. Deposits will draw interest
from September 1.

74 YEARS

1928

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
Arthur S. Baker, Pres.

Edward F. Berry, Cashier

J. N. Southard, Vice Pres.

D. C. Leach, Asst. Cashier

Rockland, Me.

108-109
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LIBERTIES
BONDS of the Third Liberty Loan are pay
able Sept. 15, 1928, and will earn no in
terest after that date. Bring yours to this
bank and we ll take care of the details.
Come in before you forget, so as not to
lose any interest.
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held
by us as custodian will be collected and
proceeds placed on deposit in our Savings
Department to the credit of the owners
thereof subject to their order unless other
wise instructed.

the enfeebled shuffling of the Grand
Army of the Republic as they meet in
Denver for perhaps their last en
campment as a national organization,
Sept. 16 to 23.
The annual parade, to be led by
the commander-in-chief, Elbridge L.
Hawk of Sacramento, Calif. Tues
day, Sept. 18 Is expected to be the
smallest in the history of the organ
ization. AH survivors of the army
now are past the allotted “three
score and ten,” and death is exacting
a heavy toll from the ranks. As a
result the attendance at the annual
encampment, this year is not ex
pected to exceed 1,500.
Late statistics are not available as
to the number of surviving members
of the national organization, but an
example of the rapid depletion of
the ranks is seen in the Farragut
Post in Denver. Five years ago this
post boasted a membership of 256,
In January, 1928, this number had
been reduced to 11. Since then three
of these members have “gone west,”
and now five of the remaining eight
are confined to hospitals and will be
unable to participate In the reunion.
Maine’s delegation which will in
clude Fernando S. Philbrick of Edwin
Libby Post, will carry an invitation
to the G.A.R. to hold its 1929 encamp
ment (if there is one) in this State.

CUSHING

Security Trust Company
Union

Camden

Vinalhaven

Rockport

Warren

U. S. Senator—llale, It., 69; Holmes,
D„ 57.
I Congress*—White, R., 64; Beliveau,
D., 59.
Governor—Gardiner, R., 66; Moran,
D.. 61.
i Auditor—Hayford, R., 66; McDonlough, D., 57.
i State Senator—Dwinal, R., 64;
(Grant, D., 56.
while Senator Dwinal led the Judge of Probate—Crawford, R., 66;
county ticket. The feature of the [Emery, I). 56.
local contest was the tine yotel Clerk of Courts-Griffin, R.. 61;
.
,
,o.! Clarke, D„ 64.
given to French, Who ran ISI, Sheriff—Harding, R., 66; Thurston,
ahead of his ticket. The three-. n„ 58.
cornered contest f<^r representaTreasurer—Dow, R., 64; Jenkins,
live which had given the Repnh’.i- D'^*nty Attorney^cami)bell. r„ 66;

We Know How Maine Stands
Republicans Swamp the State With
80,000 Majority, Electing Every
body In Sight—Knox County
Makes New High Record

cans- some concern, proved no Roberts, D., 56.
Commissioner—Rich, R., 56; French
contest at all, Representative St
Clair having a clean majority of D., 68.
Representative to Legislature—
THE WINNING TICKET
767. The vote was St. Clair Vose, R., 65; Orne, D., 6-5.
1X23; Mrs. Lena K. Sargent,
FRIENDSHIP
Democrat,
997; and R. I. Thomp
SENATOR—ZELMA M. DWINAL, Camden
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 96; Holmes,
son,
Independent,
59.
JUDGE OF PROBATE—M. T. CRAWFORD, Camden
65.
Rockport
Republicans were D.,Congress
CLERK OF COURTS—M. M. GRIFFIN, Rockland
—White, R., 96; Beliveau,
out in force, increasing their vote 1).. 62.
SHERIFF—FRANK F. HARDING, Rockland
60 over two years ago, while the Governor—Gardiner, II.. 91; Moran.
COUNTY TREASURER—EALE C. DOW, Rockport
>
Democratic vote fell off 41. Sen IL, 70.
COUNTY ATTORNEY—L. R. CAMPBELL, Rockland
Auditor—Hayford, R., 88; McDon
ator
Dwinal was also high gun ough, D„ 65.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER—MARY P. RICH, Rockport
here, with Mel Crawford giving
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 91;
Grant, D., 68.
him a close run.
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.. 83;
A Republican majority that years ago gave a Democratic maSouth Thomaston remained in
D„ 71.
may reach, or even exceed Ko.ooo jority of nine. Their feeling of the Democratic column, although Emery,
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 87;
was rolled up in yesterday’s elec optimism was justified for the Senator Hale came within one Clarke. D., 72.
Tarnish Plant Bugs
Sheriff—Harding, R., 85; Thurston,
tion, and from thousands of Republicans increased their vote vote of tying his opponent. Dow
D„ 71.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
house-tops is shouted the word
led the county ticket.
Treasurer—Dow, R., 86; Jenkins,
Wliat is the best insecticide for
The saddest dent in the Dem D., 69.
Tarnish Plant Bugs for use on dahlia that the good old Pine Tree State
County Attorney—Campbell, R., 99;
ocratic aspirations was made in
plants? Will some of the readers stands solidly in the ranks of Re
please write of their experience in publicanism for another Presiden
St. George, where their vote fcl’ Roberts, D., 66.
Commissioner—Rich, It., 86, French,
controlling this pest?
tial year. The victory is the
from 282 two years ago, to 133 I).. 71.
Interested Reader.
greatest ever achieved by the
... *
this year, while the Republican?
Representative to Legislature—
Quite A Few Queries
party in this State and is all the
were gaining 19. Granville N Vose. It., 78; Orff, D., 81.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
more remarkable by reason of the
Bachelder, candidate for repre
HOPE
I wanter know why clerks in
sentative, led the ticket, and need U. S. Senator—-Hale, R„ 114;
stores .who tie up bundles tie a double fact that the total vote was not
ed every vote to help offset Bo- Holmes, D., 43.
bow knot that might be easily untied, so large. The election of Wm
and then tie another knot over that, Tudor Gardiner as governor was
man’s big majority in Vinalhaven. Congress—White.lt., 114; Beliveau,
making a? knot tthe devil could not undiscounted
so
long
ago
that
many
Sheriff Hauling led the county I).. 44.
tie. I know it 1for I have tried often
Governor—tlardiner. It., Ill; Mo
ticket.
That kind of knot origi voters outside of the Second 1 )isand failed Thai
ran. IL, 47.
nated in stores where you bought a trict did not consider it worth
Thomaston increased its Re Auditor—Hayford, II., 112; McDon
good article, and they tied up an in
publican votfc 20; while the Dem ough, D., 45.
while going to the polls.
ferior article in that way, so you could
State Senator—Dwinal. R., Ill;
ocrats lost 70.
Congressman Grant,
Senator Hale and all four of
not undo the package before’ you left
D., 48.
their store. Why not tie an honest the
Republican Congressional
White was top-notcher, and Sher
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
knot?
iff I larding, a former resident of 116; Emery, I).. 43.
candidates were elected by large
Also, why is unreadable type used
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R„ 112;
the town headed the county
(mostly in Sunday papers) to explain majorities.
Clarke, IL, 47.
Rockland went Republican by
ticket. Vose received a nice vote
funny pictures (so called)? You try
Sheriff—Harding. It.. 119; Thurston,
to read it straight—"nothing doing" 782 majority, while Knox county
here.
D„ 47.
—then sidewise, then crosswise, up
The most remarkable Republi Treasurer—Dow, R., 110; Jenkins.
side down, then left-handed, th<*r with more than 2500 majority
can gain was made in Union, IL, 46.
right-handed, hut can make no sense writes a new chapter for its po
County Attorney—Campbell, R.,
Col. Wm. Tudor Gardner, Who Was where the party increased its 114; Roberts, IL, 44.
of it. Why is it used at all? It is try litical history.
Elected Governor Yesterday By An
ing to the eyes and temper. Even
vote from 192 to 305, while the Commissioner — Rich,
II.,
Ill;
Knox County, which had been Unprecedented Majority.
good respectalde papers like The Cou
Democrats declined from 166 to l-*rench, IL, 45.
rier-Gazette. offend, at times. Wit persistently placed in the doubtful
Representative to Legislature—
114. The honors went to Fred E. Alien, It., 109; Johnson, IL, 49.
ness “Mickey” for example, why not or Democratic column by a Port
use good readable type, or else print land newspaper, repudiated the by io, while the Democratic vote Burkett, candidate for Represen
the whole paper that way. "Puck"
NORTH HAVEN
which
appeared dropped off 76. Perhaps that pie tative, who polled 322 votes
says “what fools we mortals be." propaganda
U. 8. Senator—Hale, R., 139;
against his opponent’s 94. Dow
Abraham Lincoln said; "You can fool steadily in its columns, by giving did it.
Holmes. D., 27.
Splendid work was done by the led the county ticket.
some of the people all the time and the largest Republican majority
Congress—White. R.. 151; Beliveau,
all the People some of the time hut
Camden Republican leaders, whe
Vinalhaven was the last town D„ 26.
you can’t fool all the people all the in its history. Every Republican
candidate for county office was increased their vote from 558 to to report. The Democrats made Governor—Gardiner, R., 152; Mo
time.”
flic Democratic increase a last ditch fight there, and Gardi ral^ D., 32.
And again, why do some singers elected by large majorities, and 86
Auditor—Hayford, R., 146; McDon
wiggle their voices while singing, it only needs the normal Matini- ":is only 27. and the towns Re ner carried the town by only five
ough, 1)., 27.
spoiling what music there might be
publican majority was 458. Con votes. Loyalty to favorite sons
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 149;
in the sone they are trying to sing? cus majority to settle the near tie
They call it warbling, but they don't in the one representative contest gressman White was high line is the watchword there as shown Grant, D., 26.
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
spell it right. It should be spelled which was close.
there, while County Treasurer by the fact that Chris Roberts
146; Emery, D„ 28.
wobbling. A few birds do warble,
Dow had the distinction of lead candidate for county attorney ran Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R„ 145;
The
bitter
attacks
launched
hut they were made that way. It
145 ahead of his ticket and Clarke. D.,33.
comes natural to them, and sounds upon the Knox County adminis ing the county ticket.
Sheriff—Harding, It., 126; Thurston,
Cushing was close as usual. Charles Boman candidate for
right. The only birds that such tration served as a boomerang,
singers come near imitating, is the
Senator llale who had the larg representative ran 292 ahead of D.. 56.
and
the
voters
chose
to
believe
Treasurer—Dow, It., 146; Jenkins,
turkey gobbler and the Loon. The
est vote there, carried the town his opponent. Griffin was high D„ 28.
turkey gobbles; he can’t hell) doing so. instead, the straight-forward ac
Harry French. on the county ticket; Thurston
County Attorney—Campbell, R.,
The loon makes a noise very similar counting which the Republicans by 12 votes.
to the human singer who wiggles her had given of their stewardship.
Democratic candidate for county Democratic candidate for sheriff 146; Roberts, D., 39.
Commissioner—Rich,
R„
133;
voice, hut he is called the "crazy bird."
The first town to be heard from commissioner, ran 11 ahead of his made a fine run here.
French, D., 41.
lienee, the term "looney" very ap
Messrs Vose and Orne,
Both parties fell below their
Representative to
Legislature—■
propriate if applied to such singers. was Warren, and when ex-Sena- ticket.
Our grandmothers were sweet sing tor George W. Walker phoned the the two home candidates for rep-1 vote of two years ago in Warren Bachelder, It., 141; Boman. I).. 36.
ers, but they neither warbled nor
resentative fought a drawn battle. l,ut the Republicans made a slight
OWL’S HEAD
wobbled when singing. I never read results there the rapidly gathering
The Republicans gained 7 votes net gain. Harding had the larg U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 97; Holmes
(hat Jenny Lind, the "Nightingale" crowd in The Courier-Gazette
ever sang that way. Is this kind of office sensed that it was the fore in'Friendship and the Democrats est vote, closely pressed by Con Dg 45.
singing really musical? We think
Congress—White, It.. 98; Beliveau,
lost 39, the once Democratic gressman White.
runner of the glorious outcome.
not. decidedly.
D„ 44.
stronghold
showing
a
Republican
Two
years
ago
the
Democrats
As the Rockland wards began
And why do some really fine pen
Governor—Gardiner. It., 95; Mo
men distort their writing until they to straggle in it wa£ easy to sec majority of 21. Hale and White carried Washington by two votes • ran, D.. 54.
can't read their own writing. Is it to that this city was occupying its shared the honors here, while yesterday they lost it by 45. Fred
Auditor—Hayford. R„ 94; McDon
prevent forgery In his case. It's no
Senator Dwinal headed the Re Burkett made a splendid run in ough, D., 45.
protection; the worse the writing rightful place in the line of march
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 97;
county
ticket, with this town, having a lead of 60
the easier imitated or abused. Wit hut everybody found it almost publican
Grant, D., 45.
ness the great railroad magnate who difficult of belief that candidate County Attorney Campbell a over his ojqxinent.
Judge of Probate—Crawford. It.. 97;
could not read his own writing, lie
dose second.
Emery, D., 46.
Here are the tabulations:
had an Irish lad in his employ, got Moran's own ward had given a
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, K.. 191;
Hope Republicans cast exactly
mad with him and discharged him 2 to 1 verdict for Col. Gardiner.
Clarke. D., 49.
APPLETON
and forbade him to trespass on his This ward, as subsequent devel the same vole for governor that
Sheriff—Harding, R„ 98; Thurston,
I'. S. Senator—Hale, R„ 139;
premised ever. And to make it more
D„ 46.
was merely they did two years ago, but the HolmeR, D„ 62.
emphatic wrote him a letter to that opments showed
Treasurer—Dow. R., 96; Jenkins.
Democratic vole shrank 41. The
Congress—-White, It.. 136; Beliveau,
effect and signed his name to It. Pat running true to the form that the
D., 45.
role of star in this town was It. 62.
got a job up the line in a distant city Whole city was showing.
County Attorney—Campbell, R., 97;
Governor—Gardiner. R.. 129; Mo
and used the letter as a free pass on
Roberts, IL, 49.
Those who had made the whirl played by M. T. Crawford, the ran. I).. 52.
Hie railroad a long time, going and
Republican nominee for judge of
Commissioner—Rich, It., 92; French
Auditor—Hayford, It., 133; McDon
coming to his work. Every railroad wind tour of the county and had
D„ 48.
official recognized the signature, but also attended last Friday night's probate, who led the entire ticket ough. 1)., 62.
Representative to
Legislature—
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 137;
The returns from North Haver
could not read the writing, so could rally awaited with much interest
Vose, R., 98; Orff, D„ 46.
Grant.
1).,
62.
not dispute Pat's claim as a free pass.
the result in Appleton, which two were laic in arriving but they fur Judge of Probate—Crawford, It..
,
Uncle Fernando.
nished joyous news for the Re 136; Emery, 1)., 59.
ROCKLAND
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 1993;
publicans. for the party had car Clerk of Courts—Griffin, It., 138;
Holmes, D.. 962.
ried that town by 120. Congress Clark, D„ 61.
Congress—White, R., 1976; Beliv
Sheriff—Hunting, it., 149; Thurs
man While was high line, and
eau, D„ 988.
ton, 1)., 62.
Tel. Skowhegan 434. Mail Skowhegan. Each Evg at 8 Standard Timo
Senator Dwinal led the county
Governor—Gardiner, II., 1898; Mo
Treasurer—How, R., 136; Jenkins,
Five Miles North of Skowhegan
ran. I).. 1116.
ticket.
D.. 69.
Auditor—Hayford, R., 1938; Mc
County Attorney—Campbell, R..
< )wl’s Head did a fine s hore for
Donough, D„ 984.
132; Roberts, I)., 63.
the
Republican
party,
giving
a
The Mott
State Senator—Dwinal. R., 1964;
THIS WEEK
Commissioner—Rich.
R.,
129;
Widely Discussed Play
Grant. D . 974.
majority of 41, as against a Ik-nt- French, D., 69.
Week
of
Sept.
10
of All Time
(Continued On Page Two)
oeratie majority of one. two years
Representative
to Ix-gislature—
ago. Clerk of Courts Griffin was Allen, it.. 136; Johnson, D., 63.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
high man, running six ahead of
CAMDEN
his ticket, and 59 ahead of hi?
If I had Io live my life again I would hare
U. -S. Senator—Hale, It., 868;
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
opponent.
Holmes, I).. 356.
to some music at least once a week. The
Congress-—White, It.. 874; Beliveau, loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
As might he expccteil a big
Charles Darwin.
light was waged in candidate Mo I)., 361.
Governor—Gardiner, R.. 865; Mo
HEAVEN OVERARCHES EARTH AND SEA
ran's home city of Rockland. In ran. I)., 497.
SUPERBLY CAST—BRILLIANTLY ACTED
Heaven overarches earth and sea.
spite of the fact that many Re
Auditor—Hayford It.. 849; McDon
Earth-sadness and sea-bitterness.
ough.
I)..
351.
Heaven
overarches you and me:
publicans voted for him out of
A lltle while and we shall he—
Delicious Food
Overnight Camps
State
Senator
—
Dwinal,
R.,
843;
Dancing Every
local pride ami personal friend
Please God—where there Is no more sea
at the Inn
Grant, D„ 426.
with Batha
Friday Night
Nor barren wilderness.
ship. the Democrats failed to
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R..
Heaven overarches you and me.
D„ 458.
carry
a
single
ward
and
the
Re-j
807;
Emery,
D.,
Week of
And all earth's gardens and her graves.
In Her
“DIPO”
Look up with me. until we see
publican majority was 711 as Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R„ 805;
Sept. 17
Broadway Success
J RjQ
Clarke. D., 419.
The day break and the shadows flee.
against 442 two years ago. Sen Sheriff—Harding. R.. 898; Thurston,
What though tonight wrecks you and me.
109-110
If so tomorrow saves!
ator llale was high on the ticket D.. 419.
—Christina Georgina Rosetti.

WEWANTERKNOW

—LAKEWOOD PLAYERS—

Rockland

Volume 83................ Number 109.
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THE ONE CONTEST IN DOUBT

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Me.. Sept. 11. 1928.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue.of this paper of Sept. 8. 1928. there was
printed a total of 6245 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

MANY

DIVORCE

MATTERS

Will Feature the Term of Supreme Court Which Began
i Today—Judge Spear Presiding.
The September term of Knox
County Supreme Court convened this
morning with Retired Justice A. M.
Spear presiding. The grand jurors
entered at once upon their duties, but
the traverse jurors are not to report
until Thursday morning.
* • • •
It is not easy to get a line on the
amount of business to be transacted,
or length of the term, hut certain It
is that there will be no lack of di
vorce mutters. The following cases
are due to be up for hearing:
Antilla Cassens from Fred W. Cassens of Camden, married at Cantden
December, 1900; cause, desertion and
non-support. Dwinal for libellant.
Gussie M. Gregory front W. Fred
Gregory, of Camden, married at
Cantden Oct. 1. 1916: cause, non-support and cruel and abusive treatment.
Libellant asks for custody of minor
children. Clara May, William Edwin
and Harold Stewart. Dwinal for li
bellant.
Eunice M. Witham front Clayton L.
Witham of Rockland, married at
Rockland March 29. 1924. cause cruel
and abusive treatment, non-support
and adultery.
Libellant asks for
custody of minor child, Clayton L.
Witham. Jr. Miller for libellant.
Fred M. Johnson from Bertha J.
i Johnson of Rockland, married at
Rockland April 29. 1920; cause, adul
tery. Libellant asks for custody of
minor children. June. Helen. Pearl,
and James. Miller for libellant.
Margaret R. Day from Herbert R.

Day, both of Rockland, married at
Rockland, Jan. 21, 1923; cause, cruel
and abusive treatment. Miller for
libellant.
SOME ELECTION!
John Kelienberger from Grace D.
Kellenberger of Rockland, married at
Rockland March 3. 1903; cause, de
By the largest Republican majority
sertion. Payson for libellant.
in the State’s history the people of
Wilhelmina Polity from John E.
■
Maine announce to the world their
Polky of St. George, married at St.
George April 20. 1923: cause, cruel
repudiation of the assaults launched
and abusive treatment.
Libellant
by the opposing political party
asks for custody of minor child,
against the principle of National
Cecil A. Polky. Payson for libel
lant.
Prohibition, against the return of the
Ruth M. Lermond of Warren from
saloon under some form of disguise,
Walter H. Lermond of Rockport,
and by the same token register their
married at Union. June 30. 1925;
endorsement of Herbert Hoover as
cause, cruel and abusive treatment
and non-support. Libellant asks for
the standard bearer of the party
custody of minor child. Cynthia A.
which stands for a prosperity-pro
Lermond. Payson for libellant.
GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
ducing protective tariff and a policy
Alice M. Jones of Rockland from
Maurice
W.
Jones
of
St.
George,
of farm relief that shaH be adequate
married at Warren Oct. 29. 1927:
for the prosperous development of
cause, cruel and abusive treatment.
this chief National industry.
Granville N. Bachelder (left) and Charles L. Bcman (right) Rival Can
Libellant asks to resume her maiden
didates for Representative to Legislature Poll Big Vote In Their
name. Alice SI. Brewster. Payson for
This is not to say that the election
Home Towns. The Latter Is Le ading By One, But Matinicus Vote
libellant.
has failed to endorse the party’s can
Is Expected to Elect Bachelder.
Levi L. Mitchell of Rockland from
didates for governor, for senator and
:
■■
Grace .VI. Mitchell of Rockport, mar
for congressmen, no less than the
ried at Rockland Nov. 1, 1920: cause
Treasurer—Dow, R., 305; Jenkins,
(Continued From Page Onet
adultery. Libellant asks for custody
candidates for county office, parti
D.. 102.
of minor child. Leigh E. Mitchell.
County Attorney—Campbell. ft-.
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
cularly in our own county of Knox.
First of The Season
Tirrell for libellant.
297:
Roberts.
D.,
107.
Certainly the sweeping majorities on 1917; Emery. D., 1012.
Genevieve Strout from Riley F.
Commissioner
—
Rich,
R-,
2S7;
,
.
... ,
. ...
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 1867;
Strout of Rockland, married at Rock
every hand overwhelmingly establish t-j.irke
1137
French, D.. 118.
land Aug 31. 1912; cause, adultery,
this fact. But the national managers j sheriff—Harding, R.. 1914; ThursRepresentative to Legislature—
and cruel and abusive treatment.
Burkett.
R..
322.
Howes.
D..
94.
of the opposition party, in sending ton, D.. 1048.
Libellant asks for custody of minor
here their party speakers, workers
Treasurer-Dow. R„ 1928; Jenkins,
children. 'Barbara. Gladys, Kingsley.
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
D.. 1019.
VINALHAVEN
To Fry or Boil
Vivian and Sherwood, ‘Tirrell for
abd money, realized the potency of
County Attorney—Campbell, R.,
libellant.
U.
S.
Senator
—
Hale,
R-.
246;
the old slogan that as Maine goes so 1914: Roberts, D., 1079.
Everett A. Carter from Gladys M
Commissioner—Rich,
R.,
1868; Holmes, D., 205.
goes the country. Well, Maine has
Carter of Rockland, married at Rock
Congress—White, R„ 253; Beliveau,
French, D„ 1310.
land March 4. 1918; cause, cruel and
spoken. She has pointed the way to
Representative
to Legislature— D.. 210.
abusive treatment and adultery.
Governor
—
Gardiner.
R.,
208;
Mo

a National landslide for Hoover and St. Clair, R., 1823; Sargent, D., 997;
U
Libellant asks for custody of minor
ran.
D.,
203.
Fresh Daily Arrivals
Thompson, Ind.. 59.
Curtis in November.
children. Daphine, Hazel and Rus
CD
Auditor—Hayford. R., 233; McDon
sell. Tirrell for libellant.
1923
Rockland.
ough. D.. 200.
Doris May Parrltt of Rockland
ROCKPORT
Let us all have a hand in the hos
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 223;
from Ernest S. Parrltt of Steuben,
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 337; Grant. D.. 201.
pital campaign, even if our contri
married at Steuben Dec. 24, 1920;
•
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R-.
Holmes. D.. 133.
cause, cruel and abusive treatment
bution is a small one. Let us show
Congress—White. R., 333; Beliveau, 197: Emery, D., 217.
and non-support. Libellant asks for
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 226; Thomaston,
Genuine Soring
our summer colonists how deeply we D„ 135.
custody of minor child Harold. TirSo. Thomaston,
Governor—Gardiner, R., 326; Mo Clarke. D., 201.
rell for libellant.
appreciate their royal help.
Sheriff—Harding. R.. 203: Thurston. Friendship,
ran, D., 151.
Earle C. Perry from Lillian H.
D„ 221.
Cushing.
Auditor—Hayford, R„ 327; McDon
Perry of Rockland, married at Rock
Treasurer—tDow, R., 204; Jenkins, Owls Head,
wee
98
land July 3, 1927; cause, cruel and
Charles Evans Hughes who failed ough. D.. 137.
D.. 209.
State Senator—Dwinal, R-, 339;
abusive treatment. Tirrell for libel
County Attorney—Campbell, R.,
of the Presidency himself, by an
507
747
Totals.
lant.
Grant, D.. 134.
Just Lean Enough
123; Roberts. D.. 348.
unfortunate factional fight in Calif
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
Josephine E. Davis from John
Commissioner — Rich.
R„
170;
E. Davis of Warren, married at
ornia, has proffered his services to 336; Emery, D.. 135.
French, D. 253.
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R.. 299;
Rockland Jan. 1, 1914; cause, cruel
x’
the Republican National Committee
Representative to
Legislature—
o
o
and abusive treatment and adultery.
Clarke. D., 166.
OSh
Bachelder R.. 93; Roman, D.. 385.
cabling from Europe an offer to
Libellant asks for custody of minor
Sheriff—Harding, R„ 225; Thurs
□
3
take the stump for Hoover and Cur ton, D., 142.
S
child. George.
Smalley for libel
■
WARREN
140
330
Rockport,
lant.
Treasurer—Dow, R.. 319; Jenkins,
Fresh Gathered Native
tis. In public life today no mar. is
112
331
Esther L. Crockett of Rockland
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 331; Warren,
held in higher respect than Mr. D.. 158.
94
322
Union,
from Vernard C. Crockett of parts
County Attorney—Campbell, R. 330 Holmes. D:, 110.
Hughes, and iho man could have Roberts. D., 136.
99
159
unknown, married at Vinalhaven Oct.
Congress—White. R.. 333; Beliveau, Washington,
26. 1914; cause, desertion and nonlgreater weight on the platform as a
Commissioner—Rich,
R.,
295; D.. 111.
445
1142
Totals,
support. Libellant asks for custody
Governor—Gardiner. R.. 329; Mo
political speaker. Widespread radio French, D.. 173.
of minor children, Vernard C. Crock
Representative to
Legislature— ran, D.. 120.
hookups will make it possible for
ett. Jr., and Lawrence C. Crockett.
The Finest Known
Auditor—.Hayford, R„ 326; McDon
Burkett, R., 330; Howes, D., 140.
practically the whole nation to hear
c
Pike for libellant.
v
ough. D., 109.
07.
Emma May Frattoril from Charles
State Senator—Dwinal. R., 329;
what this distinguished New Yorker
SOUTH THOMASTON
■
0*
Frattoril of Rockland, married at
Grant. D.. 112.
•s
has to say.
80;
R„
U. 8. Senator—Hale,
Annville. Pa.. June 2. 1917; cause,
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
Holmes. D., 81.
Qiuel and abusive treatment. Libel
326’: Emery, D„ 113.
578
717
Camden.
Congress—’White, R., 80; Beliveau,
lant asks for custody of minor child,
The Hoover trend is well demon
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 324; Hope,
49
109
D.. 79.
Edward. Pike for libellant.
•
Marsh
Clarke, D„ 118.
strated in Wisconsin where Walter
136
63
Appleton,
Governor—Gardiner, R., 70; Mo
Erwin F. Chase of Rockland from
Sheriff—Harding. R., 335; Thurs
J. Kohler, the conservative Repub ran. D.. 91.
Madelyn
Chase
_of
Somerville
Mass.,
ton, D., 112.
690
962
Totals,
-now.
Auditor—Hayford, R„ 75; McDon
lican candidate, and one of the ori
married at Rockland March 25.
Treasurer—Dow. R., 328; Jenkins,
ough,
D.,
80.
1926:
cause,
cruel
and
abusive
treat

ginal Hoover men in that State, has
D., 112.
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 75;
ment. Campbell for libellant.
County Attorney—Campbell. R..
just won the gubernatorial nomina Grant. D., 82.
Gladys Fletcher of St. George from
330:
Roberts,
D.,
116.
tion after an extraordinary run. The
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R., 71;
Benjamin F. Fletcher of parts un
Commissioner — Rich,
R., 322;
known. married at Rockland Sept. 9.
New York Herald Tribune well says Emery. D„ 87.
French, D., 125.
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 74;
1920: cause, desertion and cruel and
that “had there been a widespread
Representative to Legislature—
abusive treatment. Miller far libel
Vinalhaven,
Clarke. D.. 85.
ONE
Burkett.
R„
331;
Howes,
D.,
112.
antagonism to the Hoover enforce
Sheriff—Harding. R., 74; Thurston,
North Haven,
lant.
ment policy it would surely have D„ 83.
Stf George,
• Leola A. Landry of Rockport from
WASHINGTON
”
Treasurer—Dow, R., 76; Jenkins,
Isle au Haut,
Daniel A. Landry of parts unknown,
been reflected in his vote," for Wis
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 154; Matinicus,
married at Montville Dec. 7, 1925:
D„
80.
consin is perhaps the strongest antiCounty Attorney—Campbell. R., 73; Holmes, D., 10F.
cause, gross and confirmed habits of
Volstead State in the Union.
Congress—White, R., 155; Beliveau,
Totals,
548
intoxication and non-support. Libel
549
Roberts, D.. 85.
lant asks for custody of minor child,
Commissioner—Rich, R., 66; French D.. 100.
Governor—Gardiner, K., 152; Mo
Daniel L., Jr., Smalley for libellant.
VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
That gallant old sport, Sir Thomas D., 90.
Trances Clough Arey of Camden
Representative to
Legislature— ran, D., 107.
Lipton, has announced his intention
from Harold Arey of Bridgewater,
Auditor—Hayford, R„ 154; McDon
Vose, R., 76: Orff. D.. 81.
of trying for the America’s cup in
Vt., married at Camden March 2
ough. D., 101.
ST. GEORGE
1922; cause, cruel and abusive treat
1929. and explains that the only rea
State Senator—Dwinal, R„ 156;
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 307:
ment and desertion. Libellant asks
Grant, D„ 102.
son he didn’t make the attempt this Holmes. D., 126.
to resume her former name. Fran
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R..
Congress—White, R., 305; Beliveau,
year was because one of his yacht
ces Clough. Emery for libellant.
55; Emery, D., 100.
D.. 123.
designers fell ill and it was impos
Fannie R. Brewster of Rockport
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 154;
Governor—Gardiner, R., 310; Mo
1926
1928
from Lennan B. Brewster of Antioch,
Clarke. D„ 103.
sible to build a challenger in season. ran. D., 133.
138 Calif., married June 26, 1885; cause
Appleton,
129
52
129
Sheriff—Harding, R., 156; Thurston, Camden,
Auditor—Hayford, R., 300; McDon
Persistence and pluck are the allit
558
334 cruel and abusive treatment and dc
865
407
D., 100.
Cushing,
66
61
48
57 sertion. Miller for libellant.
erative adjectives which certainly ough, D., 123.
Treasurer
—
Doev,
R„
154;
Jenkins,
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 299:
Friendship,
70
84
109
91
Mary L. Brewer of Rockland from
apply to Sir Thomas.
R..
100.
Grant, D„ 126.
I
Hope,
47
108
88 Arthur W. Brewer of parts unknown,
111
County Attorney—Campbell, R., North Haven,
LORINDA B. KENNEDY
was raging here. She also leaves two
Judge of Probate—Crawford. R..
32
88
58 married at Rockland March 26. 1917: Rockland Jan. 16, 1924; cause, adul
ltt
156;
Roberts,
D.,
100.
Mrs. Mary E. Messer received word sisters, Mrs. Adelaide Mahoney of
Baseball is over for the season 299; Emery. D„ 126.
Owl’s Head,
95
54
35 cause desertion and non-support. tery' and cruel and abusive treat
34
Commissioner
—
Rich,
R.,
156;
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 274;
Rockland,
1888 1117 1394
952 Libellant asks for custody of minor ment. Libellant asks for custody of Monday of the death, in University Lincolnville Center, and Mrs. Sarah
but the responsibility of the 25 back
French, D„ 100.
Clarke. D.. 163.
Rockport,
151' 266
326
192 children. Dorothy L.. and Arthur F. minor child. Cynthia F. Smalley for of California Hospital. San FrancAco Fay of Somerville, Mass. Mrs. Frost
ers Is not, for the reason that the
Representative
to
Legislature
—
libellant.
Mrs. Lorinda B. (Messer) widow was devoted to her home and family
Sheriff—Harding. R.. 308; Thurston,
So. Thomaston 70
91.
65
94 Smalley for libellant.
Burkett. R„ 159; Howes, D., 99.
Gertrude E. Kennedy of Rockland j of the late Herbert D. Kennedy. Mr -, and was always found ready at the
maintenance of the sport has left D., 128.
St. George,
310
291
2S2
1M
Roy G. Mank of Rockland from from Frank J. Kennedy of New York i Kennedy had been in the hospital
call of duty, whether it was pleas
Treasurer—Dow, R., 298; Jenkins.
a deficit of $1,000. It is hoped to
Thomaston,
239 ' 413
309 Martha L. Mank of parts unknown,
433
KNOX COUNTY
Union,
305
114
192
166 married at Rockland Nov. 14. 1922 City, married at Rockland July 25. 1 since early in May. She underwent ant or otherwire. Her home showed
wipe out the debt without waiting D„ 124.
County Attorney—Campbell, R„
208
203
132
136 cause adultery. Tirrell for libellant 1926. Cause, cruel and abusive treat- two surgical operations, which in her much of her handiwork, as well as
U. 8. Senator—Hale, R„ 5712; Vinalhaven,
until spring, and upon the public’s 303; Roberts, D.. 122.
ment and non-support.
bibellant ' weakened condition, she was unable i inventiveness, and her goodtaste in
Warren,
120
329
349
Holmes. D., 2698.
155
Geneva R. Huke of Rockland from asks to resume her maiden name, to withstand.
Priends here have , all things.She will begreatly missed
response rests the fate of baseball
Commissioner — Rich, R,. 296;
Ml Earl R. Huke of Flushing. N. V.
Congress—White, R., 5718; Beli Washington,
152
107
126
Gertrude E. Fogg. Payson for li- . anxiously awaited news, hoping for by her family and the community In
Isle au Haut,
10
another season. The directors will French, D., 132.
veau. D„ 2727.
11 cause, cruel and abusive treatment
her
recovery,
and
the outcome was which she lived. She attended church
Representative to Legislature—
Governor—Gardiner, R., 5540; Mo Matinicus,
23
3 and desertion. Libellant asks for bellant.
welcome suggestions.
sadly received.
•—
when health permitted and believed
Tiny
Marie
Dunn
of
Rockland
Bachelder, R., 314; Boman, D., 128.
— —
ran, D„ 2997.
custody of minor child. John Allen
Mrs. Kennedy was born in this city. in its teachings.
from
John
J.
Dunn
of
East
Boston,
Auditor—Hayford, R., 5557; Mc
5530 2998
Huke. W. H. Gulliver for libellant.
Nov.
12.
1871,
daughter
of
the
late
Funeral services were held Wed
Talk with many New Yorkers and
THOMASTON
George P. Campbell of Rockland niaiiiid at Rockland May 29. 1926; Robert W. and Mrs. Laura (Bird)
Donough. D., 2705.
nesday afternoon at the home. Rev.
cause, cruel and abusive treatment
you will find A1 Smith enthusiasts
State Senator—Dwinal, R„ 5604;
V. S. Senator—Hale, R„ 431;
Edward C. Moran. Jr., the de- from Gertru<Je E .Campbell of Mai and gross and confirmed habits of Messer. She attended schools here less- Kenderdine of the Methodist
Grant, D.. 2788.
f1 ....
c
r'.
den. Mass., married ht Boston July
and was married in 1896 to Herbert Church officiating. Beautiful flow
But you will also encounter many Holmes, D., 222.
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R. feated candidate for Governor. 2 1910. cause desertion. Pike for intoxication. Payson for libellant.
Congress—White, R., 310; Beliveau,
D. Kennedy of this city and Boston
men of apparently good understand
L. Ernestine Gaudun of Washing They lived in Boston for a time, but ers surrounded tbe casket. The bur
this morning made this statement: libellant.
5458: Emery, D„ 2898.
D„ 217
ial was in the family lot in Rock
ing who scout the idea that he will
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 5337;
“I have sent a wire to Mr. GarRosie E. Gray from Roswell F ton from Peter G. Gaudun of Cam Mr. Kennedy’s health failing they ville, the bearers being the two sons.
Governor—Gardiner, R., 433; Mobridge. married at Cambridge Jan. 12. went to Colorado, from there they
Gray
of
Rockport,
married
at
RockClarke, D„ 3110.
carry the State in November. "We ran, D.. 239.
Walter and Eugene, and E. Mont
diner reading as follows: ‘Both as
port June 14, 1925: cause, cruel and 1926. cause cruel and abusive treat
Sheriff—-Harding, R., 5522; Thurs
Auditor—Haytford, R.. 424; McDon
to Glendale, Calif. After the Perry and Earle Ludwick.
were with him for governor," they
your personal friend and politi abusive treatment, gross and con ment. Libellant asks for custody of ihoved
ton. D„ 2925.
death of Mr. Kennedy she disposed
ough, D., 218.
says, "but as for electing him Presi
Treasurer—Dow, R., 5520; Jenkins cal opponent I congratulate you firmed habits of intoxication and minor child. Marion Reta Faye Gau of her real estate and moved to Palo
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 426;
dent, that’s another story.”
D„ 2796.
Graht, D., 223.
Tudor on your victory.
Best non-support. Libellant asks to re dun. Libellant asks that her name he Alto, Calif., where she had since re
County Attorney — Campbell, R. wishes for a pleasant and suc sume her maiden name, Rosie E. changed to L. Ernestine Rivers, her sided. Mrs. Kennedy wu.s possessel
Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.
maiden name: also that said minor’s of many fine qualities which en
Johnson. Perry for libellant.
5415; Roberts, D., 2998.
John Coolidge, son of the Presi 412; Emery. D„ 236.
Arthur M. Grotton of Rockpor name be changed to Marion Reta deared her to many life long friends
Commissioner — Rich, R., 5073; cessful administration. If I can
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R., 380;
dent, has obtained a position in the Clarke, D., 281.
assist do not hesitate to call upon from Catherine M. Grotton. married Rivers. Miller for libellant.
and she will be greatly missed by
French, D„ 3311.
Harold E. Bunker from Helen F. them. She is survived by one daugh
/■. 1
at Rockland Jan. 6. 1928; cause, exHartford (Conn.) electrical works
• • • e
Sheriff—Harding, R.. 435; Thurs
Bunker
of
Matinicus.
married
at
Ma

. r
treme cruelty. Libellant asks for
ter. Miss Mildred Kennedy of Palo
owned by Gov. Trumbull, and is on ton, D„ 231.
1 take this opportunity to custody of minor child, Carelenc M tinicus June 25, 1923; cause,, cruel Alto, and one nephew, Robert W.
TftAOt MMa ftta Vi. PAT 0»f.
It is quite likely that Knox
Treasurer—'Dow, R., 422; Jenkins,
the job. Now that he has gone to
and abusive treatment and adultery. Messer of Los Angeles. wj)o has been
I Grotton. Perry for libellant.
County has chosen a solid Repub thank all who supported me
D.. 221.
Libellant
asks
for
custody
of
minor
work perhaps the many thousands
Lillie E. Morse of Rockland from
unremitting in his care fqy her. The
County Attorney—Campbell, R., lican delegation to the Maine look hack over the campaign with
Willey E. Morse of Vinalhaven. mar child. Osmond Bunker. Otis for li burial will be in Glendale,
who have been exhibiting so much 422; Roberts. D.. 224.
the
feeling
that
I
did
my
best,
tin,'.^'^3"
vinalhaven
’
June
”
Vs?
1921
POPULAR, and HOW
Legislature.
Complete returns
bellant.
Commissioner — Rich,
R., 395;
interest in his future will do the
der
all
the
conditions,
in
return
cause cruel and abusive treatment
Mattie M. Flansburg of Rockland
show
the
election
of
George
I
MRS.
ABBIE
FROST
French, D., 257.
same.
Abbie A., widow of the late Oscar
Representative to Legislature— St. Clair, Edwin S. Vose, Ered E for the confidence placed in me an<' non-support. Roberts for libel-! from Marvin H. Falnsburg of parts
unknown, married at Avon, N. Y S. Frost, died early Monday morn
lant.
Vose. I!.. 430; Orne. D.. 234.
Burkett and George E. Allen, but by my party.”
Roger Ludwig from Annie M. Lud Dec. 29. 1886; cause, desertion. Kim ing. at her home on North Main
BARGAINS IN DAYS
wig of Catbden, married at 'Belfast ball for libellant.
the result in the Vinalhaven
street. Mrs. Frost had been in ill
UNION
May 5, 1923; cause cruel and abusive
Grace M. Mitchell of Rockport from health for a long time, but was able
(For The Courier-Gazette)
North Haven, St. George, Isle an
U. S. Senator—Hale, R., 311:
treatment and gross and confirmed Levi L. Mitchell of Rockland, married to be about until about six week,
Just a few left that are sunny and golden I
Haut and Matinicus will not be
habits of intoxication. Perry for li at Rockland Nov. 1, 1920; cause, ago. when she bad an ill turn, from
Mummer came bringing a marvelous store— Holmes, D., 103.
Bright days anil dreamy days, made for pleas
Congress—White. R., 310; Beliveau, known until the mails bring the
bellant.
adultery and cruel and abusive treat which she never rallied, und though
ure :
D„ 106.
C. Maud Topp from Fred J. Topp ment. Libellant asks for custody of up and about the house occasionally,
vote from Isle au Haut and Ma
These are tile last. There are really no more.
Governor—Gardiner, R., 305; MoThis new type 4-eyelet tie in
of Camden, married at Camden Aug minor child, Leigh E. Mitchell. I’ike gradually grew weaker.
Will you have one of the Jew still remaining t
tinicus. Charles L. Boman leads
Just for" tile taking! The small price one ran. I).. 114.
Spanish Brown Calf Military Heel
4, 1923; cause, gross and confirmed for libellant.
Mrs. Frost was born in Camden,
by
one
vote
on
the
face
of
the
Auditor—Hayford, R., 301; McDon
habits of intoxication and non-sup- | Cordelia L. Roach from Homer A. April 9, 1849 daughter of William
and Alligator Tongue has been
Never '"missed. These are wonderful rallies—
Blake
B.
Annis
ough, D„ 101.
designed especially for fall. A
port. Perry for libellant.
| Roach, both of Rockport, married at K. and Lavinin (Sleeper) Sherman.
Remnants of summer! Bargains In days 1
returns. Isle au Haut is usua”
State Senator—Dwinal, R., 302;
Myrtle S. Hart or Camden from 1 Camden Jan. 2. 1915; cause cruel and When a young woman sl^e was mar
medium low cut boot has that
CHIROPRACTOR
very close but slightly Democrat
Look you will find them surprisingly lovely ;
G
, j, ,03
Oscar T. Hart of Warren, married abusive treatment. Montgomery for ried to Oscar S. 'Frost of Rockville
wonderful fit around the ankle
Those that were dusty are freshened by, “ ‘ '
' '
. .
_
, .
ic,,
while
Matinicus
is
usually
showers;
I Judge of Probate—Crawford, R.,
and heel so popular with ladies
at Warren January 30. 1918: cause, libellant.
who died a few years ago. (By this
111 Limerock St. Tel. 1163
Each one designed by an artist to color;
292: Emery, D., 111.
top-heavy Republican, although
wanting good snug Fitting shoes.
cruel and abusive treatment, gross , petition for annulment; James E. union there we,e five children, two
107-tf
and confirmed habits of Intoxication Simmons of Rockport from Bernice of whom survive—Walter O.. of Au
.VUnJoifhJ” this one'of'Itoldemml"tat'tor'n T Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R„ 295;:t^e VQte WOU1J probably 110t ex
All wrapped about with a soft purple haze? Clarke, D., 111.
|
,
,,
,
and adultery. Perry for libellaht. tSimmons of Greenfield. Mass., mar- gusta and Leslie Eugene, of this city
•This is the last clearance sale of the season sheriff—Harding, R., 309; Thurston, cee(1 J ®coreMere are tile rep
*
AT THE BROOK
Gertrude E. Brown from Percy R. ried at Gardiner June 21. 1916; Cause. I Another son Albert S., succumbed to
ijLuiantx of wUBtoat I “l«.to. U^.ys: ’
101.
resentative tabulations.
Brown, both of Rockland, married at deceit. Emery for petitioner.
I mtluenza in 1318, when that epidemic

Mi

OUR PRICES
CAN’T BE
BEATEN

PERRY'S

BULK TEA lb> 4^^c

LaTouraine Coffee lb

4:9C

Finnan Haddie lb 18c
Fresh Halibut lb 319c
Peters Haddock

I ««

1

lb 6c

315c
Sirloin Steak 115 4 5c
Bantam Corn doz 1 5c
Waldorf 3 rolls 17c
Campfire bo X 2 4c

Leg or Lamb Spc;ial

1l b

WE TRADE AT PERRY’S

A’

“

FRIEND

TELLS ANOTHER

McLAIN Shoe Store

SHOES

McLAIN Shoe Store

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

TiliU'

~ EDWARD BOK’S PRINCELY GIFT

COMIriQ NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 11—Court convenes.
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.
Sept. 14 (2 to 7 p. in.)—Educational Club j
plcntr with Mrs. Nina Gregory. (ilencove.
Sept. 20- Annua) County Sunday School
convention of First Rnpllst Church.
Sept. 28- Mrs. Alary Harris Amour of
Georgia will speak at First Baptist Church
under auspices of W. C. T. V.
Oct. 4 Evening school opens at Rockland
Commercial College.
. .
Oct. 12- Columbus Day.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.

Weather This Week

Weather outlook for week In North
Atlantic States: Mostly fair except
showers about Wednesday or Thurs
day: temperature near normal In the
North Atlantic States first half of
the week. Cooler about Thursday
with temperature below normal
thereafter.

Eilw. Sansom of the Postoffice staff
is having a week’s vacation.

Peter Pellicane left Saturday for
Boston, where he will enter North
eastern University.
Nature has not yet begun to show
her fall goods. The only leaves which
have turned are those which have
blighted.

Distinguished Summer Resident Donates Nurses’
Home To Knox County General Hospital.
Announcement at the public meeting last evening that
Edward W. Bok purposed building for the Knox County

General Hospital a home for nurses was greeted by a storm of
applause from the friends of that institution, who saw in the

generous proposal the immediate realization of a dream which

was generally felt could not be brought to pass for many years
to com£.

Mr. Bok's announcement was contained in a per

sonal letter to the general chairman of the present hospital
campaign, and was read to the meeting:
“Dear Mr. Fuller:—Last week 1 lost a brother, and
I thereby lost a wonderful love and devotion. 1 think
this is the time for me to take advantage of your remark,
and I hereby take pleasure in notifying you that a check
for fifty thousand'dollars ($50,000) awaits your call at
any time that you want it.for the erection of what I would
like t^have called ‘The William Bok Home For Nurses,”
if the'Board of Trustees is inclined to accept this offer.”
Mr. Bok’s splendid gift conies at a most timely moment,

W. Oliver Rollins severed his con
nection with the Portland Cement Co.
Saturday and returns to Boston today
to enter his second year in Bentley
School of Accounting and Finance.
Ralph A. Smith, store manager for
the Central Maine Power Co., is hav
ing a fortnight's vacation, In the
course of which he expects to visit
In Massachusetts.
William E. Shaughnessy of Bath,
who is well known to the local vet
eran firemen and polo fans, sails
next week for Panama Canal where
he will be employed on one of the
three locks.

Edward K. Chapman who died In
Portland Sunday at the age of 87. was
known as the King of Christmas Tree
Dealers and one of the State s check
er champions. He had many ac
quaintances in Knox County.

Opportunity Class resumed its reg
ular meetings Thursday evening, Mrs.
Young and Mrs. Collins being host
esses at .Mrs. Young's home, Ingra
ham Hid. Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs.
Nellie Magune and Mrs. William
Grant were named to submit a list of
new ollicers at the next regular meet
ing.
Lieut. Cushman and Stale Patrol
man .l’ray added another feather to
their caps Sunday when they recov
ered a valuable motor car which had
been stolen in New Brunswick. The
machine was located in Camden after
a bit of careful investigating, but
the two men who took it there could
not be found.
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removing as it does with a stroke of the pen any necessity for
a future campaign to cover this hospital need, completing as
it will do the institution’s plant and still further adding to
the efficiency and economical management of the Knox Coun
ty General Hospital.

$75,000 IN HAND

Hospital Campaign Opens
Today To a Splendid Fly
ing Start.
The workers and officials of the
Knox County General Hospital cam
paign gathered at Temple hall last
night in the opening meeting of the
drive with excellent attendance. The
Rockland City Band played several
fine selections, proving its public
spirit by donating its very important
services Election returns were re
layed from the office of The CourierGazette.
\

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the
First Baptist Church spoke the invo
cation and the general chairman of
the drive, W. O. Fuller, who presided
over the meeting briefly told the story
of the hospital. H. W. Fifleld. Jr., or
ganization chairman outlined the ma
chine of the county and E. II. Veazie.
city chairman, named his assistants.
Hugh Spaulding of New York, cam
paign director, presented the plan of
campaign and gave out insiructions.
Luncheons will be held at noon daily
beginning today and possibly includ
ing Friday if the $100,000 goal is not
attained Thursday. The executive
committee made the pleasing report
of $75,000 already In hand.
Two special features distinguished
this meeting^ the first one being the

presence of the honorary chairman of
the campaign, Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
who drove down from his summer
home for the purpose of lending his
endorsement to the meeting. When
the presiding officer emphasized the
fact of Mr. Curtis's friendship for the
hospital, stating that it was his initial
gift of $50,000 which had insured in
advance thp success of the present
campaign, the audience arose to its
feet and gave to Mr. Curtis an ovation
the warmth of which our city never
has seen surpassed. Mr. Curtis,
briefly and wittily responding, ex
pressed his appreciation of the greet
ing and his approval of and friendship
for the Knox County General Hospital,
and predicted a full measure of suc
cess for the present campaign.
The other striking feature of the
meeting appeared in the announce
ment of Mr. Bok's gift of a home for
nurses, details of which are noted
elsewhere in this issue.
# « * •

| Th<‘ Knox Hospital campaign occuJpied the attention of the Forty Club
w
J
E*
*r
Yesterday noon and vigorous cooperaCorrespondent h-xpects IO ;ion was promised, 20 workers volun
teering in addition to the several
See State Roll Up Big members already identified with the
drive. Postmaster Veazie and Hugh
Hoover Vote.
Spaulding spoke in connection with
the matter. A. E. Wiseman of New
St. Augustine, Fla. Sept. 7.
York was the only visitor and he
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Your paper comes to our hou’e, as paid his way with a story. President
we were formerly from Maine, and II 11 e was *n
chair and the way
like'very much the straightforward his organization is functioning could
way in which you set forth the politi he told by the fine reports made, es
cal, personal, and business issues of pecially that of A. U. Bird who has
outlined some excellent prospects in
the campaign.
The “Solid Democratic South” is. the entertainment line.
as far as I can find out, based on tra
dition. and kept alive on the color
The only national speaker to ap
question.
pear here in the Republican campaign
1 believe the “State’s Rights” can was Senator James E. Watson of In
take care of its color question the diana, who was one of the Republi
same as California took care of the can candidates for the Presidential
Japanese question.
nomination last June. Senator Wat
It appears that a lot of the natives son is one of the most effective i>ohere are waking up to that or some litical orators that has been heard
other expedient.
here in a quarter century and a
We know that the Coolidge admin crowded house at Empire Theatre en
istration, has been fair, conservative, joyed every minute of his speech.
and that the country has enjoyed un During the afternoon he was taken
surpassed prosperity.
on an auto ride by Clerk cf Courts
We don’t like Al Smith personally Griffin, accompanied by County Treas
tve don’t like his associates; we don’t urer Dow and a member of The Cou
like his record as a politician. He rier-Gazette. He was pronounced In
seems to be the choice of a group, his admiration of local scenery. In
rather than a Democratic majorky.
the evening he dined with President
You possibly noticed that Florida’s
Frank H. Smith of the Law re nee
delegates to the Huston convention
Portland Cement Company and
were hone dry and anti-Smith to
gained some valuable data for his
a man.
Our St. Augustine Record of which subsequent speech advocating a tariff
I am sending you a copy felt the dis on cement. Milton M. Griffin pre
grace keenly. The St. Augustine sided. the other speakers being Sena
Tribune, a small independent sheet, is tor Dwinal and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence.
willing to concede that Hoover will The Rockland City Band played be
fore the speech-making.
give us continued prosperity and
MARRIED
further that prohibition, bad as it is,
Robbins-Johnson—Belfast. Sept. 8, by Kev
is better than free rum oV high license. Ralph Hayden. Edward Coles Robbins and
Despite all the Democratic propa < Uif <,erlrude Lou,se Johnson of San Diego,
ganda of what may happen to a man
Butler-Barham—Rockland, Sept. S. by Ret
or woman in the South who votes for '-ss- Kenderdine. Clyde Butler of Thomaston
Hoover. I will be very much disap and Nellye ILrrliam of Dallas, Texas
Swanson MuDuffey-Rockland. Sept. 8 bv
pointed if Florida does not roll up a
Albertus W. Clarke, Carl Swanson and Miss
very substantial vote for the Republi Betsy MeDiifTev, both of Clark Island.
can dandidate.
C. U. Jellison.

FLORIDA IN ARMS

A

DIED
ROBINSON THE WINNER

Beats Levensaler 1 Up In Annual
Cup Contest

The name of Homer E. Robinson
is this year to be engraved upon the
large silver cup known as the Cole
trophy, which is the reward to the
winner of the annual golf tournament
at the Rockland Country Club. The
finals of the contest saw Mr .Robin
son and E. S. Levensaler so evenly
matched that in the first 18 holes
played Friday each alternated in
leading, the former finishing two
strokes ahead. In the final 18 played
Saturday Levensaler reversed those
figures and for some time held the
lead, 3 up. until at the close Rob
inson in a great spurt came from be
hind and at the finish led by one
stroke. It was one of the tightest
contests in the history of the club
and both players won much applause.

The object of this week’s campaign
is to remove the burden of indebted
ness, $86,000 in all, now hanging over
the hospital. The plant is complete,
modern, fire proof, well equipped and
staffed by excellent surgeons and
physicians and, relieved of the heavy
interest charges, the budget # will
A. C. JONES LOW NET
nearly balance which is all that is
possible in a public service institution Weekly Tournament At The Country
of this sort. The debt itself has been
Club Proved Interesting.
accumulated through a quarter cen
A closely contested match featured
tury of service and in completing the the regular Saturday tournament on
equipment of the new sections.
the Country Club course. A. C. Jones
was low net with 67 and Homer RobT.,
Ralph Fowler, Henry Marsh and I The special farm edition of the Ingson low gross with 84. Kennedy
Jerome Frye have entered Higgins Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau Union is Crane made 68 net.
The score:
Classical Institute.
j scheduled to appear about Oct. 1.

Beach Farm Inn In Jefferson has
lately been reorganized under the
name of Beach Farm, Inc., with the
fouper owner, George W. Kennedy
av president, and Raymond D. Ken
nedy as treasurer and general man
ager. Mrs. Kennedy, who has made
Beach Farm Inn famous for its
cuisine, will still “carry on," and
All eyes are on the new Buick
The regular meeting of Edwin
other activities will be In evidence
Libby Relief Corps will be held sedan which is being driven by Supt.
under the reorganization.
H. P. Blodgett, and of course the
Thursday evehing at G.A.R. hall.
license number is 110.
v
Miss Charlotte Oakes fell from one
Wendell Thornton went yesterday
of the Northern! wharves Sunday to Waterville where he is to act as
Alfred L. Sullivan died very sud
forenoon and had a narrow escape assistant at the Colby College library
denly in Ely, Nevada Sept. 8. The
from drowning. Her outcries were the coming year.
remains are being sent to this city
heard by Herman Holbrook who
for burial. The deceased was for
brought the girl safely ashore. She
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union merly a resident of Glencove.
was taken to Knox Hospital, where Veterans is fo resume its series of
Dr. North found that she was suf auction parties, the first one taking
M. E. Wotton, proprietor of the
fering no ill effects. She returned place this evening at Grand Army
home yesterday. Miss Oakes Is a hall, with Mrs. Mary Reed as hostess. Simonton dry goods store, is having
his annual vacation which was so
grand-danughter
of
Charles
R.
timed as to permit him to attend the
Staples of Hill street.
The regular meetings of Golden Rod Rotarian convention in St. Stephen,
Chapter, O. E. S.. will be resumed
A mislaid letter, written by L. E. Friday evening, with supper at 6 N. B.
Wade, came to the editor's attention o’clock. Mrs. Matie Spaulding chair
The annual State Convention of the
yesterday and was found to contain man. Those not solicited are request
Universalist denomination, which this
numerous Florida newspaper clip ed to take sweets.
year is the Centennial Convention,
pings relating to the political situa
tion in that State. The substance of
George Adams left Sunday for will hold its meetings in Auburn and
the editorial references and the com Dexter where he will teach in the Lewiston Sept. 23-28. This promises
munications which appeared in the Modern language department of an to be one of the most notable con
newspapers left no doubt that there exclusive private school for boys ventions of the denomination, and a
will he a very pronounced defection which has recently been established large number from the Rockland
church are planning to attend. De
of votes from the Democratic ticket there.
en account of Al. Smith’s nomination.
tails may be secured by communi
Mr. Wade is a former Rockland city
Masonic Sfrhool of Instruction at cating with Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
treasurer, now located in Sarasota, the Temple Wednesday at 1 o’clock.
The Courier-Gazette was able to
Fla.
The Eastern Star will furnish supper
at 6 o’clock to those in attendance at furnish the Knox County election re
Monroe Fair is in session this week. the afternoon session at 50 cents a turns complete (except the remote
For tile harness racing $4500 has been plate. There will also be an evening island towns of Matinicus and Isle
au Haut) at 9.30 last night, thanks to
hung up in purses for the bear-cats session.
the promptness of its correspondents
to scrap for all the way from a 2.30
E. C. Moran. Jr., in the closing and the splendid working force which
Grangers race to te free-for-all, three
classes each day. An airplane will be hours of his campaign for the gov assisted in the office. The Courierthere to take up passengers and there ernorship addressed a Maine' audi Gazette is greatly indebted to the
will he a parachute drop from the ence from the Congress 'Square radio Rockland Radio Company which in
plane each day. The famous Waldo station in Portland. There were stalled an 8-tube Atwater Kent radio
boro Band will be there, with its nine- many local listeners, and while they set purposely to assist in getting the
year old boy cornetist, there will be a did not all agree with the political State returns. In .spite of the static
big Midway with all kinds of amuse angle of his speech they enjoyed the is proved very useful.
ments and a baby show at 11 a. m. radio feature and were duly proud
Recently John Thompson, chairman
Wednesday. Of course there will be that a Rockland son could do such a
of the life saving committee of the
all kinds of exhibits, a regular old- good stunt.
Rockland Red Cross, has been giving
fashioned fair.
»
The State of Maine Publicity Bu instructions in swimming to Thomas
ton and Rockland Girl S-couts. Cyn
Rev. Henry Ulmer, missionary of reau closed its branch office in Kit thia Wasgatt. Carol Flanagan and
the American Sunday Union, occu tery the first of the month. Margue Mildred Thomas have successfully
pied the pulpit of the Littlefield Me- rite Stevens, the energetic young passed the tests and are entitled to
, morial Church Sunday, giving what woman who has been in charge writes Girl Scout merit badges. More than
he called object talks both morning thus to The Courier-Gazette: “If you a dozen young Scouts have been tak
and evening. They were very inter wish to tell the world that we had a ing daily swimming lessons and will
esting. The evening service was con big season at this branch office, we probably qualify Tor merit badges
won’t mind in the least. We found
ducted by the young people who go
our number of tourists more than next summer. One day recently Supt.
away this fall to different schools
doubled since we put up a large over E. L. Toner, Mrs. Arthur S. Little
for Bible study. Those in charge
head canvas banner saying that offi field and E. S. LevensaJer furnished
were: Music, Miss Ruth Conant; cial Maine information was procur autos to transport the Girl Scouts to
Scripture, Miss Arlene Chaples; able 500 feet ahead. We hope that the Creighton Farm at Thomaston
prayer. Miss Olive Bragg; notices, the Bath bridge Justified Rockland’s where they, in conjunction with the
Edward Jameson. These four young optimism—that is, that more ‘and Scouts under the leadership of Mrs.
people were presented with cash by better’ traffic would be diverted to Richard Elliot received swimming in
Mrs. George Grover in behalf of the No. 1.”
structions.
church, with a few well chosen words
bidding them Godspeed.
Following the recent resignation of
Motorists on the Belfast road Sun
day saw apparent evidences that a Miss Richardson from the position of
Rockland horses have been covering new Chandler ear had tried to climb superintendent of the Knox County
themselves with glory in the Maine a tree on the outskirts of Lincolnville. General Hospital, the directors ap
race in Skowhegan. There is M. It developed that the machine was the pointed H. P. Blodgett George. B.
George \V. Bachelder's Dagastan, property of a Mr. Edminster of Ban i Wood and Dr. W. F. Hart a committee
whieh has won every race entered, gor and had left the highway when j to find a successor to fill the vacancy.
and which did the mile in 2.101^ at the driver lost control of it on a curve. ' After careful consideration of a
I-ewiston, and his Worthy Silk, a 3- The driver was the only one of the number of applications for the poyear-old which won a Lewiston race five occupants injured, and his in , sition. they have given the appoint2.U •4. There is The Sheik, owned juries were not of a serious nature. • ment to Miss Josephine Pardee, who
Ellingwood which won a big The acident happened between 1 and ! formerly was associated with the
race in Skowhegan. Thers is M. 2 p. m. and it was five hours later ' hospital as instructor of nurses, but
Frank Donohue's Braden D, which when a Courier-Gazette reporter saw for the past four years has filled a
was a winner at Windsor in 2.15. the car being pulled back to terra j supervisor’s position in the Boston
There is Fred M. Blackington's Tramp flrma. Lieut. Cushman and Patrol • City Hospital. She will bring to the
Jolla, also a winner at Windsor, and man Pray looked after the traffic con local hospital high abilities for man
agement and the directors regard the
there is Frank Butler's Alice Brusl- gestion.
appointment a.s a most admirable one.
loff which made a good showing at
Gonia’s Wall Paper Sale lasts until Miss Pardee will take on her new
Lewiston. Most of these horses are
duties here the first Week in October.
108-1,10
performing at Monroe Fair thia week. Saturday, Sept. 1*5.

A. (’. Jones ..... -....................... ......
.....
H E Kotdnsou ....
......
Kennedy Crane ........
.
It F. Mathews ........................
.
J F Carver ............................
E. K Leighton ...................... ......
......
11 F Mann ............................
f. W Robinson ................................
Standish Perry ......... •........
......
F C Dyer
A. F. Lamb .............................. .......
E R Veazie........................ .......

84—17—67
84—13—71
90—®2- 68
91—22—70
let- 22—76
90—19—71
94- <13—71
84—13—71
96-24—72
87— 13— «4
88- 13—7’.
91—15—76

Tillson—Philadelphia, Sept. 9. Ethan P
Tillson, native of Thomaston, aged 87 years.

Cronin — Rockland, Sept. 9. Sarah IL, wife
of Dennis Cronin, aged .*►;> years.
Green Rockland. Sept. 8, Charles Green,
aged 49 years. 5 months. 10 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 1 o'clock from Bowes & Crozier
parlors.

announces

MISS ELLA JAMES
Special Representative of
Richard Hudnut, Perfumer, of New York

|

in a

-

Sales Exhibit Starting Today

|

Free Samples Given
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
MRS. CYRUS PINKHAM

Josephine (Carlisle) wife of Cyrus
S. Pinkham, died suddenly at her
home, corner of Limerock and Clare
mont streets, early Tuesday morn
ing.
The deceased was born, in
Boothhay Harbor 45) years ago,
daughter of Herman and Addle Car
lisle. She attended the public schools
of Boothhay Harbor, graduating
from the High School when she was
very young. She was married Dec.
29, 1900, to Mr. Pinkham, who was
then a resident of Boothhay.
They moved to Rockland 19 years
ago, and Mrs. Pinkham became en
deared to a large circle of friends,
few of whom knew the dread shadow
that was hanging over her. Mrs
Pinkham was quiet and retiring, and
intensely devoted to her family. She
is survived by her husband, who is
a chief engineer in the merchant

CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Melvin Wallace and family wish to
express their appreciation for tbe many floral
tributes anti other tokens of sympathy ex
tended during their recent bereavement in the
death of Mr. Wallace.

It will be easy for you to do you;
marine service; a son, Cyrus , a
daughter Margaret; her mother, Mrs. own papering by buying your paper
Addle Carlisle of Boothhay; and at Gonia’s and getting it trimmed for
three brothers, Fred Carlisle of one cent a roll.
108-110
Springfield. W. H., of Amsterdam,
N. Y., and Lewis of Boothhay Harbor.
Funeral services at the residence at
2 o’clock this afternoon. Interment
REPAIRING
at Boothhay Harbor.
ETTA BLACKINTON will do re
pairing, reiining, ladies’ and men’s

Bath Times: Quick action by the
clothing. Sewing of all kinds so
driver of an automobile from Rock
licited at 49 FULTON ST., Southland at Thompson's corner Thursday end. Tel. 960-J.
109*T115
morning prevented a serious accident
when little Joseph Flnklestein, son of
Mr .and Mrs. David Flnklestein of
Elm street, was hit and badly shaken ( I HAVE BOUGHT THE
up. The driver noticed the youngster
as he ducked into the street affiL
swerved sharply, one wheel inflicting
a slight bruise on the boy’s leg. Pa
trolman George McElman was on the
scene and the driver was not de„tained.

HASKELL
FISH MARKET

AT 582 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

Card of Appreciation

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
One by one as the rose leaves fall, our ranks
are being depleted. Again the Silent and
Almighty Ruler has removed front our ranks
a faithful and devoted member. Sister Laura
Cobb. Therefore be it,
Resolved, That while Sister Cobb had for
a long time been an invalid and unable to
attend the meetings, she took great Interest in
tile doings and welfare of the order at J so
faithfully lived up to Its principles and obli
gations.
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Laura
Cobh Good Will Grange No. 367 loses one of
Its oldest members, and while we as a body
deeply regret her loss, we can but feel our
loss is her gain.
There is no death, the sun goes down,
To shine upon some other shore,
And bright in Heaven’s eternal crown,
She shines forever more.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
spread upon our records, und a copy sent
to the press for publication and that our
charter he draped for a period of thirty days.
Mabel .1. Mills, Evle M. Fernald, Mabel
committee on resolutions.
6, 1928.
•

And am prepared to furnizh every
thing in High Claes Sea Food that
the modern market afford,.

I wish to express my heartfelt

Elmer W. Larrabee

thanks for the very generous sup

DELIVERY SERVICE
TEL. 650
ROCKLAND

port accorded me in a rather unus

109*111

ual contest. I will do my very best

to serve my City and State.

1885

GEORGE L. ST. CLAIR

1928

E. A. GLlDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE
6Stf

ALWAYS

YOUR

A T

SERVICE

Elmer W. (“Decker") Larrabee has
bought the Fred Haskell fish market
at 582 Main street, and plans
con
duct it in the most approved style.
Mr. Larrabee is an ardent angler him
self, and is very familiar with fresh
water and salt water fish.

Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank W. Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Duff and Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are
attending the Rotary district conven
tion which is being held this week at
St .Andrews, N. B.
Eighty Odd Fellows motored to
Spruce Head Sunday and enjoyed a
picnic on the premises of Freeman
Elwell, a brother member. A ball
game, barnyard golf, and other sports
made the occasion a pleasant one.
So also did the lobsters and steamed
clams.

Mrs. Mary Harris Amour, America’s
foremost woman orator and sometimes
called the Georgia cyclone, will be in
Rockland Sept. 28 and will speak in
the First Baptist Church. She comes
here directly from the State W.C.T.U.
convention. The public is asked to
keep the date in mind and everyone
is cordially invited to hear her.

Phone 886-W for Information, or Better Still, Drop In
to Discuss Your Heating Problem

NOW

Successful Operation Guaranteed or Money Refunded

Don’t Take Chances !
ON YOUR HEATING

A NURSE kN TRAINING

The world grows better, year by year,
Because some nurse in her little sphere
Puts on her apron and grins and sings.
And keeps on doing the same old things.

USE THE NU-WAY
Certainteed Heat

Taking temperatures, giving pills,
To remedy mankind’s numberless ills,
Feeding the baby, answering bells.
Being polite with a heart that rebels.

Longing for home and all the while
Wearing the same old professional smile.
Blessing the newborn babe’s first breath,
Closing the eyes that are closed In death.
Smiling when spirit and heart nearly breaks,
"0 dear,” what a lot of patience It takes.
Going off duty at 7 o’clock,
Tired, discouraged and ready to drop.

QUIET

Columns

In

Will

Anything

These
Sell

From

a

EFFICIENT

Please send me full information regarding installation of a Nu Way
Oil Burner.
Name................................................................................................................ ........
St. No........................................................................................................................
city.......................... :..............................................................................................

When we lay down our caps and cross the bar
O. God will You give us just one little star
To wear In our crowns, with our uniforms new,
In that city above, where the head nurse Is
You?

Ad.

CLEAN

You Can Now Buy a NU WAY OIL BURNER at $595.00 Completely Installed with 275 Gallon Tank, or
$650.00 with 1000 Gallon Tank. Three Years’ Free Service.

But called back to Special at 7.15
With woe In her heart, but It must not be seen :
Morning and evening, noon and night.
Doing It over and hoping it’s right.

An

NU-WAY
OIL BURNER

- OUR FUEL AND SERVICE By using our fuel oil you can get prompt service and we also maintain a service department, never closed, day or
night the year round, with expert workmen. Call 886-W.

Needle to dn Anchor.

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

What Do You Want

21 Limerock Street, Rockland

to Sell ?

PHONE 886-W

PHONE 886-W
“NU WAY,” THE BURNER THAT ALWAYS OPERATES

Page Four

WEST ROCKPORT

re you one of the great
majority who wont buy
the same kind of car again
AR above fifty per cent of car owners, when asked

Fin a

recent investigation if they intended to buy

another car of the same make as their present one,

said “NO”.
They are the dissatisfied. They know that they are

not getting all the motoring pleasure that they might
have and so they will turn to something different from

what they are now driving.

If you are one of these dissatisfied ones, don’t buy a
new car until you have tried out a 1929 Reo Flying
Cloud, the car that does all things well.
REO MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Lansing, Michigan

Miss Bernice Parker spent the7
weekend and holiday with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Parker, re
turning to Augusta last Tuesday
morning in company with her sister
Miss Hazel Parker and Miss Roberta
Nutt. Hazel and Roberta returned
the same day.
The Mission Circle held a picnic
with Mrs. C. E. Rhodes Jr., in Rock
port Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald and
family attended the Young reunion
at the home of the Young sisters in
Pleasantville, Warren, Thursday.
Several from this place attended
Simonton Community fair last week.
Raymond Fogler of New York who
has been visiting his mother returned
home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Merrifield in
company with friends from Rockland
motored to Houlton recently.
U. E. Leach has been absent from
his duties at the postoffice for several
days due to illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lam son have
returned from a trip to Massachu
setts whence they carried their
grandson Paul Lamson who has been
spending the summer with them.
• • * •

Simmons Reunion
The 43d annual reunion o f the
Simmons family was held at the
West Meadows Chapel Aug. 28 with
about 28 in attendance. A delicious
fish chowder served at noon was
supplemented by pies, cakes, etc.,
brought by those in attendance.
Following the dinner a short social
time was enjoyed before the business
meeting, called to order by the president—Robert Simmons. Records of
the last meeting were read and accepted. The names reported of members of the Simmons family who had
died were: Miles A. Simmons, Rock
land; Richard B. -Simmons. Appleton; Henry and Arthur Simmons,
West Meadows, Rockland.
Officers elected for the ensuing
year: President. Robert S. Simmons;
vice presidents. Sidney Benner, Ly
ford Mills, Lina Carroll; secretary,
Mrs. Mabel S. Heald; treasurer, Ly
ford Mills; chaplin, Robert Heald:
committee on time and place, George
E. Simmons. Mrs. Chloe Mills, Mrs.
Susie Lamb; entertainment commit
tee. Mrs. Nora Benner. Mrs. Flora S.
Fernald, Mrs. W. R. Simmons.
The committee on time and place
reported that the 1929 reunion will be
held at the home of George E. Sim
mons, East Union the third Wednes
day in August.

SOUTH CHINA

FLYING
CLOUD
eieev.............
Sport Sedan, illutiroteJ
Sedan .... <1845
Coupe . . .
11625
Sport Coupe
11725
|l795
Victoria. . .
Sport Victoria
11895

<1995
Brougham . . <1645
Sport Brougham 11745
Roadster . . . <1685
SpoctRoadmer. <1785

WOLVERINE

___
—

TELEPHONE 4 W

everything that goes

into the home, whether to eat or
clothe the family or for any other
use, is measured by the ‘‘yard stick”
maintained by the Bdreau of Stand
ards. The' Bureau is a National
Agency for Standardization and In
dustrial Research.

Broken horisohtal stripings and
I zigzag lightning streaks in rust gold
I and black form the base of a striking new coat material, while over
this is worked at irregular intervals
knots of white rayon which cause
I the whole fabric to gleam with me
tallic luster—a thinur quite to be de
sired as things now stand in the
1 world of fashion.

<>

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
IO

IM

i5

lb

57

56

(o£

QtHC

INTtSNATIONAt.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
49-Snake-llke fish
1-A heavy blow
S1-A southern State
6-A critic
(abbr.)
11- Remote
82-Curb
12- An Infallible
63-Love (Latin)
authority
55-A plaything
14-Fade
57-An outer covering
16-Comblnlng form
59-Combining form.
(Milk)
Seven
18- Mistake
61-Storehouse for hay
19- Sodlum carbonate
63- Part of the head
20- Owns
22- Corrode
64- French island In the
Mediterranean
23- Vehlcle
24- A Roman weight of 66-Corrupt
67- Sh Ip-worm
one pound
68- Perceived
26-lncurred as a risk
28- Peruse
29- Baronet (abbr.)
VERTICAL
30- A little child
1-The bleat of a
32-Calms
sheep
33- Roe (Scot.)
2-Coy
34- Tarnish
3- Prepositoln
36- A halo round the
4- Gcfore
moon or a star
5- Cholce
37-Tramples
6- Coagulate
38- Not qualified
7- Ever
39- A pronoun
SJ’rovInce of Canada
41-Part of the body
(abbr.)
(pl.)
9-Seent
43- Resifience (abbr.)
10- Clear
44- Thlngs unknown
11- Swlms
46- Observe
13-Restralne
47-Anno Domini
15-The material of
' (abbr.)
which a thing It
43-A code-signal for
composed
distress

SVNDICATt.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-A sailor
19-A river In
Austria-Hungary

21-Rested
23-Cosine (abbr.)
25-Relleved
27- Rods used In
knitting
28- Resembling a tuft
of hair
29- Clty in France
31-Fatlgues
33-Governs
35- The sheltered side
36- Barrel (abbr.)
39- Hypnotic condition
40- Flutes
42-Cutting, especially
Into two parts
44— Dotard
45- A collection
48-Roost
50-A worm for bait
52- Scant
53- Pertalning to the air
54- An American patriot
56-Prepared (Scot.)
58- A cereal
59- Turf
60- Frosting
62-A measure of length
64- Clvil engineer
(abbr.)
65- An article

SAVE FOR BREEDING

Poultry Specialist Offers Ad
vice That Is Well Worth
Heeding.
Save the old hens that are still lay
ing or that have Just stopped and use
the hest of them for breeding pur
poses next winter, says the extension
poultry specialist of the College of
Agriculture. It is those good layers
that return the largest labor income
and which will help increase the aver
age production of the flqck.
Records show that the number of
eggs laid per lien Is the most import
ant factor in determining the amount
of labor return. Egg production de
pends upon two factors: First, the
quality of the parent stock, and sec
ond, the environment and conditions
under which the birds are kept Be
fore the environmental conditions can
yield the greatest returns the pullets
must have the inherited ability to lay
a large number of eggs.
Under our present system of poul
try management pullets have come to
be used very largely in the replace
ment of the flocks, the hens after they
have passed through one laying year
being entirely discarded.
It is a well known fact that all
hens do not lay the same number of
eggs. It is equally well known that
the ability of a hen as a layer can be
more accurately determined after she
has passed through a laying year than
at the beginning of it. During the
summer as the flock is culled the best
Individuals are retained until late
summer or fall. It is from those high
producing individuals that a pen of
j breeders ought to be reserved. Those
I saved should be vigorous, high layers,
good eize, rei«resentati\1es of their
| breed and variety. It is only by using
; the superior individuals that the egg
I production of the daughters can be
increased.
Xo breeding programs ian yield
magic returns In one year, but the
whole program is a process of step
ping up and if the practice is followed
year after year the results will show
as it has in many cases a gradual in
j crease in the average egg production
of the flock.
There is no better way to produce
breeding cockerels than to mate a
| pen of the best individuals in the flock
with pedigreed males. Since the male
represents at least 50 per cent of the
breeding value of the flock it is espe
cially important that particular at
tention be given to the laying ability
of the parent from which he comes.
Select the old hens for breeders dur
ing September. Those which are not
to be used for breeding purposes
should be disposed of as soon as they
are through laying.

Clarence Esancy, Samuel Grindell
and daughter Alice were in Water
VINALHAVEN
ville last week.
Wednesday evening at Rockaway
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Hussey and
children motored to New Brunswick Inn, Bruce Grindle. Mrs. Montilieu
Thursday where Mrs. Hussey will Grindle and his sister Mrs. B. K.
make a month’s visit with relatives. Smith entertained a party of 35 in
Sedan ,,********>••. |129S
Mr. Hussey returned here for a few celebration of the 20th birthday an
Broacbam................................................. ft 191
days’ stay before leaving for his niversary of Miss Priscilla Smith who
/. a k
has assisted them during the season.
school in Newton, Mass.
Miss Celia Buzzell has gone to Au The attractive rooms filled with the
jolly party of young folks made a
gusta where she has employment.
happy scene. Dancing in the dining
The pupils who attend school at
the Village were glad to see Howard room was a feature 6f the evening.
Simpson back on the job of convey Miss Smith, the second daughter of
ing them. Evelyn Esancy and Pa Capt. and Mrs. Ira Smith of New
23 TILLSON AVENUE
tricia Simpson are additions to the Orleans and Vinalhaven, is an attrac
number and Miss Alice Grindell is tive young lady who has many friends.
She left the past week to teach -at
entering Erskine this fall.
East Livermore.
Miss Fannie Candage and friend
Members of Ocean Bound Rebekah
Georgia Blaisdell of New York have
Lodge are informed that there will
been
guests
of
her
brother
Samuel
enroute
for
Panama
tyhere
Major
ROUND POND
be work in the lodge this Tuesday
Grindell.
Mrs. Charles Ethridge and daugh Bundy is stationed at Fort Anadore.
evening. Members arc requested to
Charles Grindell who passed the bring a box lunch.
ter Shirley are in Portland for the
Misses Carrie Nichols and Mary
summer with his brother Samuel has
winter.
Miss Harriet Vinal left Saturday
Nichols left for Massachusetts Mon
returned to Rockland.
Mrs. Florence Calhoun who has day.
to teach in Natick, Conn.
Miss
Hortense
Starkey
is
at
home
been spending August with her par
Mrs. Mildred Merrithew and little
Mr. and Mrs. Harry WVlls of Massa
ents Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice chusetts spent Sunday with Mr. and from Squirrel Island where she has daughter of Houlton were weekend
been
employed.
has returned to Massachusetts.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young.
Mrs. Emily Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith and two
Herbert Esancy and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Tappan Sargent of
This village has seen many child
children have been visiting relatives ren's entehtainmonts. hut none which Hubert Hall and daughters Fern. New York are at the home of Mrs.
in town.
approached in wholesome sentiment Gladys and Glennls enjoyed a trip Mary L. Arey.
Mrs. Fred Thomas of Waterville the affair conducted in the Union through Albion, Unity, Thorndike
Keith Carver has returned from a
who has been visiting her stepdaugh Church vestry Aug. 24, under the and Freedom recently.
visit at North Haven.
ter Mrs. Andrew Lawler, has returned auspices of the Open Door Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fifield enter
Fred Plaisted’s family recently vis
home.
school. The superinendent, pastor ited with relatives at Week's Mills. tained the past week Mr. and Mrs.
The health conference held Aug. 8 and teachers had worked hard to ar
John Wood of Unity has installed Frank Gross of Portland.
at the Methodist Church under direc range exercises that would be a credit a Burke super turbine (electric) wa
'Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Boman who
tion of the State nurse Miss Eauchlin to the several classes and to the ter system for Herbert Esancy
were at the Red Lion last week en
Mclnnes, was attended by more than event itself. Every feature of the
Recent visitors at Esancy’s include tertained the entire east of the play
60 persons Sixteen robust children program teemed with interest and it
"Take My Advice," of the Chautau
were presented for measurement and is to be regretted separate mention Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mprton, Mr. qua artists, also the superintendent
weight.
Another
conference
is cannot be given each one. The por and Mrs. William Esancy and Mrs. Miss Rhinehoid. Pierce White and
planned to be held here soon. Surely trayal of the nations and patriotic Millie Jones of East Union. Emery family, Mrs. Lida White, Mr. Lipman.
our village ought to derive much ben days was a pleasing number, colonial Haskell of South China. William Cole Robert Jenkins, Neil Calderwood,
and Miss Marion Mitchell of Wash
efit from this good work.
costumes being used'in this feature.
Kiiton Smith and ilrs. M. P. Smith.
The members of the M. E. Church Amusing was the representation of ington.
Recent arrivals at Bridgeside in
The bathing party at Clear View
feel very grateful to Mrs. Lee Badger nursery rhymes and of walking ani
clude Mr. and Mrs. Richard Davis
of Springfield. Mass., for her generous mals, small boys under stuffed ani Farm took somewhat the nature of
of Utica. N. Y.. Mrs. Ethel Dawson
gift to the church of a new set of mals depicting this incident. The a surprise when Gertrude appeared
Hymnals. Mrs. Badger was formerly May pole dance and song provided a with fudge and a birthday cake for and Walker C. Pennock of Philadel
phia. Departures were Miss Kath
Miss Lena Frank of this place.
pretty spectacle. At the close of the Hazel to cut. Those present were
Mrs. Mary Munroe was called to entertainment the children enjoyed Misses Leota and Evelee Denico. ryn Ranken. Miss Cora Duffey, Miss
North Jay recently to see her son games and other amusements. The Fern, Gladys and Glennis Hall, Freda Agnes Arnold. Mrs. Reba Graham of
George who has entered the sani- pastor Rev. Mr. Ratcliff, is deserving Berry, Florence Plaisted and Alice Philadelphia; Mrs. George W. Smith.
Miss Lillian Smith. Miss Marjorie
torium at Fairfield for treatment.
of much gratitude for the stuffed ani Grindell.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mears and son mals furnished the children.
Everyone here is glad to learn Smith, Wakefield. Mass.; and Blanch
of Massachusetts are guests of his
that Frederick Hussey, who recently E. Farrand of IHadtlonfield, N. J.
mother Mrs. Flora Mears.
bought the Mrs. Everett Hall place Mrs. M. H. Knerr and Mrs. Rudy
Augustus Sproul and friend of
on the Pond Road nearly opposite leave today for Philadeplhia. having
SOUTH WARREN
been guests at Bridgeside the entire
Massachusetts have, been recent
Irving Bucklin of North Waldoboro the Friend’s Chapel, is going to open season.
•
guests of ids mother Mrs. Mary was at L. R. Bucklin's Wednesday.
a boy’s summer camp next season,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Leach who
| Sproul.
Maurice Hatch of Arlington. Mass., offering all kinds of athletics, boating have been at the Sholes camp, have
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Elliott and son was a weekend guest of Mrs. Alice and water sports, horseback riding,
| of Massachusetts were weekend Spear. His family accompanied him and camping trips. Mr. Hussey is a returned to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver and
guests of Mrs. Marion Simmons.
native of Albion, a graduate of Colby
home Sunday.
daughter Miss Celeste Carver were
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Laughlin and Mr.
Mrs. Emma Bradford and sister College and received his master’s guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. O. C.
and Mrs. George Laughlin of New Mrs. Clara Linekin have returned to degree from Harvard specializing in
Lane at Camp Alyosca. Shore Acres.
York were in town Sunday.
Thomaston after spending the past education and boy’s camp work; has
Neil Calderwood who went as sub
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Cox and two months at the former’s home been a director for two years at
family have closed their summer
Camp Wiekaboag, West Brooksfield. stitute pianist with the Christine
here.
Bingham Company of the Swarth
home Foxholm, and returned to
O. A. Copeland attended Pomona | Mass., and has been mathematics
Salem, Mass.
teacher at Newton 'High School for more Chautauqua, the past week,
Grange at Vinalhaven Saturday.
Regretfully omitted in tne report
Miss Hattie Fletcher of Somerville, • nine years. He also had two years made a successful week and enjoyed
last week of the Rock Schoolhouse Mass., has heen a recent guest of Mrs. ; of overseas service. He will be as the several visits in Maine as far
entertainment, was a vocal solo by C. II. Woodcock.
sisted in his work by Mrs. Hussey north as Fort Kent. The one disap
Hervey Brown of Massachusetts and
Miss Zetta Jordan has returned to as camp mother, as well as other pointment) proved to he that he found
vocal duets by Mr. and Mrs. II. H Brunswick -after spending the va- , councillors. While here on his vaca it impossible to reach home before
Chamberlain and Mrs. Chamberlain cation at her home here.
tion he has added a fireplace to his leaving this week to enter University
and Mrs. Ethridge. The numbers
Mrs. Fred Bucklin and children who living-room, made one of his tennis of Maine.
with guitar accompaniment were have heen visiting here and in Thom- i courts and bought two boats, one a
Miss Nina Ames has entered Rock
greatly enjoyed.
aston have left for Charleston, S. C. 1 large motor boat, besides making land Commercial College.
Mr. and Mrs. James Munroe of where they will join Mr. Bucklin and many other improvements.
CapL Edward Greenleafe and fam
North Jay were weekend guests of return to their home in Port Arthur,
ily are at Boothbay.
Mrs. Beulah Lorenz.
Mrs. M. N. Chiiies and Mrs. Agnes
HOLIDAY BEACH
Texas.
Major and Mrs. Charles Bundy and
Mrs. O. A. Copeland returned from
John Carver called on Granville Grant were In Rockland Monday.
family took their departure Sunday, Bangor Tuesday accompanied by her
Poole of Camden recently.
daughter Mrs. L. B. Wood, who re
BURKETIVILLE
Miss Frieda Herrick entertained
turned
to
her
home
Sunday
much
im

Solution to Previous Puzzle
friends at her home last week, cele
Next Thursday another Child
proved in health.
brating her eighteenth birthday. Health Conference will be held at
All those interested in the cemetery Games being played early In the even Grange hall from 2 to 4 p. m. A State
here are asked to meet at the Grange ing were interrupted by the passing of nurse and doctor will be present to
ha'l next Saturday evening and make the Boston boat, which was a novelty give free examination of children.
arrangements for grading the road.
to most of the guests. Cards were All mothers are cordially invited to
The members of Good Will Grange enjoyed and refreshments served. bring their children.
will have a baked bean supper at their The guests when leaving wished their
Charles Grinnell and Robert Bsmeeting Thursday evening.
hostess many more happy birthdays ancy were in Rangor Friday.
Raymond Dow, Sr., has returned
Jimmie Overlock of South Liberty
The decision of the National Grange home from New Bedford where he has heen working for Minnie Light.
Last Tuesday 21 ladies met at the
to hold its annual session in November has t iepn employed during the sum
Grange hall for their September Farm
192S at Washington. I). C. means a mer.
Edward Herrick returned home Bureau with Mrs. Charles Miller host
great exodus of Patrons from all parts
of the country towards the national Wednesday night from his pleasure ess. Ten sewing screens were made
capital. Various excursion parties to trip through Massachusetts. He was with more to be completed. Five vis
Washington will be run in connection accompanied by his brother Fred who itors were present and two joined.
with the Grange occasion and the lat has had employment in New Bedford. Oct. 18 the Farm Bureau will meet
Mr and Mrs. LaForest Crouse are with Mrs. Veda Johnson, subject,
ter will be one of the big conventions
• tm» (WTt»S.TlQ.A^ tVHWAT*.
"Preparation of Vegetables,”
in the history of this farm fraternity, visiting his uncle William Croust '

GEORGE fl. SinnONS

Practically

Every-Other-Day
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ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Ellen Rollins hqf returned to
her home in Nobleboro after a week’s
visit with Mrs. Sanford Walter.
Charles Ludwig has returned to
his work in North Qrjfton. Maas.,
after a two months’ vacation spent
at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Au
burn visited last week at Percy Lud
wig's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson were
in Wiscasset last Tuesday on busi
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell and
children of Unity were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Miss Mildred Meyqs, spent the
weekend with her parents at Mrs.
Addie Achorn's.
»
Mr. and Mrs. Adin Hoak, Floyd
Hoak and Mr. and Mrs. Albert El
well and children attended Water
ville Fair Wednesday.
Mrs. W. A. Jackson has been en
tertaining relatives front Massachu
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cross bf Roxbury.
Mass., were recent guesls of Mr. and
Mrs. Sanford Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. William} Ralph, and
daughters Madelyn and Ethelyn and
Willis Ralph of Lynn ’•Mass., spent
the weekend and holiday at A. H.
Brown's.
Mr. and Mrs. Adin (Joak, Floyd
Hoak and Albert Elwell spent the day
in Elmore recently.
Ormond Ludwig and Sidney Leon
ard attended Waterville Fair.
Mrs. Annie Orff is ill in Knox Hos
pital.
Mrs. Clifford Berry and daughters
Madelyn and Anna of Newcastle
spent Thursday with her sister Mrs.
Harold Achorn.
Mrs. Albert Elwell and children
have been visiting relatives in El
more and Tenant's 'Harbor.
Mrs. Harold Achorn visited her
mother in Knox Hospital last week.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Ludwig. Percy Ludwig. Mrs.
Lilia Webber, Charles Ludwig, Mrs.
Marjorie Ralph. Richard. Roy, Jun
ior and Evelyn Ralph, Calvin Elwell
and Harold Ralph motored to Farm
ington last week and Visited StanPark, also stopping at Waterville
Fair.
Mrs. Susie Ludwig. Roger and
Howard Ludwig were recent callers
at Percy Ludwig’s.

Quality
is our aim in prefaring and
erecting

our

Cemetery

Me

morials.

u

HUSBAND
DISTRIBUTES
BOOKLETS
Wife Trie* Compound
Every year the Pinkham Medicine
Company distributes about 30,000,000
booklets from
house to house.
Mr. Ted Hinzman
does this work in
Lodi, California.
His wife writes:
“It was in these
little books that
I read about so
many women be
ing helped by the
medicine. I
thought I would
give it a trial
and I ran truly say that it has done
me good. My neighbors and friends
ask me what I am doing to make ma
look so much better. I tell them that
I am taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.”

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, t7.45 a. in., tl.55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
, t6.10 p. in.
Bangor, |7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
• J6.10 p. m.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Brunswick, |7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. m., ki.45 p. m.,
t6.10 p. ni.
Lewiston, t7.45 a. m., tl-55 p. m.
New York, k4.45 p. m., J6*10 p. m.
Philadelphia, Cti*10 p. m.
Portland, t7.45 a. m., tl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p. m.
Washington, C6*10 p. m.
Waterville, |7.45 a. m., 11.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
76.10 p. m.
t Daily, except. Sunday J Daily, except Saturday.
• Pullman passengers only, except coach between

1

Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Vinalhaven.

North Haven. Stonington
Swan's Island

and

Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chape Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY I8. I928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30, North
Haven 8.30 : due at Rockland about 9.40 a. ra.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m., North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent

Let us quote pricey and ad
vise you upon the selection of
a suitable Memorial for your

Knox, ss.

Cemetery Plot.

STATE OF MAINE
Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
L. D. MERCHANT, et al.

vs.

BODWBLL GRANITE COMPANY
Petition to Amend Petition to Sell Remainder
W. E. Doman & Son
of Real and Personal Property.
Respectful!}’ represents Cliarles R. Paine,
!nc.^
the Receiver in the above entitled action, that
on July 30, P»28 he petitioned this Honorable
Court to sell the remaining real and personal
East Union, Maine
property of said Bodwell Granite Company
and on the same date obtained the decree of
this
Honorable Court thereon ; that two par
Authorized Distributors of
cels of real estate were omitted from the list
therein enumerated, owing to the fact that
Granite end Marble
the tit It of Bodwell Granite Company thereto
had been questioned: that said two parcels
are situated In said Vinalhaven and are
UT-tl
bounded and described as follows:
Lot No. 3—’Known as the J. Ingerson lot,
located on the highway leading from Vinal
(fiXTaikevery grow
haven village to Granite Island, bounded ou
tlie North by the highway. East by the Ice
Property, so-called, South by land of Harvey
Ames, containing five acres more or less.
Lot No. 19 Known as the Ice Wharf, lo
cated at the head of Sands Cove, bounded on
Call 170
the North by the highway. East by the shore.
South by the J. H. Sanborn lot, containing
People’s Laundry
mu' toiiith of an acre more or less,
that whatever right, title and interest Bod
17 Limerock Street
well Granite Company has in and to the same
We do all kinds of Laun
ought to be sold with its other properties.
Wherefore your Receiver prays that said two
dry Work. Family Wash
parcels he sold under the terms of said de
ing a Specialty.
Wet
cree, along with the remaining property of
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Bodwell Granite Company, such sale to be of
whatever right, title and interest said Bodwell
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars
Granite Company lias in and to said two
parcels.
Your Receiver further represents that W. D.
Hutchins, tlie Master appointed by this Hon
Telephone Connection
orable Court by Its said decree of July 30, 1928,
has received several offers of purchase of
various of the properties therein covered since
appointment; that your Receiver has rea
Monumental Work* his
son to believe that some of said offers are bet
ter than could he realized by auctioning the
Main Street
premises and that further offers will from
Thomaston, Maine
time to time he made: and your Receiver be
I ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
lieves that greater profit would be derived
by postponing said public auction sale of the
properties of Bodwell Granite Company until
Oct. 18, 1928, and by allowing said W. D.
Hutchins, with the approval of this Honorable
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS Court, to sell at private sale any part of said
properties covered by said decree at any time
before said 18th day of October 1928 :
Osteopathic Physician
Wherefore, your receiver prays that said
decree be amended by postponing the date of
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
the auction sale thereunder until October 18,
1928, the terms and conditions of said decree
Telephone 1299; Residence 253-M
to remain unchanged save that advertisement
thereof be correspondingly postponed, the last
79-tf
advertisement thereof to be at least seven (7)
days before said 18th day of October; and
that said decree be further amended to allow
DR. E. B. HOWARD
said W. D. Hutchins, with the approval of this
Honorable Court, to sell at private sale all or
Dentist
any part of the properties covered by said
decree at any time prior to said 18th day of
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
October 1928.
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to ■
Dated Aug. 21, 1928.
OPEN EVENINGS
CHARLES B. PAINE
Receiver Bodwell Granite Company.
BY APPOINTMENT
STATE
OF MAINE
Tsl. 1020
Knox, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
In Equity
L. D. MERCHANT, et al.
vs.
DR. E.L.SCARLOTT
BODWELL GRANITE COMPANY
DECREE
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
Upon the foregoing petition, It having ap
peared
that
the
facts
as therein stated are
Osteopathic Physician
true, it is
By Appointment—Tel. 136
Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that the
15 Limerock St.
Rocklani right, title and interest of Bodwell Granite
Company in and to the premises therein de
Graduate of American School of
scribed be sold with the rest of the property
Osteopathy
of the company under the terms of a decree of
this Court dated July 30, 1928.
It Is Further Decreed that the auction sale
of all real and personal property of Bodwell
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Granite Company as decreed by this Court
under date of July 3ft, 1928, be postponed from
Dentist
Sept. 14, 1928, to Oct, 18, 1928, the terms and
400 Main St.
Rocktane conditions of said sale to remain unchanged,
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M save that the last publication of legal notice of
said sale to be at least seven (7) days before
Office Hours—9 to 11—1 to t
said eighteenth day of October 1928; that W.
D. Hutchins, the Master appointed by this
Evenlnrs by Appointment
Court under the terms of said decree, be, and
he hereby is, authorized, with the approval of
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D. this Court, to sell all or any part of the real
and | or personal properties of the Company at
Office Hours; 1 to I and 7 to I P. M private sale at any time before said eighteenth
day of October, 1928; that notice of these
Residence until 9 A. If., and by
changes in the manner and time of the sale
l»e given by publication of this decree once a
Appointment Telephone 114
week for three successive weeks In The Cou
rier-Gazette, a newspaper published in the
THOMASTON, Me.
City of Rockland in said County of Knox, the
last publication to be at least seven (7) days
before said eighteenth day of October, 1928;
and that no further notice be published of the
decree of this Court dated July 30, 1928.
Dated Aug. 24, 1928.
A. M. SPEAR,
Justice Supremo Judicial Court.

t

Gilchrest

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Since 1840 thia firm hae
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

(Seal]

A true copy,—Attest
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
108-T-112
Clerk.

HOT AIR FURNACES

BURPEE’S

Wood and Coal Burning
$80.00 up
Write for circulars. Special pricea
on Stoves and Heaters

ROCKLAND. ME.

MAINE FURNACE COMPANY
Bangor, Ma.

97T115

Every-0 ther-Day
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WALDOBORO

Mr .and Mrs. William Grant have
gone to Oak Hill. Belfast.
Capt. Willard Wade has returned to
New York.
Mr. and Mr< Ary Buskey, family
and guests of Worcester, Mass., have
been visiting relatives in town.
Charles Vannah of Boston is visit
ing his sister Mrs. Chester Jones.
Miss Helena Robinson of Brookline,
Mass., has been the guest of Mrs.
Carrie Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bridges of
Bluehill, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Raddatz, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Greenlaw
and Mrs. Walter Gilman of Cleveland,
Ohio, have been guests of Mrs. J. W.
Duffy.
Mr. and Mrs, H. I. Eugley and Miss
Janie Eugley have returned to Haz
ardville, Conn. They were accom
panied as far as Portland by Mr. and
Mrs. J. V. Benner.
The New Senior Six is a brilliant and impressive exam
Mrs. W. O. Mann of Concord. N. H.,
ple of Dodge Brothers craftsmanship at its finest.
Charles Hartwell and Miss Florence
Day of Brockton, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
In action as well as in looks it can honestly and con
Fred Reed and two sons of Provi
dence, R. I. were at Herbert Standish’s
servatively be called Dodge Brothers masterpiece.
last week.
Mrs. I. T. Marple, who has been the
The lines, colors, interiors and appointments strike a
guests of her sister, Mrs. Dora Hownote that is refreshingly new and original.
ar Yorke, has returned to Arlington,
Mass.
Its exceptional power, pick-up and flexibility reveal
Miss Gladys Hastings and Miss
Alice Craig returned to Somerville,
the splendid resources of the New Senior engine.
Mass., Friday accompanied by Miss
•
Elizabeth F. Genthner.
Moreover, the car is longer, faster and finer in every
1 Congressman Joseph Hooper of
Battle Creek. Michigan, who spoke at
respect, with deep, wide luxurious seats, rich interior
the Republican rally here Friday
appointments and complete fine car equipment.
evening, was a guest at J. T. Gay’s
during his stay in town.
In fact, every visible and invisible detail of New
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Redlon, who
have been visiting Mrs. Malvina
Senior design reflects unstinted credit on the high and
Comery, have returned to Newton,
progressive standards of Dodge Brothers.
Mass.
Mrs. Frank De Benedetti of OakSee it—and you will understand why Dodge Brothers
Jand, Calif., was a guest of Mrs.
Harold R. Smith last week.
regard it as a value without precedent in their history.
Mrs. Grace K. Perry has returned
to Portland.
V
V
»
Mrs. Osborne Welt, who has been
in VV’esterly. R. I., returned Saturday.
Available in tix distinguished body types — The Sport Sedan
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse occupied
$1795 — The Sport Coupe with Rumble Seat, $1795—The Landau
the Miller camp at Medomak last
Sedan, $1845—These prices include six wire wheels and six tires
week during the absence of Mr. and
, . . . The Victoria Brougham, $1575 — The Sedan, $1675—The
Mrs. John H. Miller, who returned
Coupe with Rumble Seat, $1675 ... All prices/, o. b. Detroit—front
from an Aroostook visit Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Feyler who
and rear bumpers included.
have been visiting Mrs. El vesta
Feyler, have returned to Billings.
Dodge Brothers new Victory Six $995 to $1191, and Dodge
Montana. They were accompanied to
Brothers Standard Six $87J Io <570, also on display
Concord, N. H., by Mrs. Edith Leav
itt.
1
Mrs. Malvina Comery was a recent
guest in Augusta and Wiscasset.
j Mrs. Rena Crowell was elected
’S
president of the Lincoln County,
O.E.S. Field Day Association at their
meeting last week. Mrs. Crowell is
ROCKLAND
very active in Eastern Star circles
and is a past matron of Wiwurna
Chapter. She is also one of the few
women masters of Granges in the
State, having held that office in
NJeenahga Grange the past year.
Mrs. Emma Fall Schofield Assist
ant Attorney General of Massachu
setts and family and Miss Dorothea
Fall of Malden, Mass., have been
spending two weeks at the Waltz
camp. Also Miss Laura Thayer of
Beverly, N. J., has been visiting Miss
Dorothea Waltz.
Delbert Benner is at home from
Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan If. Hassner and
children of Bangor have been guests
SIMONTON
EAST LIBERTY
APPLETON RIDGE
of Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Hassner.
J. A. Davis is quite badly afflicted
The heavy rain Labor Day spoiled
Miss Idella Tobpy who has been
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Sanborn are at
with rheumatism.
spending the summer at L. N. Moody’s the plans of many who had made their camp at Forest Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Davis of Taun has returned to her home In Au arrangements for a holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Castner of
Recent guests at J . C. Melvin's Portland are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ton Mass., have been visiting relatives gusta.
here recently.
Alice D.aMoody is teaching at Carr’s were Mr. and Mrs. William F. Mac James H. Castner.
Kinnon of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Mr .and Mrs. James Averill (Ida Corner, Palermo.
Ashley Walter and Luther Glidden
John MacKinnon and children of have gone to Boston where they
Eastman) of Norwich. Conn., who
Francis Sprague and family of
passed a few days at the Mary East Jamaica Plain. Mass., spent the week Washington, D. C.. and Miss Geral will enter Northeastern University as
dine Dennison of Bangor.
man house have returned to Connecti end at Elmer and Amiba Sprague's.
students.
Mr. and Mrs. William Watson of
cut.
George Richardson of Bristol. R. I.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody and son Augusta visited friends here recently.
Frank 8. Emerson is visiting rela
has been the guest of his sister Mrs.
were
In
Belfast
recently.
Miss Merle Annls has returned to Susan Curtis.
tives in Waldoboro, Warren and St.
The Willing Workers have start Cumberland. Conn.
George.
Walter Castner was at home for the
Mrs. Frank Marcello, daughter weekend and holiday from Cambridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hooper and ed their meetings again after two
'brother Frank of Amesbury, Mass., months vacation. The meeting was Ruth and Master Bobbie have re Mass.
held at the parsonage with nine pres turned from a visit in Lewiston.
are visiting in the neighborhood.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Eckstein of
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Turner New York have been guests of Mr. and
Clifford tftaples has finished his ent.
sawing job on the S. K. Cram lot and
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant and daughter Florence and friend of Lis Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney.
Jack Hemingway and Stuart Hem
moved his mill and crew to Northport. daughter of Atlantic, Mass., and Mr. bon, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Matthews
Mrs. Edwin C. Martin and two and Mrs. Albert Richardson of Som and daughter Paulina of Rumford. ingway have returned from a boys'
daughters and Miss Mary Martin have erville. Mass., were at the Grant farm Mr. and Mrs. Otto F. Harnden of camp in Harrison.
Lewiston were weekend guests of
been staying at the Arthur Martin recently.
Seba H. Eaton of New York was a
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Melvin.
farm for a few days.
recent visitor in town.
Maude and Cecilia Whitney were
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cross were in
Myra Calph is keeping house for recent guests of Mrs. Ella McLaugh
A. E. Boggs and George Boggs have
town looking over the Ralph Miller been in Boston for a week.
Arthur Esancy.
lin.
farm. Mr. Miller Is planning to drill
E. S. Adams is visiting relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Carence B. Waltz have
Mrs. Hazle Perry has as guest Emma a well.
returned to Everett, Mass.
Camden.
Batchelder of West Gardinei.
Miss Esther Bryant daughter of
Miss Alice Craig of Cambridge, and
Death has again entered this town Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bryant, leaves Miss Gladys Hastings of Somerville.
and taken from our ranks our kind Tuesday for Farmington Normal Mass., are guests of Miss Elizabeth F.
friend and neighbor. Miss Annie Mc School.
Genthner.
C. E. Harrington and Mr. and Mrs.
Lain. Funeral services were held
George Stanley Doore of Greenfield,
C. C. Melvin visited Mr. Melvin’s par Mass., who has been at the Wlaltz
from her late home.
Hazle Perry and*ons. Charles Gra ents Sunday motoring here in a new Camp, Back Cove, returned Tuesday.
ham and Alice Hall attended Lewis Ford car.
He was accompanied as far as Port
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Chapman ot land by Miss Dorothea Wlaltz.
ton fair.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl is teaching Cambridge. Mass., are guests of Mr.
Miss Ethel Overlock has returned
the South Hope School beginning and Mrs. Sidney Annis.
to Norwood, Mass.
Mrs. Bella Annis is in Rockport at
Tuesday Sept. 5.
Mrs. Levinia A. Funer, formerly of
Mrs. Hazle Perry with her sons J. L. Knights.
Nova Scotia, and her son Clarence
A meeting of the Farm Bureau, E. Funer were weekend guests of her
and daughter were weekend guests of
Mi’s. Leon Morong and family in will he held in Community hall Sept. brother J. G. Rafuse. Mrs. Funer had
12, subject ‘‘Renovation of Furniture" not seen her brother for 16 years.
Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley, Mrs The meeting will open at 10 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Funer and
Elizabeth Newbert and Miss Chrys- All visitors are welcome.
children. Edith B„ Elizabeth A., Ev
One of the largest crowds of the erett C., and Frances H., were also
tal Stanley were In Rockland recent
season attended the dance Saturday weekend guests of their uncle, J. G.
ly.
The Willing Workers held a food night. Many new faces were noted Rafuse.
sale last week at Proctor's store. The which attests the popularity of these
The M. E. Church at Winslow’s
tors store. The proceeds were $10.15. affairs and they will be continued all Mills observed the thirty-fourth
There were no schools Sept. 3., it through the Fall.
anniversary of its dedication Sunday.
Joseph Morton Is tearing down the Former pastors and associates were
being a holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wj M. Newbert were buildings which were damaged by invited
to
attend
and
special
at Lincolnville each to attend the fu fire on the Warren Marshall place. musio was furnished by a selected
Mrs.
Stella
Simonton
visited choir. A touching feature of the serv
neral of Lewis Frohock.
Washington Campmeeting had a friends In Vinalhaven last week.
ices was the unveiling of the por
trait of Rev. D. B. Phelan, a former
good delegation from here.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney and
pastor of the church through whose
• HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. C. I^arry Conant were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lincoln and efforts the edifice w^s built. During
in Camden to attend the funeral of Miss Hope Lincoln returned to their revival services held in the barn of
the late Mrs. Annie Start.
home at Waltham. Mass., Sept 1 ac W .A. Vannah the membership was
There is hardly a household that
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred formed and Rev. Mr. Phelan worked
hasn’t heard of Castoria! At least
Gould. They made the trip by tho untiringly toward the establishment
MINTURN
of a building. After his death his
five million homes are never without
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson and way of the White Mountains.
it. If there are children in your
Mrs. Mabel Newcomb and Miss body lay in the church he loved and
family, there’s almost daily need of son Francis spent the weekend at Connie Lincoln left for their homes was buried in the little cemetery be
its comfort. And any night may find Vinalhaven, guests of Mr. and Mrs. at South Braintree and Waltham on tween Winslow’s Mills and Waldo
>£■
you very thankful there’s a lx>ttle in Tiled Brown.
boro. The portrait has been present
Sunday night’s boat.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley is spending
the house. Just a few drops, and that
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Keene, Irving ed to the church by his widow, his son
colic or constipation is relieved; or a few weeks with friends In Boston.
Keene of North Weymouth, and Mr. Dr. George Phelan of New York and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vennie passed McNeil of New York have been guests his daughter Mrs. Villa Phelan Pen
diarrhea checked. A vegetable pro
duct; a baby remedy meant for young the weekend at Stonington.
of Mrs. Keene's brother Howard dleton of Norfolk, Va.
folks. Castoria is about the only
Carroll Staples who lias been work Coose.
thing you have ever heard doctors
Miss Mary Bills went on to attend
ing at Vinalhaven has returned hobie.
advise giving to infants. Stronger
Mr. and Mrs. George Moulton and the Normal Teachers' Convention at
medicines are dangerous to a tiny
Farmington and from there she re
baby, however harmless they may be son George spent the weekend with
turns to her school at Castine.
to grown-ups. Good old Castoria! Mr.and Mrs. Josep^ Hamblen of West
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keene of Fre
Remember the name, and remember Stonington.
Anne and RalpfrGrant toured to mont, Neb., were recent guests St the
to buy it. It may spare you a sleep
Bills’ home.
less, anxious night. It is always Bucksport last week.
Schools have opened with Miss
Violet Dunham left Thursday to
ready, always safe to use; in emer
Evelyn
Phllhrook and Miss Ellen
gencies, or for everyday ailments. join her husband who has work in
Thurlow at the Corner and Payson
Any hour of the day or night that Boston.
Mrs. Ahbie Orcutt is the guest of buildings as teachers.
Baby becomes fretful, or restless.
Among the vacationists leaving town
Castoria was never more popular her son Laurence,preutt.
Burleigh Staples has his car homo last week were the Hay family party
with mothers than it is today. Every
Mrs. C. E. Strum and family, Misses
druggist has it.
from the mainland.
Three Crow Coffee is blended
Nye and Clark, all of whom were at
The Government employs official Hobbs' Pond, Mrs. S. D. Bartlett,
for those who like a rich, heavy
tea testers.
Fixed standards of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Thomas. Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howe
and
family
R.
S.
Coffee.
grade and quality of tea are enforced
by the Government against shippers Weaver. Miss Eleanor Weaver and
Miss
Lorraine
Brown.
and growers of tea.
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FRIENDSHIP
The Satellite, Capt. Roy Morton,,
landed at the Consolidated Lobster
Co.’s pound at Long Island Thursday
with 1300 pounds of lobsters from
Southwest Harbor and Cutler.
Rev. and Mrs. Lester 'Spencer have
returned from a vacation of two
weeks spent in Boston and Provi
dence and Scituate, R. I.
Donald Knapp, principal of the
Junior High School arrived here Fri
day to be ready for the opening of
school on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Spencer of
Scituate, R. I., are visiting Rev. and
Mrs. Lester Spencer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby re
turned Saturday from a week’s mo
tor trip to Quebec and Montreal.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mace Andreas and
family have returned to Newton after
passing the summer at Martin’s
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Patton have
returned to their home in Philadel
phia after two weeks passed with
their parents here. Enroute they will
visit relatives in Winthrop, Mass.
Mrs. Rachel Thomson returned to
Forest Lake Saturday after a busi
ness trip to Roston.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Sweetland and
Miss Catherine Murphy returned to
Boston Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K. Stowell
returned Friday night from a week”s
trip to Canada.
Mrs. L. R. Burns and Miss Evelyn
Goldey motored to Portland Friday.
Miss Alma Johnson, Miss Beatrice
Bramhall, Miss Flora Wallace and
Eldon Cook, students at the Thomas
ton High School spent the weekend
at their homes here.
The majority of the summer vis
itors left town about Labor Day for
their various homes.
Dr. and Mrs. M. F. Francis of Mal
den, Mass., have been visiting their
aunt, Mrs. Annie R. Cook for sev
eral days, leaving Tuesday by auto
mobile for their home.
Mrs. Susan Murphy, (known by all
as Mother Murphy) is progressing
well after undergoing an operation
in Castine. She is living with her
son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Murphy, at the Harbor.
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. church
met at the home of Mrs. Lizzie
Thompson Wednesday afternoon and
had a fine session.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur M. Little and
family, left their cottage at the Har
bor Saturday for their home in Ban
gor.
Miss Muriel Burns has returned
home after passing the summer at
Christmas Cove.
Miss E. T. Wardell of Newton <s
spending the month of September at
Mrs. John Mitchell’s.
Burnham and Morrill’s clam fac
tory will open Sept. 17.
Mrs
Ralph Richardson (Ruth
Eaton) left Sunday for New York
She will return here before sailing
for Paris Sept. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. McSheffry and
daughter returned to their home in
Boston Saturday after spending the
summer at Martin’s Point.
Mrs. Hattie Dwyer is very ill at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Lester
Thompson.
The town schools opened Monday
with a good staff of teachers. EveryOhr is glad over the appointments
especially that of Mr. Knapp as prin
cipal of the Junior High School.
Llewellyn Oliver who has filled the
role of organist at the Methodist
Church during the summer with
great acceptance and marked ability,
has taken up duties as a school
teacher at Woolwich.
An all-day session of the Ladies
Aid is to be held Wednesday at the
home of Mrs. Bertha Jameson of
East Friendship. A picnic dinner will
be served.
On the 20th of this month, the
next monthly Child-Health Confer
ence will be held in the M. E. Church
vestry, under the auspices of the
State Department of Health. All
mothers are asked to bring their
children up to school-age for in
spection. The conference will be
from 2 to 4 o’clock and Dr. Hahn and
two nurses will be in attendance.
Sunday of last week at the Meth
odist Church, Labor Day was recog
nized in a special sermon by pastor
Smith on “God Working in All and
Through
All.”
Suitable
music
formed a part of the service with
Llewellyn Oliver at the organ. In
the evening Mr. Smith gave the first
of a series of monthly illustrated lec
tures, dealing with the “Indians of
the South—West:” before a fine and
interested audienefc. A singspiration
preceded the lecture, accompanied by
organ and violin, in charge of Llew
ellyn Oliver and J. Paul Jameson.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis store force’s
annual outing brought them to
Friendship Friday evening. Jour
neying by auto they arrived at 6.15
p. m.; and by 6.30. they were seated
96 in number, to enjoy a fine supper,
in the vestry of the Methodist
Church, in charge of the Ladies Aid
Mrs. Josie Burns was chairman of
the supper committee, and a splen
did corps of helpers were kept busy
in supplying the needs of the guests.
The rooms were prettily decorated
with colored streamers, and many
flowers. A splendid menu was pro
vided. The visiting guests then re
paired to the iBossa hall where the
evening was spent in dancing. Kirk
patrick’s five-piece orchestra furn
ished the music. About 200 were
present. ,

THE BUSY GRANGERS

Reviewing Some of Their
Activities Throughout the
Country.

Several
Grange degree teams
throughout the country are made up
entirely of past masters, with the re
sult that their interest is retained and
the benefit of their experience made
available for continuing Grange effi
ciency.

8ALADA? If you have not tried it, you
do not know how delicious tea can be.

For the second quarter of the year
a total of 68 new Granges were or
ganized in the United States, a
higher level than for any quarter in
several previous years. Thirty-one
of these new Granges were in the
states of Ohio, Nebraska and VVbshington, ranging 12, 10 and 9 respec
tively; while during the same quarter
25 new Juvenile Granges were or
ganized, covering several different
states.
• * * *

The Automobile Liability Insurance
Company connected with the Grange
organization of the country is now
licensed to do business in the states
of New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine,
Delaware, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, with applications for admis
sion to several other states definitely
pending. The last year’s business of
this company exceedeed that of the
previous 12 months by more than
40 per cent.

TEA

♦***

Tiny Early
June Peas

3k8’

/Vol an ordinary panrake flour !

Pillsbury’s

28

2pk«’-265*

PSE

•

• n

A delicious topping for your griddle cakei I

Vermont MaidSyrup W

49V

25

CRISPO FIG BARS
X lbs. XS«
QUAKER OATS
lcb. pkc XV
ENTIRE WHEAT FLOUR
5 lb. bag yyf
BENEFIT BAKING POWDER lb. can 15?
SWEET-NUT MARGARINE
lb. X5(f
BENEFIT PURE EXTRACTS
hot X3C
4 «<•'« Z5<?

WALDORF TOILET PAPER
Honed chicken in Jelly I

39
Oatmeal Fruit CookiesIb 22
Chicken for Salad

8 OZ.
|ar

(f

N. Be Ce 4 healthful cookie the children will appreciate '

& ar

/Vo rubbing • • no bother I

ChipSO

“QUICK SUDS”

PRESERVING AND PICKLING SUPPLIES
GLASS TOP FRUIT JARS MR MR n*. 99V 9W. $1.09
PURE CIDER VINEGAR niu. strength i.al. jic 55<
JELLY TUMBLERS BOR 49t?
PAROWAX ns. IO?
GOOD LUCK JAR RINGS » n«B 15^
CERTO MT. JZ?
PURE GROUND AND WHOLE SPICES

♦ ♦ **

In Lebanon County, Pennsylvania,
the Granges are sponsoring a diph
theria prevention campaign and are
doing their utmost to educate rural
communities on the value of preven
tion work, co-operating heartily with
local physicians and health authori
ties, and encouraging the assistance
of parents and teachers.
* * * *

♦♦♦♦

per can

23

Shredded Wheat

A subordinate Grange in Clinton
County, New York, has just initiated
a class of 85 candidates, one of the
largest on record for the current year.
It is estimated that 80 per cent of all
the 8,000 Granges in the United States
have initiated a class of new mem
bers during the past 12 months.

During the past 30 days in Pennsyl
vania four new Grange halls have
been dedicated, nearly all of them ex
pensive properties, well located, and
constituting genuine community cen
ters for rural advancement.
* * * *
The recent series of regional Grange
meetings held in the state of Vermont
brought together a total audience of
nearly 3.000 people, made up largely
of local leaders and enthusiastic work
ers, and the result is a decided im
petus to Vermont Grange work.

only

the nation’s whole wheal jooa :

* * * *

***♦

This Week

18'
K.

wonderful”.

The Granges of the United States
are to join almost universally in the
observance, Dec. 2, of International
(iolden Rule Sunday, and many of the
Granges on their regular meeting
nearest to this date will conduct pro
grams of special interest dealing with
Near East affairs and needs.
• • * *

Another one of the original pioneers
in the Grange movement has been
called from earthly activities in the
leath of Matthew Trimble at Wash
ington, D. C. Mr. Trimble was asso
ciated with the early Founders of the
Grange, had always retained his in
terest in this farm organization and
at the time of his death was an active
member of Potomac, Grange No. 1, at
Washington, D. C.

CLOVJERPAU

Fresh from the vine flavor;
carefully selected; your
family will say "they’re

A Grange in Bradford County,
Pennsylvania advertised a flower
show recently, with the announce
ment that the price of admission would
be a bouquet of flowers or a collec
tion of outdoor blooms, either culti
vated or wild. A great variety of “ad
missions” was brought, which skil
ful hands quickly arranged, and the
result was one iof the most attractive
flower exhibits ever made in that
county.

In Oregon an effort to secure the
laying out of a rural mail delivery
route through one of the farm dis
tricts was balked by the fact that the
roads were so poor it seemed inad
visable to attempt the daily delivery
of mail Immediately the live Grange
of the community began to function,
started a movement for the improve
ments of the roads and awakened so
much interest that it was speedily
brought about to such a point that the
postal authorities decided they could
safely establish the. mail route. Con
sequently it is a bunch of happy
folks in that locality today—for a
double reason—and the Grange given
the credit for the improvement.

of a quality and
price that are
unparalleled

PEAS

Erieville Grange at Cazenovia, New
York, is the winner of the American
flag offered by the New York State
Grange to that subordinate unit which
should make the largest increase in
membership during the past 12
months. Under National Grange law
no legal meeting of the organization
can ever be held unless the national
colors are on display, while one of the
features of the opening ceremony of
every Grange is a formal salute to
the flag.
* * * *

WHITE HOUSE
COFFEE
HE fragrance you
smell round a roast
ing oven is yours to taste
in White House Coffee—
round, full-bodied, deli
cious. The special White
House process of roasting
captures the elusive cof
fee aroma—roasts it into I
the bean as flavor— pre
serves it for your steam
ing cup. Ask for White
House Coffee and enjoy
that good coffee taste
every time.

T

The Flavor
is Roasted In!
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO., Wholesale Distributors.

BAXTER’S
FINEST
VEGETABLES

CLARRY HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith,
daughter Edna and son Arthur have
returned to their home in Norwich,
Conn., after spending two weeks in
this place the guests of relatives.
Leon Ross is in Liberty where he
has employment.
Foster Mank and family of North
Waldoboro visited relatives here re
cently.
Earl Miller and friend of Warren
visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. G.
G. Miller last week.
Miss Alice Ross has returned to
her home in Portland after passing
the vacation with her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Ross.
H. L. Tibbetts of Union visited rel
atives here recently.
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro was
a business visitor here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Justus Colby of
Brockton, Mass., have been guests
of his mother Mrs. A. R. Jackson.

Why Not Try

Phone 14

Make it summer time the year

We will gladly estimate cost, furnish material
and put you in touch with reliable workmen
for new construction, alteration or repair
work. We sell C1JT7T?'TD fTPI/and recommend
1 I\<7VlX

round when it comes to

FRESH FROM

THE GARDEN
VEGETABLES

the fireproof wallboard, for Insulation, Fire
Protection, Perfect Decoration, Permanence.

They taste their freshness

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

ALWAYS BUY

BAXTER’S FINEST

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 14

CORN, PEAS and
BEANS
By tho Caso
and a supply of

FINEST Vegetables
is always on hand
422S

Rockland
Body and Fender Shop
Body Work, Top Work. Wood Work
Chasis Straightening. Wielding and
Fender Work
Painting and Spraying

655 Main St.

Tel. 466-M
107*109

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant St.

Rockland

Telephone 244-W

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 11, 1928.

Page Six
A DAY WITH MELLIE

6uick IS the ^S(0t

In Everybody’s Column

STRAND THEATRE

To Let

Victor McLaglen duplicates if he

Advertisements in this column not to
not sunui ss his' nm forma nee I TO LET-Ap.rtn.ent of five rooms, all mod
eled three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, !
noJ
. , ?• 1
. „ " . ern conveniences. Inquire at THE ELMS
3 times for 50 cents. Mlditlonal lines 5 cents j °( th© role of Captain Flagg in \\ hat j
109-tf

The first meeting of the Woman's Thomaston Musicians Make
Christian Union will be held with Mrs.
each for one time. 10 cents for three times. Price Glory’’ with his remarkable porH. S. Kilborn at the parsonage next
a Pleasant Call Upon Fa
TO LET—Two light housekeeping rooms,
six word, make a line.
trayal of Sailor Frink in “The River
Friday. There will be a covered dish
furnished. Inquire 34 FULTON ST. Tel.
---------------------------------------------------------------- j
mous Fiddler.
supper at 6 o’clock followed by the
733-M.
ICO-lll
regular meeting. All members are
Lost and Found
8
TO LET—Furnished room in private family.
It was with the greatest of pleasure
The scenes have been shifted from 106 Union St. TEL. 84-J.
asked to be present each taking a fav
109-llb
LOST—Between Rockland and Warren ! j
orite dish for supper.
that a party of motorists starte.l
stationery box containing watch and toilet |
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house- I
articles. Finder please send to CARROLL n
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Libby who from Thomaston for the pretty town
keeping. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
lniAlll ’ I
COLE, 30 Warren fit. Tel. 1032 Rockland 1 l’
are employed in Fo^boro, Mass., re of Norway, one sunny day not long
TO LET—Tenement for light housekeeping,' '
loa-111 j [
turned home Saturday morning after
28 B Warren St. Apply DORMAN'S SHOE
LOST—Saturday, pure white male cat. part- n
STORE.
__________
_ 168*116 4
a week’s visit with his parents Mr. ago, to meet by appointment the
ly shaggy. Generous reward. Return to owner. Q
In
"Street
Angel.
”
their
latest
genial
persons,
Mellie
Dunham
and
and Mrs. R. V. Libby, North street.
MRS A. W DKMUTH. South Warren 109*111 ’
TO LET—Comfortable furnished room, well
heated In winter. .MRS. E. H. ROM, IM
LOST—A brass key 3‘4 inches long with a ’
Mrs. Arthur W. Johnson enter "Gram."
Union St.
108-110
V4hich hole drilled in its shank. Leave at 1
tained Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crie, Mr.
We all know Mellie s wonderful ca
THIS OFFICE.
1"' in \
And again, we find fate conTO LET—Five room furnished apartment
and Mrs. J. W. Strout. Miss borinda reer: but reading the newspapers and
against their love. Farrel as with garage. ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.
Orne, Galen Eustis, Alfred Strout and hearing Mellie tell his experiences—
108-tf
Wanted
\
Ralph Johnson Saturday at Drift Inn. well, there is no comparison and we
TO LET—Apartment, seven rooms and bath.
Edgar Linekin is leaving today for all felt a new joy course through
Furnace, electric lights. Apply to w. p.
WANTED—By girls attending Commercial 1
BURPEE, 43 Park St.
108-110
College chance to work board and room, i
Iowa to enter the State University as our veins, as he told it to us, with no
LENA
K.
SARGENT.
Tel.
197
R
or
994-11
q
TO LET—Five room tenement.
Modern;
teacher. He also plans to study at doubt the same interest he had told
ist is inspired by her unusual
109-114 j
on premises. 41 LL.MEROCK ST.. City.
that institution for a higher degree. » it to countless others.
uty and paints her portrait. They Apply
(Tty.
_________________________ 108*110
WANTED—Competent maid to do general ’.
George Dillingham will leave Thurs
He greeted us all with a cordial
in love and plan to marry. Then
housework. Apply to MRS. W. O. FULLER. 45 1
TO LET—Hirnlshed rooms for light houseday for Boston.
handshake and casting all formality
Beech St. Tel. 303.
109*111 a
unfortunate circumstance sepa- keeplng. 19 WILLOW ST., Rockland.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist aside, invited us into the house, after
108*110
WANTED—Young man would like work of 1‘
any
kind.
Address
LESLIE
PARTRIDGE,
s
Church held its annual business meet- introductions were made. We could
TO LET—Seven room tenement over Brown's
Rockland,
Me.,
Route
1.
R.
F.
I).
Box
113
A.
,
store.
Rankin
block,
lights
and
toilet;
$20
in,1; with Miss Levensaler Sept. 4. The not help noticing the large "fiddle”
108*110
month. E. R. SPEAR, 236 Rankin St.
following officers were chosen: Presi over the front door, as we entered
107*100
WANTED—Boarders or roomers. 18 DUNdent, Miss Minnie Fernald; vice presi and, after finding out that "Gram”
-adv.
TON AVE., South End. Rockland.
108*: 10 1
TO LET—Five room flat with modern 1mdent. Miss Harriet Levensaler; sec had gone out with a party of young
provements, also garage. 10 PLEASANT ST. x
WANTED—At once—kittens . to 9 weeks
“
retary, Mrs. Lucy Tillery; treasurer. folks, we invited Mellie to play for
107-tf
some black ones 3 months. Must have nice
For Sale
fur. YORK S KENNEL, 111 Pleasant St. Tel.
Mrs. C. H. Washburn; work commit us.
TO LET—Small, convenient furnished rent
293-W.
168110
with
garage.
Good
location,
price
reasonable.!
tee, Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs. Dora
Mellie stood up all the time we
FOR SALE Farm. 25 acres, wood lot. Apply E. R. VERRILL, 354 Broadway or R. U. »
WANTED—Housekeeper who can go home
Kalloch: program. Mrs. John Brown, were there, talking a steady stream
1. modern bungalow, spring water ; two Collins, 373 Main St.
106-tf
nights preferred. Phone 578-W. Apply MRS. °
>lrs. A. D. Davis; membership, Mrs.
'hoinaston or Warren. MRS. ELLA P.
O. A. PALMER, rear 12 Knox St.
*
107-tf ’’
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment,
.
Thomaston,
Me.,
R.
D.,
Oyster
River.
H. S. Kilborn.
all modern Improvements, with garage for one
WANTED—To assist >11 general housework.
169*112 car. Best location in the city. L. A. THURS
The Civil War Veterans. Ladies of
MRS. ELLA PAUL, 1 » Knowlton St., ( amden.
TON.
Tel. 1139.
103-110
107*109
the Relief Corps and friends are in
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred German police
ips, $10. ROLAND J GUSHKE. AppleTO LET—Rents of all descriptions, modern,
vited to spend Saturday with Mrs.
WANTED—Kitchen woman at 75 BROAD "
•. P. O. address Union.
109*111 some furnished, some new. Storage building
' ST. Tel. 669-M.
105-tf
Gertrude Starrett of Warren. A pic
30x30, two floors. Store at Union. EASTERN
FOR SALE—A. B. gas range in good con- REAL ESTATE CO. Tel. 819.
nic dinner will be served at noon.
WANTED—Kitchen itlrl at WINDSOR Hu
105-110
price reasonable. DONALD G. CUMTEL
94-tf
a
Automobiles will leave at 10 o’clock.
TO LET—Five room tenement at 41 Lime, 355 Broadway. Tel. 795-W. 109-111
WANTED
—
An
cld
fashioned
well
sweep,
all
Please take dishes.
rock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
wood: elso fwo oaken buckets to hang hi the
FOR SALE—Overland truck, in good con103-tf
Stanley Kelloch is having a vaca
will. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Da'la. d
$175 cash. It. F. D. Box 95. TEL.
TO LET—Three room rent, also four room
tion from the office of Armour & Co.,
105-tf 4
108*110
rent. light and toilet on Tillson avenue.
Rockland.
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver
FOR SALE—Slightly used 1 yard steel lined MAURICE GORDON, Glencove. Tel. 987-RK.
William C. Lenfest arrived home
tised in this column, If for rent or sale. Try (j
103-tf
It and notice the many replies you get.
n
Friday from New Bedford, Mass.,
production levels in an effort to keep pace
At a time when motor car beauty was
TO LET— Five room unfurnished apartment:
h
B
M.
('LARK,
Union,
Me.
Tel.
Union
where he has had work in a sail8 room furnished apartment, and a garage. 12
1"S*U1 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
with an ever increasing demand!
practically standardized—when imitation
103-tf
loft.
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE—Kineo C range, first class conTO LET—In Thomaston, five-room flat, all
The new Wadsworth street bridge
was the vogue—when there was a glaring
.. . <1
Dunham and Two of His
Apply .1. L. MOODY. 160 Commercial modern : also smaller rent of six rooms. Call
has been opened to traffic. The old Mel
Inside and out, the new Buick bodies by
NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given that the s
:kport. Tel. 87-4 Camden.
108*110 after 3.30. 19 GREEN ST., Thomaston.
lack of originality in body design —Buick
Callers.
bridge is closed against further use.
heirs of A. H. Ricker, deceased, have notified “
101-tf
Fisher are the most beautiful ever built.
FOR SALE Plano. Inquire MRS. GEORGE
the Rockland Savings Bank that book of de
has swept far beyond the commonplace
The seventy-five foot fisherman
TO LET—Light housekeeping apartment.
1 St.
108*110
posit
No.
13476.
issued
by
said
Bank
to
said
S
building on C. A. Morse & Son rail
MINNIE MILES. 31 Ocean St
107-109
Together with the wonderf ul new standards
and achieved a style which the entire
A. H. Ricker, is lost and that they wish to
while not playing the old hornpipes
FOR SALE—Dry fitted hard wood, $14 cord;
way is planked.
obtain a duplicate thereof. ROCKLAND
TO LET—nicely furnished front room very
of
performance
introduced
by
the
Silver
on
his
"fiddle
”
and
keeping
time
by
,
$7
delivered.
MIKKO
LOFMAN.
Hwltcountry
is
acclaiming
as
the
most
distinc

SAVINGS BANK, by E. I>. Spear. Treas Rockpleasant; reasonable price. Inquire 109 PARK
Chester Hathaway and Cafrt. John
le. TeL 263-11.
108*113 ST.
a springing upward and downward
land. Maine, Sept. 11. 1928.
109*T-115 '
107*109
Anniversary Buick, they are winning the
Murley of New Bedford are in town.
tive and beautiful ever shown!
motion
of
his
body.
NURSERY
STOCK
Twenty
five
assorted
FOR
SALE
—
My
house
In
Union,
inquire
M.
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment at 14 Sum
Miss Ethel Upham has recently
greatest
demand
and
the
greatest
prefer

perennial?, 2 yr., $1.25; 18 Siberian, German b
He was interested in nearly every
EJOY, Union, Me.
108*110 mer St. With or without garage. Apply on
spent two weeks in Augusta with her
and Japanese Iris, 2 yr., dlvi s, $1 ; 2 » hardy
THE PREMISES.
99* 101-tf
thing and nothing pleased him more
Fisher, the world’s foremost builder of
ence ever enjoyed by any fine car!
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Modern 6 room
phlox, mixed. $1: 25 hardy lilies. $3.75. We
sister Daisy.
TO LET—Eight-room furnished Iiounc at
than
to
tell
of
his
boxing
with
the
oust*
on
Broadway.
First
class
condition,
pay
delivery.
THE
NAHUMKTZAG
NUR1
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Griffin of South
automobile bodies, has cooperated with
129 Rankin St. Inquire of MRS. J. A. JAME
SERIES. Gardiner. Me.
105*110 A vailable Sept. 15. No garage. MRS. F. W. SON.
Tel. 456-R.
97-tf
Easton, Mass, were overnight visitors boys in his younger days and hitting
108-tf
AMBITIOUS MEN BOYS—If you want In L OWER8. Phone 74.
The
new
Buick
is
the
new
style!
And
by
them
with
his
right
hand
and
fol

Buick,
the
world
’
s
foremost
builder
of
fine
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler.
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location.
earn good wages and be Independent learn our
FOR
SALE
—
('heap,
used
Buick
4-passenger
lowing
it
up
quickly
with
a
blow
APPLY
CUTLER-COOK
CO.
105-tf
Miss Anna Donahue who has been
that is meant, not merely a new type of
cars, to create a new mode—a new fashion
complete barber course front A to Z, tools In- c oupc : new tires. TEL 520-M mornings and
eluded. Fall class now forming, room for 10 e veulngs.
TO LET—Tenement, 4 rooms : rent very rea
spending a week with her sister, re from that same right hand. He sel
107-109
— and so luminous is the
beauty — not merely a
dom failed to land that second blow.
more. Call or write Maine’s largest, best sonable. 572 OLD (’OUNT> ROAD.
107*112
turned to Boston Monday night.
equipped
school.
VAUGHN'S
BARBER
FOR SALE Essex Coach, excellent con- End. 5 rooms and bath, all nuxlern...............
Perhaps it would not be a bad idea
•»HE SILVER. ANN IVER.SAR.V
result and so eagerly is
thrilling turning point
O. F. Robinson returned Saturday
S(’H(K)L, 74 Middle St.. Portland.
105*116 d Ition. ARTHUR GARDNER, 22 Edward St..
TO LET—Seven room, modern bouse, steam
107-109 heated.
from Farmington where he has been to say that there were two other mu
in body design —but
the public welcoming it
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM and Maimetie Healer. Ity.
RUTH CREIGHTON, Thomaston.
attending the Normal Teachers’ sicians in the gathering, Luther A.
Readings by appointment. PHONE 305-W.
107-109
FOR SALE—Twenty-two foot power boat, Tel. 209.
Clark,
composer
of
music,
and
dance
that
Buick
’
s
great
fac

a
great
countrywide
104*109
s
uitable for trawling or lobstering, in good
Conference. He left Monday for
TO LET—Furnished room with kitchen
ondltlon.
Inquire
H.
A.
Dl
’
NTON,
18
Memusician;
and
his
son,
(Aaron
A.
VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sale by manufac
fbr couple or woman. 668 MAIN
Castine to teach in the Normal School.
tories have reached new
vogue!
With Masterpiece Bodies By Fisher
107*109 privileges
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART- _ lianic St.
Having their instruments
ST. Suite 1, Blake Block.
107-109
Miss Daisy Upham of the Secretary Clark.
FOR SALE—Sorrel horse. 12 yrs old. 1100
LETT, Harmony. Maine.
with
them,
Mellie
was
pleased
to
TO LET—Three rooms suitable for light
of State office in Augusta
visiting
.
J.
BUY NOW AND SAVE $25 on new unthnard '
housekeeping at 33 Purchase St. Apply to
for two weeks her parents Mr. and have them play a few of his tunes
motor. May be seen at Veazle’s Hardware
107*112 MRS. A. I. MATHER, 10 Summer St. 107*109
with him and he and the two young
Mrs. John Upham.
Store, k A. THURSTON Tel. 1159. 105-tf _
TO LET—Five room apartment with hath,
FOR SALE Mill slabs. 4 foot long, $6.50; fireplace,
51 Park Street
Rockland
TeL 238
Mrs. Nellie Dean of Hopedale. Clark boys seemed to enjoy equal
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
large basement. Apply 81
length. $8: also apple barrels and limi- SUMAfER garage,
ST.
107-tf
Mass.. who has been a guest in the pleasure in the playing of Mellle’s
work of ail kinds. A W. GRAY. Contractor. tove
BRANCHES AT
er. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
3
Adams
St.
Tel.
194
-I.
D'-'
tf
'
family of her brother George Ludwig, own composition, “Rippling Waves
92-tf
LEWISTON
ROCKLAND
AUGUSTA
Waltz,” one of the tunes that helped
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls returned home Monday.
WATERVILLE
BATH
FOR SALE—Variety store selling Ice cream,
FARMINGTON
built and repaired: all kinds of lawn work, obacco.
Miss Ruth Averill will enter Pratt make Mellie famous, and which the
cigars, etc. Address OPPORTUNITY,
BRUNSWICK
PORTLAND
DOVER-FOXCROFT
by tile dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL are Courier-Gazette.
107-109
Institute, New York, this month to Clark boys had played many times
TON. '.J Brewster St. Tel. 4«T-M.
103-tf t
RANGE AND FURNACE
for dances in the last three years,
FOR SALE
study costuming.
FARMS.
COUNI
RY
yOMES.
COTTAGES
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT. . .BUICK WILL BUILD THEM.
Nice new house in the South End, 5 rooms
Mrs. Elizabeth McLeod of New never failing to receive encores, for
and estates: up-to-date property. In the gar ind
bath, all modern.
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
London, Conn., is visiting Mrs. James the crowd knew it was Mellie’s waltz.
Six rooms, all modern,Broadway, south.
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel....
Six rooms, all modern, Broadway, north.
Felt.
fast. Me.
lOa-tf
New house, 5 roomfe, all modern, off BroadMrs. C. E. O’Connell and Charles R.
Then Mr. Dunham allowed Luther
Agent for the well known LYNN
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and iu
McGinnis of Hartford, are visiting the A. Clark to copy one of his old waltz ties. And just think, Mellie accom munity and will certainly dJ Its
ROCKPORT
SCHOOLS
Also a number of good lots In all parts of
Main Sts. Cleaning, repatrlnz and dyeing
RANGE BURNER and ‘'SWORD"
family of Daniel O’Connell, (^een compositions, “Happy Hours," as he plished all this after having passed share to help during the present
Suits made to measure. Pur coats rellned.
t he city, $390 and up.
the three score and ten years.
campaign for raising funds. Do not
Dam also hi the market for good cottage
10'’-tf
FURNACE BURNER.
street, for a month.
Rockport schools open today with Tel. 738-R
played it. Mr. Dunham would play a
t ('rescent Beach, camp on the outskirts of
It was a dull, cloudy day and the wait to be solicited, but bring or mail
LADIES—Reliable stuca u( ualr guoda a city
.Miss Jennette Roney spent the few measures anl Mr. Clark would
; also small farm near town.
the
following
alignment
of
teachers:
fh*
Rockland
Hair
23*
Main
St
Ma'
Details on Request
rain
came
on
as
we
left
him,
he
hap

your
donation
to
those
on
the
com

weekend with her grandparents, Mr. juickly copy it. In this way. it took
T. J. FOLEY
High School—Paul E. Snow, prin orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 105-tf
py as a kid. smiling and waving as mittee of which Mrs. D. H. Smith is
Real Estate and Insurance
and Mrs. Frank Beverage.
cipal;
Miss
Carrie
V.
Baker.
French
but a short time to complete the we motored away. We can not for chairman.
REFINISHING CARS by spray ayatem. an) Tel. 772-M.
Rockland. Me.
A. S. SIMMONS
(rmand Ludwig and Maurice Leon waltz.
and Latin: Marjorie G. Dunstan, color: storage. J A. STEVENS A SON Me
107-tf
Then Mr. Clark played it
ard of Waldoboro visited Mr. and Mrs. upon the clarinet and Mr. Dunham get the quaint humor of Mellie and
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 12-M.
105-tf
WARREN, ME.
English and History.
FOR SALE Parlor stove—quick sale cheap.
the happy hours spent within the
George Ludwig over the weekend.
104*106
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains, $5. YOUNG S FISH MARKET
109»T-ThllC
upon the violin and Mr. Dunham said spell of his personality.
Village—Ronald Billings, princi
ROCKPORT
small and large, summer homes and real
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Robinson re that he couldn’t see any difference.
FOR SALE Fine building lot on Franklin
pal and 7th and 8th grades; Elizabeth dences. mountain, river or lake. Copy free.
One of the Visitors.
Mrs. Francis Heath of Dallas,
cently accompanied Miss Orpha Kel- So it was pronounced correct.
St. J. W. SMALL, Glencove.
106*111
P. Rolfe. 5th and 6th Grades; Clara ORRIN .1. DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
105-tf
Walter Heath of San Antonio. Texas,
leran to HFnckley. Miss Kelleran is a Though Mr. Dunham does not read
FOR SALE—Farm of 50 acres, good lurhber,
O. Walker, 3d and 4th Grades; Mrs.
A THOMASTON RECITAL
excellent soil, running water. Inquire DOR
graduate ofTh'omaston High School music,- he thought that this simple
and Miss Emily Heath of Waterville
Geraldine Clark Keating, Sub-pri
MAN
’S SHOE STORE.
107-109
RAZORV1LLE
were guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. W.
class of ’21. She is to teach in the matter was wonderful, that any one
mary. 1st and 2d Grade*.
FOR SALE Some of the finest house lots In
Steward
Monday.
Good Will High School.
A
piano
recital
given
by
Miss
Eliza

could write his music as he played
lifferent parts of the city. High, dry and
Hoboken—Miss iHorten * Dohndell.
Chester Vose with Russell Hoffses it, Mr. Clark does not require the beth Creighton at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tweedie of
The Russell family reunion was healthy : price $250 and up, cash or easy terms.
Simonton’s Corner—Miss Wilma held at the Farrar place. Members New modern homes and rents, furnished and
as assistant boarded the MacMillan
Bangor were guests of Mrs. Emma
Donald
George,
Thomaston,
Saturday
aid of an instrument in writing mu
Carroll.
boat off Monhegan and acted as chef
came from various towns in Maine unfurnished. EASIKKX REAL EMATE CO.
sic for any of the various band or afternoon, was a musical treat keenly Torrey Sunday.
Tel. 819.
105-110
THE NEW
to the party for the trip to Wiscasset.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, son John
enjoyed by the appreciative audience
West Rockport—Miss Lillian Da and Massachusetts with their families
orchestra instruments.
FOR SALE—Threshing machine at a big
Miss Clara Dombrowski, Mr. and
Frederick and daughter Dorothy, who vis.
who
warmly
applauded
the
young
to
the
number
of
35.
Delicious
things
trade if sold at once: for cash or on time, at
Mellie told us that we could have
801
and
801-A Receivers
Mrs. P. S. McGinnis and three child
have been spending a few days. in
to eat were served and much social SIMONTON FARM, West Rockpoit, Me.
Rockville—Mrs. Lura Whalen.
the right to play this waltz at our pianist after each number.
105-tf
town, returned Sunday to their home
ren who have been guests ol Mr. and
Miss
Creighton,
the
daughter
of
Mr.
chat
enjoyed,
with
swimming
for
the
New,
Amazing,
Cor.iplote
Specials—Miss Esther M. Steven
Mrs. Daniel O’Connell have returned dances and. as it was not published and Mrs. Charles W. Creighton, is a in Roxbury. They were accompan
SPECIAL FOR SALE
children. The day was ideal and
or copyrighted, we would be the only
House well arranged for a doctor: 7 rooms
to their homes in Hartford. Conn.
pupil of Mrs. George, who was for ied by Mrs. Reed’s mother Mrs. Min son, music; Miss Lena F. Cleveland, voted a success.
The Ultimate in Radio
with hath, also 2 rooms extra for office and
Miss Lorinda Orne is in Norwich, orchestra in the United States or four years a successful teacher at nie Weed who will be their guest for drawing.
Aldorus Jones has sold his farm waiting room. Heat In every room. ReflnConn., where she has a position in the the whole world to play it. He also Miss Porter’s school, Farmington, an indefinite period.
lshed Inside and out; fine cement cellar,
known
as
the
Lessaer
place
to
Nor

CARROLL’S GARAGE
told us that he would be pleased to
’ash or easy ‘erms, $5,800. Must be sold at
Academy.
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
Conn.
CAMDEN
man I.oumis of Medford. Mass. (once.
PHONE 151
THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Benner of Rock have it announced at the dances that
The living room of Mrs. George’s antly entertained Monday evening at
Mr.
Loiimis
is
a
councillor
at
One farm, fine house and large ham with
97T&S109
land were guests Sunday of Mr. and he was the composer of the said charming home was decorated with a the home of Miss Mildred Robinson.
School commenced Monday morn the Poland Camp and with his family 60 acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay, bal
"Happy Hours Waltz." Personally, profusion of beautiful flowers, and
ance land in pasture and wood, buildings only
Mrs. George Ludwig.
Mrs. Huse Richards spent Sunday ing for the fall term.
will
occupy
this
place
in
summer.
It
25 years old; fine water, lights, and eefiar
Charles Haley of Machias spent we like this waltz better than his made an ideal setting for the affair. in Searsport.
Rev. Ralph Hayden, rector of the is one of the many delightful homes under house and barn. Must be sold at once,
the weekend with Llewellyn Oliver, "Rippling Waves Waltz."
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Coates who St. Thomas Episcopal Church, effi- overlooking Crystal Lake. It is good at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
The program which was planned to
Mellie seemed to like publicity and tax the versatility of the performer,
road.
both leaving Sunday for Woolwich
have been passing the summer wit. cjatecl at the wedding in Belfast Sat to have these sites appreciated and fineHouse
and new garage. 6 rooms and hath,
likened himself to P. T. iBarnum. in but appeared to be quite within her his parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
to resume teaching.
urday of Edward Coles Robbins and other parties desiring to purchase large lot land: furnace, bath. Must be sold
this
respect,
giving
stories
of
the
great
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Tenney of
capabilities, was played without Coates have returned to their home Miss Gertrude Louise Johnson of places for homes along this lakeside at once. Frederick street.
TENEMENT
Rooming house partly furnished. 15 large
Arlington. Mass, are guests of Mr. and showman to illustrate his position. notes; the singing tone, -crisp phras in Washington. D. C. They were ac San Diego. Calif.
will have to be on time, as sales will rooms.
It has two light housekeeping apart
His great personality had won the ing and excellent scale work which companied to Boston by Mrs. George
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton.
First Class Condition
Quite a large number attended the be quickly made to those wishing to ments, paying $35 month. Price complete,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes and hearts of the American people. One characterized her work giving evi Spence who has been visiting at the
>00.
buy.
V. F. 8TUDLEY
daughter of Clark Island are guests of could not help noticing his apprecia dence of a combination of talent and home of her brother Herbert Coates. ball game Saturday afternoon be
Ralph Hibbert is treating his house
23 Maple Street
69 Park Street
tion of his welcome from the popu hard work which should result in
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and tween the single and married men. to a new coat of paint. It will be one
Mrs. Arthur Mossman.
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
Miss Edith Wilson and Miss Hor- lace in Boston and New York and futurp success. This program was son Richard Carlysle who have been The score was 5 to 4 in favor of the of the show places along the lake
chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere
* • •<
single men. Batteries, Bok and
tense B. Wilson went to Malden, Mass, his tour of the country had made a given:
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William A.
in Knox County, in amounts of one cord hr
Thomas for the winners and Boynton side with its new piazza and paint.
great impression upon him Now he Song Without Words .
more
if
ordered
immediately.
Now
Is
the
Sunday .
. Saint Saens Paul have gone to Limington where
Miss Stevens entertained several proper time to lay In your winter supply.
HARRY BERMAN
and Grindle for the married men.
....... Jensen Mr. Paul Is teaching.
is just as pleased to welcome any Barcarolle .................
Rockland 67-M or write R. P. CONANT
........ Godard
Courant ................
Fred Nutt and family of West Rox visitors at Wetona Camp over Sun Call
TEL.
426-M
ROCKLAND
The papers read by the delegate to stranger, making you feel at home Kn
The
name
of
Mrs.
Blanche
Steward
ft sox. South Hope.
103-tf
.. Palmgrull
Waltz ..........................
day.
the Ocean Park School of Methods at once. He said he would be very In Peep Woods .........
.. MaeDowell was omitted fro-m the list of those bury, Mass., have been visiting rela
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Cobbler
Several
attended
the
dance
and
108-tf
. .. Lavallee who served at the bridge party given tives in town.
The Butterfly ...........
at the Baptist Church Sunday even ungrateful if it were otherwise.
High School supper Friday evening potatoes. Best for Immediate use or winter.
Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with
ing were informing and entertaining,
last week Thursday at the home of
Willard Brown has returned from at Grange hall
out
notice.
Call
Rockland
67-M
R.
P.
They also sang several of the songs
Mrs. Ernest O. Patterson for the Baltimore. Md., where he has been
WARREN
103-tf
Mrs. Edith Overlook visited friends CONANT & SON, South Hope. Me.
Mellie showed us his old relics—
which were used in the school. How
There will be a health conference benefit of the Public Library. Her several months.
at the village a few days this week
FOR SALE—Sweet bantam corn and other
ard Swift was one of the graduates fossil of an old tooth in excellent at the Congregational Church parlors efficient services were certainly much
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sylvester and
Mr. and Mrs. Gid Hallowell of fresh vegetables. H. E. BOWDEN, Lake Ave.
It was Miss Orne’s second term. Miss condition, picked up by a geologist Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
103*108
appreciated.
daughters Katherine and Virginia re Windham visited their sister, Mrs.
friend in Alaska—countless eggs, col
Gladys Stavey and Miss Lari
Encouraging
reports.are
being
re

FOR SALE—Two ('i-.vs, 1 Jersey 5 years
turned to their home in Milo Sunday Georgia Bowman last week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Kelso and
Farms, City Homes,
old . 1 Jersey and Ayreshlre, 6 years old. Good
lected in his locality—old skull of a
Richards were in their first year.
child of Wakefield. Mass., have been ceived from Mrs. Edgar P. Sbibles after a visit with friends in to^n.
William Leigher is working in the family cows; also 7000 feet pine boards, 2x4
Mrs. Ella Edgett and Jahn and buffalo, picked up on the Western visiting Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Starrett. who is at a Houlton hospital recov
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Marshall re crew .at Razorviile and boarding at and 6x6 timber. FRED A. STARRETT, War
Cottages, House
David Grindle who passed the sum prairies and many other curios.
ren. Me.
103*112
Elmer Watts returned home Sat ering from a recent automobile acci turn today to their home in Belmont, Emery Turner's.
mer at the Oliver homestead have re
He prized his old violin that had urday after having passed the week dent.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Mass., after spending a part of the
George Campbell of Rockland is
turned to Belmont, Mas
guided him through the shining path at his former home here.
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Mrs. Gertrude Havener left Mon summer in Camden. Mr. Marshall is
and Cottage Lots
visiting at Mrs. Nora Campbell's dur sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Myles Weston is having a vacation of glory and fortune, but had a later
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington day for Boston, accompanied by her principal of the Junior High School ing his vacation.
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
from his business and is passing it at violin that was much easier to play I
spent tw’o days last week at Bar Har granddaughters Misses Gertrude and in Belmont.
Charles Esaney and Mrs. Ca'rie JOEL I’. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14 105-tf
EARLE LUDWICK
Pleasant Point.
upon. His old violin had much the bor where Mr. Purrington formerly Mary Ethel Havener who have been
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove, No. 12
Phillips Finlay of Redland, Calif, Curtis of Liberty were visitors here
Joel Miller will enter the Went better tone and Mr. Clark
spending the summer with her.
senior held a pastorate.
'ood as new, at half price. 64 Summer St
has
been
the
guest
of
Monroe
Gill
of
38
CHESTNUT
ST. ROCKLAND
I
riday.
PKD 180-R
0*t#
worth Institute in Boston this fall.
John Leach who has been clerking Boston who is passing a few weeks
tried it. though only for the honor of
Miss Clara Eastman returned
Emery Turner is reported in poor
John Morris is having a vacation.
FOR SALE —Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. length
Telaphons 723-M
playing it, being himself no player. Thursday to her school in Lyndon in the Brookside store during the with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil health.
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton, Mrs. Edward
summer is now the popular manager liam Gill at “Carmonwill,” Lake Me84Stf
Mellie told us how he was recog
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley spent HAROLD PEASE, Warren, Me. Tel. 10-21.
Ahern t/nd John Edgerton of New nized in the Stock Exchange, holding ville, Vt., accompanied by her mother which position he is well qualified to
94*103-tf
gunticook.
Mrs.
N.
A.
Eastman,
after
having
the
weekend
at
their
home
here
York are spending two weeks at the up the world’s business for one min
fill.
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
Regular meeting of the Meguntipassed the summer at their home
Mr. and Mrs. Z. Charles Beale of
Edgerton farm in Cushing.
The Trytohelp Club enjoyed a pic cook Grange on Wednesday evening.
LAND COAL COMPANY.
105-tf
ute and one half; how he had the here.
California were visiting relatives ir.
Mrs. Nellie A. Dean of Boston, Or right of Way in the big cities.‘ even
nic supper at Small’s Beach Monday
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
Tillson Thomas, Frank Thomas and town recently. Mr. and M'S Beale
The
ladies
of
the
Congregational
man Ludwig of Waldoboro, Edwin the electric cars stopping to let his
for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE. War
evening with Miss 'Helen Small as David Crockett are attending Rock
were speakers at Carmel campmeet ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
89*112 Home work. Only experienced mak
Ludwig of Rockland. Miss Ethel auto pass. Nothing but the fire Church circle hold a public supper hostess.
ers who will furnish good work
land Commercial College. Adelbert ing and having spent many years in
Thursday
evening
with
these
houseFOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
Brasier and Mr. and Mrs. William T. trucks had the right of way before
Frencji who attended last year has China as missionaries they are very per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas promptly need apply ODD SPARSmith and son Junior of Thomaston him. Ford had given him the free ,keepers: Mrs. J. C. Munsey, Mrs.
reUffned again this year.
Harry Robinson.^Irs. Clara Lermond
helpful at large gatherings. They ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.00 per .M. L. C. HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
PARK THEATRE
105-tf
use of a Ford or Lincoln car in arty and Mrs. E?. B. Clark.
William G. Stover has resigned his were in Maine two years ago on a PACKARD. Warren, Me.
105-116
W. Ludwig at Aunt Lydia's Tavern
If
you
want
to
see
a
good
picture
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
city or town in the United States,
position as manager of the Camden leetuing tour. Mrs. Beale is the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
G
.
Tomfohrde
and
square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
Sunday.
see
Richard
Barthelmess
in
“
Out
of
Yacht Building & Railway Company daughter of Albert Pinkham former tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
News has been received here of the and a nurse would be sent him imme son of Somerville, Mass., and Au the Ruins.”
There is also Billy and leaves soon for Lewiston Where jv of tbiS town
sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
death of Ethan F. Tillson in a hospital diately when Mr. Ford received a gustus Solothurnnann of Boston who Dooley.in “Sea Food,” a Paramount he has recently purchased a manufac
105-tf
have been guests of Miss M. Grace Comedy.
in Philadelphia Sept. 9. Mr. Tillson telegram that Mellie was sick.
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood : fitted soft
turing business. Mr. Stover’s position
No king or queen ever was used Walker, returned to their homes
was horn in Thomaston in 1*841. a son
Sliding decks—the heavjng motion as manager will be taken by Oliver
wood slabs $8: also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
BUTLER-BARHAM
P. O. Thomaston. TeL 263-21 Rockland.
of Perez and Martha Fales Tillson better or honored more and we all Monday by motor. They were ac of gigantic waves—a blood-m.id skip Mayhew.
105-tf
He left Thomaston in 1865. Living must have felt the spell of the cli companied by Miss Walker for a per and a fear-crazed crew—a battle
T'he Charles Hebbards left yester
Clyde Butler of Thomaston and
max,
as
Mellie,
Aaron
and
Luther
few
weeks
’
visit,
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main j
afterwards in Lewiston and places in
to the death in a swaying treacherous day for their home in Phiiaderphia Miss Nellye Barham of Dallas. Texas
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Portland spent ladder a hundred feet above the
Massachusetts, later years having his lined up to have their pictures taafter spending the summer a( the were married at the Methodist parson electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line
residence in Connecticut. He haves ken. Think of it—three generations | Wednesday of last week in Portland deck. . . . All this—and much more— Perry Homestead in Elm street.
(
105-tf
age Saturday evening at 7 o'clock by ’. S. GARDNER, Rockport, 'Me.
two brothers. John Tillson of musicians; Mellie lacking two and Lewiston on business.
in that most thrilling of sea-dramas,
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.50.
The
regular
meeting
of
Seaside
Rev.
Jesse
Kenderdino
ilson
have
of Thomaston and George W. Tillson! "eeks of being 75 years of age, hav- I llr. and Mrs. Andrew Wiis
Stove length $8. 15 bundles shims $1; also
on view Wednesday. It was said at
lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomas
in Illinons and a sister Harriet E. inK accomplished his fame and $11.- had as guests Mr. and Mrs. John M the time “Beau Geste’ was released, .Chapter, O.E.S., was held last even
ing.
ton.
105-tf
000.
in
cash
to
cheer
his
old
age
—
even
Wilson
and
daughter
Virginia
of
WorThe Paris divorce mill, we hear,
that Noah Beery would never surpass
Tillson of Union.
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
though lie is a young boy in spirits cester, Mass,
have greatly curtailed their produc from
the genius of his performance in that
New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
NORTH WARREN
tion. Cases are already on record of fresh after receipt of ord« r. A two-bushel
You can’t influence a woman’s bal and it seems that he will live to be j Georges River Mills resumed use production—but there will be little
lot Come what will. 8he is going to over 100. How old we felt beside him— of Standard time Monday morning.
disagreement among fans as to his
Mrs. Marshall Emery and family Americans returning with the v^fy hag sent parcel postage prepaid io any part
Warren irealiries the benefits of much greater performan< e when of Lewiston were weekend guests of same \Vives they took over.—The New of U. S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILvote against the Candidab‘ whose wife the elder Mr. (’lark being not 50 and
BROOK, Phllbrook Farm, Shelburne, N. H.
she dislikes.—Publishers Syndicate. | the younger Clark in the early twen- having Knox Hospital In the com “Hellship Bronson’’ is seen.—adv.
Mrs. David Post.
Yorker,
91*tf

Graceful contours instead of
straight lines-The gleam and sparkle
of brilliant colors and chrome plat
ing instead of drab effects • • - the
most beautiful bodies ever built • • •
Buick's masterpiece bodies by Fisher

BUICK

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

OIL BURNERS

Stewart-Warner
RADIO

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE

Braided Rog Makers

Suppose You

Place an Ad. Here
And Stop It

If It Doesn’t Pay

Every-Other-Day
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IN SOCIETY
Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. Reach who
spent the weekend in Florida and
Buckland, Mass., returned home Sun
day night. They were accompanied
by their niece, Miss Marion Reach of
the latter place, who will make her
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Richardson and home with them.
son Floyd and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Ardrey Orff enter
Hall and daughter Estelle, spent Sun
day at Panorama Camp. Owl's Head. tained a party of 18 friends Sunday at
the Rankin cottage. Cooper's Reach.
Miss Thelma Russell of Cooper's Fish chowder and other good things
Mills and Miss Ida Hughes of Union, made a nice dinner.
who have been spending the summer
at their hofnes. have return"d to this
Capt. and Mrs C. M. Guptill of
city to resume their school duties, Lubec are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and are at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Brawn, Broadway.
William F. Brawn.

In addition to personal notes recording da
psrtures and arrivals, this department espe
elslly desires information of social happen
togs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent b\
mall or telephone will be gladlv received.
TLLEPHONE ................................................. 770

SIX HUNDRED ENJOY FIELD DAY

Corner Drug Store

Mrs. William Lobley of North
Haven was the weekend guest of Mrs.
Carrie Waltz, Broadway.

Mrs. George L. True, Jr., is spend
ing the balance of her summer vaca
tion at the Ingraham Hili cottage of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mo
ran, Sr.

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dart. Edward
Dart and Miss Anna Dart, who have
been spending the summer in this vi
cinity, return tomorrow to their home
in Edgewood, IK. I.

Miss Olive Pease who was recently
Clarence Marshall who has been
operated upon for appemUcitis at spending the past two weeks With Ills
Knox Hospital has returned to her sister, Mrs. Ardrey Orff, left last
home in Hope, fully recovered. Miss night for his home in Whitinsville,
Pease is a popular waiter at "Green Mass.
Gables" in Camden.
Kalloch Class will have a picnic at
Mrs. Frank Holbrook of Boston is the home of Mrs. E. L. Morris, 375 Old
making a visit of several weeks with County road tomorrow afternoon and
her mother in this city.
evening. All who can go arc asked to
take dishes and silver, and if not so
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Sanborn of VI- licited take pastry.
nalhaven were in the city yesterday
having returned from a pleasant vaJesse Carroll who is having a fort
rn^tion motor trip through the White night's vacation from J. A. Jameson
^fountains.
Co.'s store, is spending part of it in
Foxcroft.
Misses Arlene Chaples and Olive
Bragg left yesterday for Boston to
Miss Arlene Chaples, and Miss Olive
attend the Boston Bible School.
Bragg left yesterday morning for
Roxbury, Mass., where they will at
Mrs. Myron Rollins and sons How tend the Boston Bible School Miss
ard and Oliver are spending a few Ruth Conant and Chauncey Stuart
days In Portland and Boston.
go to Boston to attend the Gordon
Bible School. This is Mr. Stuart's
The State Advisory board meeting third year there
of the 1).A.R. will be held Wednes
day, at 1.30 standard time at the
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Chatto, daughter
Universalist_church, Gardiner. Pro Frances and Mrs. SI. C. Hall returned
posed plans for the season's work will from Boston Sunday.
be submitted by officers and commit
tee chairmen and it is understood
Mrs. Gilbert Keighley and daughter
that members from all over the State Jane of Houston, Texas were guests
wjll attend this meeting.
of Mrs. Sumner Perry at Crescent
Beach several days last week.
Mrs. John Perrault of Miami. Fla ,
left Monday for her home after a
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Merrifield and
mbnth's rest at Wessaweskeag Inn.
daughter Miss Geneva Merrifield who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Maynard Carter of Thomas George Clark. Broadway, left Satur
ton spent Friday with her sister, Mrs. day for their home in Kezar Falls.
Hazel Blood of Rockland.
They were accompanied by Elton
Merrifield and Miss Ruth Clark. Miss
Orel Pierson is home from Boston Clark goes to Limington Corner where
on a vacation visit.
she will teach in the Longfellow Pri
mary School.
Through oversight the name of
, Master Herbert Ellingwood as ringMiss Lillian Greenlaw who has
bearer was omitted from the report of been attending Rockland Commercial
the Black-Brewster wedding. Her- College has accepted a position with
bert a picturesque little figure in black Libby Burchell Fisheries Co., Vinalvelvet trousers and yellow blouse car haven Miss Harriet Wilson, another
ried the rings on a white satin cushion. Rockland Commercial College student,
Little Mary Wotton almost at the lias joined the clerical staff of John
last moment refused to be in the bridal Bird Co.
procession Without her sister Ruth,
so the two sisters acted as flower girls,
Mrs. Lizzie Pearson of St. Peters
both gowned in the palest pink and burg. Fla., and Crescent Peach en
carrying yellow flowers. The children tertained at auction Thursday after
in' the party called forth much ad noon at the Thorndike cottage. There
miration by their daintiness and were three tables of cards, favors fall
charm.
ing to Mrs. O. A. Gilbert, Mrs. J. Z.
Lull. Mrs. A. R. Havener, Mrs. Clara
Miss Lorea S. Adams and Cather Watts. Refreshments were served.
ine Carpenter of Providence returned Mrs Pearson's guests were Mrs. Helen
home Sunday morning after a week's Fales, Mrs. Lena Sargent, Mrs.
.vacation at Wessaweskeag Inn .
Cleveland Sleeper. Mrs. Sabra Jones.
Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mrs. A. C. Jones
Mrs. L. B. Smith of Wessaweskeag and Mrs. Prescott.
Inn left Sunday for Providence and
New York on business. Before re
Mr. and Mr$. E. L. Sargent accom
turning home she plans to attend panied by Mr. and Mrs. George Good
Brockton Fair.
rich of Patten, and Hon. and Mrs. S.
L. Porter of St. Cloud Fla., have-re
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hall nnd family turned from a motor trip through
of Madison visited relatives in tills Canada, the Porters continuing their
city and Camden Sunday.
trip through to Florida.

■Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Frank Berry wci< Miss Irene Wick
of Camden, N. J., Miss Ann Mohler
of Philadelphia. Mrs. N. B. Ilunton
of Rockland. Mrs. Julia Wardwell
,tnd Miss Florence Dunton of Belfast.
4

Mrs. Violet Brimigeon who was
called here by the death of Harry
Aspey, returned to her home in Mil
linocket, Monday.

Miss Evelyn Berry, Miss Adelaide
Hewett. Mrs. N . B . Dunton, Mrs.
Rena Messer and Mrs. Mary Berry
motored to Northport Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Underwood of
SWarthmore, Pa., were weekend
guests at Wessaweskeag Inn.
Ruth Marston, daughter of Mr. and
' Mrs. Maynard Marston of Masonic
street celebrated her 10th birthday
last week with the capable assistance
of the following young friends: El• zada North, Ruth Hanscom, Gertrude
Heald, Ruth Rhodes, June Miles.
Dorothy Eberman, Shirley Stickney
and Dorothy Thomas. All of these
young sprites can swim like flsh, and
the festivities opened with a swim
ming party at Megunticook Lake.
The girls returned to Rockland
equipped with substantial appetites
for the nice birthday supper which
had been prepared for them at the
home of the hostess. A birthday cake,
bearing the requisite number of
lighted candles occupied the center
of the table. The young lady who
now writes her birthdays in two fig
ures received a number of nice pres, ents.

For the benefit of those who are
asking how long is Gonia's Sale go
ing to last, will say that I have de
cided to continue it until Saturday,

Sept. 15.

IOS-110

Central Maine Power Co. Divisions Unite In Sports, Clam
Bake and Balt—Interesting Talk By W. S.Wyman.

Incorporated

Prescription Druggists
WARREN P. ELDRIDGE, Ph. G, Reg. Pharm.

Cor. Main 6? Limerock Streets
Rockland, Maine

Has been appointed exclusive
agent for The Owl Drug Co.
Products and Red Feather and
Darnee Toiletries

Miss Florence Blirck of Wollaston,
Miss Marian Garcelon of Lewiston, Mass., is visiting Miss Marian Brawn.
Miss Grace Cunningham of Wood- Miss Burck is a student at the Newton
stock, N. B., Miss Ruth Wass of
Theological Institute.
Brunswick and Miss Glenn L. Stevens
of Portland, have apartments at the
Miss Louise Anderson leaves today
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear.
for Nasson Institute, where she is
i Miss Anna Webster, who has been taking a course in domestic science.
spending the summer at her home in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker. Who have
Bangor, has returned to Rockland,
and will resume her duties as first been guests of Mr. Sacker's mother,
Mrs. M. E. Sacker at The Meadows,
grade teacher in the Tyler School.
have returned to New York.
Miss Lena Wyman, domestic sci
ence teacher at the High School, has
Mrs. Helen Waltz is employed in
an apartment at the home of Mr. and Betty's Beauty Parlor in Camden dur
Mrs. Clayton Gilley.
ing the absence of Miss BolVea.
Miss Harriet M. Bird is in the city
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Bird
Camden street.
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They are sold under the same
liberal guarantee as in the stores
of The Owl Drug Co.

’ ... . • ■
Mrs. F. R. Foster who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A L. Havener,
North Main street, has returned to her
home in Halifax. N. S. Mrs. Foster
who is a native of London, England,
has been in Halifax but a short time,
and this was her first visit to the
United States. She was much im
pressed by Boston and other Massa
chusetts cities, and particularly so by
Maine.
Everett Munsey who recently under
went a serious operation for appen
dicitis at Knox Hospital Is at home,
recuperating in a satisfactory man
ner
•
——
Mrs. Donald Karl and Mrs. Harold
Karl entertained Thursday at the
Karl cottage, Megunticook Lake, with
Mrs. Gilbert Keighley of Houston,
Texas, as honor guest. Dinner, with
12 covers was followed by an after
noon of sewing and swimming.

Mrs. William Pratt, Jr., daughter
Margaret and son Douglas of Ten
ants Harbor were in the city Satur
day.
Miss Flora Colson entertained a
house party Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at her Ash Point cottage,
“The Open Door,” with these guests:
Misses Madelyn Coffey, Phyllis Dela
no, Lucy French, Faye Hodgkins,
Bertha Knight, Dorothy Lawry, Joan
Moulaison, Ruth Pej-ry, Virginia
Post, Virginia Proctor, Ruth Richards.
Helen de Rochemont, Catherine Snow
and Naomi Stearns. The young peo
ple were chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Colson.

The Patchwork Club will meet at
G.A.R. hall Thursday afternoon for
work. Members are asked to take
picnic lunch and to remain for the
meeting of the Relief Corps in the
evening.

Miss Vora Nye left yesterday for
Mrs. Mary Brown and Mrs. Marga
ret Smith of North Haven were week Castine where she will attend the
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Eastern State Normal School.
Kelsey at The Highlands.
Mrs. Fannie S. Louraine underwent
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Renard who an operation at Knox Hospital Satur
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. day.
Frank Tirrell, Jr., returned Thursday
Miss Thelma Littlefield is having
to their home in Milton Mass.
a vacation from her duties at the
Mrs. Frank Sherman and daughter Rockland National Bank, and left
Rilla returned Saturday from a week’s Sunday for Orono where she will visit
visit at their former home in Isles- relatives for the week.
boro.
The first of a series of social at
Mrs. Clarence Shaw of Waterbury. tentions in honor of Miss Helen
Conn., is visiting her former home Feeney’s engagement was held at
in this city, whither she was accom Grey Ledge, Crawford Lake last night
panied by her mother, Mrs. Louise with Miss Mary Pratt as hostess. It
M. Smith: and her sister, Miss assumed the nature of a glass shower
with bridge as the evening’s occupa
Maude Smith.
tion, prizes falling to Marion Richard
Mrs. Gilbert Keighley and daughter son and Jeannette Smith.
Jane who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Stevens Talbot avenue,
L. B. Cook is in the New York mar
left Friday for their home in Houston, kets in the Interests of Cutler-Cook
Texas.
Co.

Mrs. Wyman Foster is In Newcastle,
Twelve motor cars ladened w-ith a
the guest <5f Mr. and Mrs. Ralph jolly group of employes, ex-employes
Foster.
and their families of the Fuller-CobbDavis store started from Oak street
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Walsh who Friday night with Friendship as their
have been at Wiscasset for an extend destination. A delicious supper was
ed stay with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey served 96 persons by the ladies of
Pe£se, are at the ttbme of Mr. and the Friendship Methodist Church. A
Mrs. S. D. Crosby at The Higtlands.
special feature of the hour was the
delicious potato salads with “F-C-D"
Mrs. Ralph Hanscom who has been on the tops. Adjournment was made
quite ill at her home on Union street to Bossa’s hall where Kirk’s Orches
shows a slight improvement, being tra provided the music for 75 couples
able to sit up part of each day.
in a very happy evening. The elimi
nation dance was won by Miss Mary
Mrs. Ella Evans of Chicago, Ill., is Pratt and O. E. Wishman. The af
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John New fair was in charge of Misses Louise
man. Masonic street. Mrs. Evans Williams and Mary Pratt with George
has been visiting in Concord, N. H., Ryan and A. S. Peterson as collabora
and Portland before coming to RoT*k- tors and the store management spon
land to visit her niece.
soring and financing the affair as an
appreciation of the fine spirit of the
Mrs. Carrie J. Howe of Providence, F-C-D Crowd.”
who has been visiting her brother.
Luke S. Davis, the past week has re
THE TAMMANY CAT
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman, Miss turned home. Mr. Davis has also
Kitty Coburn and Mr. and.SIrs, J. A. had as a guest his cousin. Miss Ella
The Tammany Cat. The Tammany Cat !
Just see where she now is at:
Burpee motored to Belgrade Sunday, McNeil of Brookline, Mass.
Going from New York so far to roam,
with dinner in Hallowell.
To take a look at the Capitol Dome.
Barbara, little daughter of Mr..and
In Little Old New York she's sat,
Mrs. William W. Graves who has Mrs. Nicholas Murray celebrated her
Getting quite greedy and quite fat.
been the guest of her father, W. L. sixth birthday Saturday afternoon
Bootlegging around in style down there—
Tiger she is nnd groomed for fair.
Blackington, and sister, Miss Anne from 2 to 4 at her home on Camden
Blackington at The Highlands, re street entertaining 20 of her young
Now
why does she go leave her home?
turned to her home in Malden, Mass., friends. The weather being ideal
For the answer we may go to Rome.
games were enjoyed on the lawn
It is quite clear that Rome means Rum,
Thursday.
where the group was also photo
For rich and poor and every bum.
Mr. and Mrs. George Geddes who graphed, before marching into the
Is this great Nation going back wet ?
have been occupying the Sargent cot dining room where refreshments
Not on your life, you bet. you bet.
That reforms turn back is all a myth,
tage at Crescent Beach left Sunday were served. The table was very
Tell that to Al—the Great A1 Smith.
attractive, the color scheme being
for their home in New York.
Wilder \V. Perry.
yellow and white. The centerpiece
Camden, Aug. 23.
Mrs. Annie Thomas and daughter was in the form of a large tulip in
Miss Ethel Thomas who have spent which were concealed favors drawn
Adelbert W. Sprague, director of
the summer at North Haven return by the children, tops for the boys the Eastern Maine Festival, announces
today and will be with Mr and Mrs. and Kewpie dolls for the girls. In that in keeping with the custom that
cluded in the refreshments was a
Donald Kelsey at The Highlands.
has been established a concert will
handsome birthday cake hearing the
number
of
lighted be given this fall in the interest of
Mrs. John O. Stevens motored to appropriate
the Festival, the date being Oct 24.
Boston Sunday, accompanied by her candles which were extinguished by which is the eve of the Teachers’
sister. Miss Edith Wilson, who will the young hostess. The places at Convention, thus providing an oppor
resume teaching in Malden. Mass. table were designated by tiny bas tunity,for the teachers to hear a con
kets containing candies and the name
Mrs. Stevens is returning today.
of each child and ice cream and fancy cert of the first water. Although Mr.
Sprague is not ready to announce his
Mrs. David Talbot entertained the cookies were served. Miss Barbara
artists at this time, if is known that
Tuesday Auction Club at Motor Inn also entertained her guests with mu
sical selections on the piano and •the Bangor Symphony Orchestra, one
last week.
proved a charming little hostess. She of the leading orchestral organiza
A happy family gathering enjoyed was the recipient of many nice tions of the State, will play and fur
nish accompaniments for the choral
a motor trip Sunday to Bar Harbor, gifts. \
numbers, and that the chorus will
going by the way of Bangor nnd re
Flics are dangerous. They are also contribute to the program. In th-is
turning through Bluehill and Ells
worth. There were five cars, the the filthiest insect known. They de connection Mr. Sprague asks that the
family group consisting of Mr. and posit germs In three ways. By con local chorus prepare these numbers:
Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. F. F. tact, vomit spots and excreta. They j “The Omnipotente” by Schubert (in
Richards and son Carroll, Mr. and • taint everything they touch. FLY- ' observance of the Schubert Centen
Mrs. Walter Carroll and son Howard TOX kills flies. It is safe, stainless, ary); “Carnival Chorus” by Jakobof Rockport; Mr. Itfid Mrs. Bernley .fragrant, sure. Simple instructions owski; “He Watcheth Over Israel"
Gray and daughter Velma of Camden; on each bottle (blue label) for killing from “The Elijah” by Mendelssohn;
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Gregory and son ’ALL household insects. INSIST on “Nocturne—Calm As the Night” by
Robert, B. Stanley Gregory, Mrs. May FLY-TOX. FLY-TOX is the scien Bohm; and “Calvary Song” by SpindCarroll and Miss Wilma Carroll of tific insecticide- developed at Mellon ler. The rehearsals of the local
Glencove! Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Greg Institute of Industrial Research by- chorus, the Wight Philharmonic So
ory nnd daughters, Edna. Helen and Rex Fellowship. FLY-TOX brings ciety, will resume rehearsals on
health, comfort and cleanliness.—adv. Thursday, Sept. 20.
Ruth and F. J. Carroll of Rockland.

About 600 employes and their fam
ilies of the Central Maine Power
Company, held a joint field day and
clam bake at Oakland Park Satur
day. Employes from the Eastern,
Southern and Central divisions, gen
eral office and the New England pub
lic service company were present. A
feature of the day’s frolic was a
talk by President Wyman at a short
group meeting in the evening.
Citing the rapid growth of the
electrical industry in the past 30
years and calling attention to the
fact that the industry was practi
cally reared by men now living, he
said that still greater opportuntites
were in store for the younger em
ployes in the business today. Presi
dent Wyman also touched upon the
proposed big development at Bing
ham, showing what it would mean to
Maine and calling upon employes and
those Interested in Maine to work to
gether to bring industries to Maine to
use power made available. Follow
ing this development Mr. Wyman
saw visions of a still greater de
velopment if Maine would continue
to grow, and he said he had every
reason to believe it would.
Mr. Wyman’s talk was part of a
short program preceding the dance in
the evening when musical numbers
and novelties were carried out.
Day’s Fun Starts With Ball Game

One of the main features of the
sports program was a ball game be
tween the Eastern and Southern di
visions arrayed against the general
office and Central division. After
five innings of as tight ball as is
generally seen, the Eastern and
Southern divisions finally won out
3-0.
The entire list of events and their
winners were as follows: pop bottle
drinking contest won by Duncan
Bragg, flashlight; balloon blowing
contest won by Alden Post, box of
chocolates; ball throwing contest for
women won by Barbara Elliot, writ
ing case; 2d, Mildred Redlon, box of
chocolates; 60 yard dash won by
Spofford Giddings, cigarette lighter;
2d, Norman Hayden, pocket book; 25 •
yard dash for girls won by Barbara
Elliot, bobby set: broad jump won
by Spofford Giddings, pen knife; 2d.
K. A. Hardy, Eversharp pencil; pole
setting contest won by Pelkey’s crew,
silver cup; fat men’s race, Fred Mun
roe, toaster: potato race. Leola Rob
inson, mesh bag; 2d. Reta Richards,
curling iron; women’s hen fruit re
lay won by Eastern Division office
girls, Addie Young. Leola Robinson.
Mabel Richards and Lucy Stevenson,
compacts to each girl; tug of war..
General Office and Central Division,
box of cigars; shot put. 'Harding, pen
knife; 2d. Delmont Cooper, cuff links;
slipper kicking contest, Mabel Red
lon, box of chocolates; three-legged
race won by Fogg and Armstrong,
flashlight; 2d, Giddings and Morrison,
cuff links: canoe tilting won by Hay
den and Hutchinson. $5 gold piece;
program committee’s special, tub
race won by Col. Farnum. vacuum
jug: 2d race won by A1 Smith, cig
arette lighter.

NOW

1
the Central division team. The first
and second pulls resulted in a tie
each team winning a pull. Interest
became keener than ever as the two
teams settled down into the third
and deciding pull, with the crowd in I
an uproar shouting and cheering for
their favorites.
Scarcely did the
handkerchief of the rope move one
way or the other so closely was the
strength of the two teams matched.
However, it the closing, almost im
perceptibly. it began to move in the
direction of the General office and
Central Division team and when
“time’s up” was shouted out by the
officials, Captain Seiger’s team was
declared the winners by a scant mar
gin of six inches.

is

THE
TIME

Canoe Tilting Contest

•Something new in the line of en
tertainment was provided for in
the eanoe tilting contest. Like gla- |
diators of old these moderrt warriors
dressed in scanty attire, bathirtg ,
suits, assembled in pairs in ea'ch I
canoe, one member paddling the
canoe and the other using the lance
in the most effective manner on his
opponent.
The first contest was between the
teams of Fairbanks and Rogers
against Burleigh and Janicheen.
The apparent “uneasiness’ of Bur
leigh in standing up in the canoe !
gave the impression that here was an j
easy- victim hut at the critical mo
ment when Fairbanks lunged at him. ;
Burleigh let go with a terrible thrust i!
and the unfortunate pair in the other '
canoe took the dreaded “lip.”
The next contest was between |
Hayden and Hutchinson against 1
Davis and Kaler with the former ,
team being victorious. The deciding ,
contest was then run off between
the winning teams in the previous
contests and the winners in the final
contest declared to be the “aces” of
the canoe tilting were Hayden and
Hutchinson, winning the prize of $5
in gold.

To Have Fall and Winter

Garments Cleansed and Repaired

Top Coats and Ladies’ Coats

Relined—Reasonable Charges

Still Cleansing Dresses for $2.00
Hats Renovated 75c, $1.00

Clam Bake

Ask Us About

The long-looked-forward-to-clambake was the next thing on the pro
gram and was “announced” by the
bugler promptly at 6 o’clock. This
was an event which none of the
hungry employes were bashful about
entering into. With huge bonfires
crackling merrily, completely lighting
up the whole shore the happy crowd
filed past the tables loaded with
clams, eggs, doughnuts, crackers, ice
cream and fruits and made way with
them in record time.

Dry Cleaning Fur Coats

Arthur F. Lamb

Employe Meeting Grand Finale

The grand finale to a day perfect
in every respect was the employe
meeting held at the Oakland Bark
dancing pavilion. The outstanding
number of the evening’s program
was a talk by W. S. Wyman, presi
dent of the Central Maine Bower
Company. After a short program in
terspersed with musical selections of
exceptional merit, the balance of the
evening was spent in dancing, the
crowd departing at a late hour for
their distant homes loud in their
praises of the hospitality of the
Rockland employes an<T taking with
“Throwing the Rolling Pin”
Many of the fairer sex tried their them pleasant memories of a day not
skill at throwing a rolling pin at a to'be forgdtten.
dummy rigged up to represent one of
All Wall Baper purchased at
the bolder sex. A box of chocolates
was given to every woman who could Gonia’s is delivered witout charge
tip off the derby while a lesser prize either by auto or parcel post. 108-110
went to those who were successful in
giving “hubby” a jolt.

CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING
HAT RENOVATING

297 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 69-J

f

REGULAR SATURDAY NIGHT DANCES
at Community Hall, Spruce Head

OPEN SATURDAY, SEPT. 15

60 Yard Dash and Broad Jump

Spofford Giddings showed that he
had lost but little of his training in
track events when attending the U.
i.f M. for he easily won In the 60-yard
dash and broad jump.
Pole Setting Contest
Frobably there was no contest
among the men which showed the
skill and training used in their dailywork as did that of the pole setting
contest. In this event, safety was
of paramount importance and rated
high in the decision of the judges.
Each division was represented by its
own crew and the transmission de
partment by “Babe" Pelkey’s crew.
After a careful and extensive con
sideration of all points involved, the
prize of a silver cup was awarded to
Pelkey’s crew.
Tug of War
Considerable
enthusiasm
and
friendly rivalry was expressed in
the tug of war contest when the
brawn and muscle of the Southern
and Eastern divisions was matched
against that of the General Office and

Music—KIRK’S DANCE BAND
109AU1

A Publix Theatre

TODAY

TODAY

Richard Barthelmess

VICTOR McLAGLEN

IN

In

“Out Of Ruins”
COMEDY

NEWS

“THE RIVER PIRATE”

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY-FRIDAY

FRANK CCRZA€E'/

/II111 AM I I
srtHb

SUPPER and DANCE
AT

Owl’s Head Town Hall
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 12
Benefit Ash Point Roads

PRICE 50 CENTS

108-109

MnMUACl REID
Q NOAM BEtEY

DANCING
»

a

AT

Pioneer Pavilion

—ALSO —

EAST UNION

BILLY DOOLEY

EVERY SATURD’Y EVG
“SEA FOOD"

Music by

A Paramount Comedy

Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
73T&Th-tf

THURSDAY

,

CLAIRE WINDSOR
IN

DANCE
EVERY

“Beware Of Blondes”
Also

5 ACTS SUPREME
VAUDEVILLE

HE came to him out of the murk and fog of
a Neapolitan waterfront — tantadzing,
adorable. Then the ghost cf her past
came back to haunt their nights of love—bring
ing heartache and scene upon scene cf the most
intense kind of drama.

S

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

“Albany Night Boat”
With

Olive Borden

at

Home of Paramount Pictures !

And

“COWBOY KID”

Owl's Head Town Hall
lOOTtr

With

REX BELL

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS. A

tq
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THE REALM OF MUSIC
The viola d’amore which was feat
ured by Mme. Alix Young Maruchess
at one of the Camden concerts is an
obsolete instrument, a long neglect
ed cousin, it might be said, of the
viola and possessing more than an
archaeological interal. The timbre
is unlike that of any member of the
violin family in use today, and there
fore difficult to describe. This qual
ity is due to the strange construction
of the instrument which, in addition
to seven strings manipulated by
flngeft? and be*.”, boasts as many
sympathetic strings inclosed within
its body. The 14 pegs required to
tune all these lengths of catgut and
wire, and the antiquated contour of
the viola itself, with its swelling
curves and deeply indented sides,
lends it a pleturesqueness comparable to the viols held in the slender
fingers of angels in early Renaissance
paintings. The silvery tones seem
no more related to those of its mod
ern relatives than do harpsichord to
piano effects.
The seven strings are tuned in
thirds and fourths, making it natur-

ally richer than the viola in Unable

• '^CAPITAL

Handing Him Herbert’s Record

IT’S A BORN

.

Special to The Courier-Gazette
Augusta. Sept. 5.—Highway bridge
building is becoming a more and more
imixirtant part of tbe business of the
State highway department as Maine
road construction progresses. Fiftyeight new bridges were built last year,
ind this year the number will exceed
that.
Of course this does not mean that
there were no bridges previously at
the points where new construction
takes place. There were, but they
were mostly wooden or light steel
construction and wholly unadapted
and unsafe for the heavy traffic of to
day. In a sense perhaps, the bridges
are more important than the roads
themselves, for while a driver can
sometimes steer out around bad
places in the road, there is no detour
over a stream; there must be a bridge.
And so it comes about that the State
today is building in a year four time^
as many bridges as it did less than 10
years ago.

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Crooks, tenor, and Emanuel Zetlin,
violinist. The popular prices of $10
and $5 have been made for the en
tire course. The proceeds are to ben
efit several organizations.
* * # *

In reviewing the recent concert by
Arthur Hackett, tenor, in Portland, it
was incorrectly stated that Mr. Hack
ett sang in Rockland for the Rubin
stein Club several years ago. It was
his brother. Charles Hackett, who
has become even more famous than
Arthur. He sang here just before
he sailed for Italy where he won his
first honors.
* ♦ * •

A series of concerts is being given
for the benefit of the Nordiea Me
morial. The first was by Maine art
ists and sponsored by Mrs. Richard
H. Stubbs of Augusta, and given at
the Broadway Theatre. Farmington,
i Mrs' Stuhb’ is Planning six similar
<
ts . be given in various parts
of the 'State, such as Augusta. Port
land. Bar Harbor, etc. The soloists
for the first concert were Miss Mil
dred Litchfield, soprano, and Roger
Xye. tenor. A subscription concert
was also given at the Poland Spring
. House with the director of music at

HILL CLIMBER

♦ ♦ • •

hotP.1' Carlo^Pinheld. of the Bos-

Rabies appears to be on the increase
in Maine, it is said by Herbert M.
Tucker of tbe State department of
agriculture. He states that while no
cases had been reported within tbe
State for many years, several have
been noted during tbe past 12 or 14
months.
“This is not to be wondered at, con
sidering the prevalence of the disease
in some sections of New England,”
remarks Mr. Tucker.
The most serious outbreak in this
State was in Bangor where one child
died and several dogs and cats were
found to have the disease.
* * * *

in charge:
stops and harmonics, as well as af ton Orchestral •Club,
* * *
fording variety of tone color.
Musical America’s Guide for 1928
Mme. Maruchess is a Scotch rnusician, now resident in New York, and is published, containing a mass of
THE
is a very serious artist, wholly in ’ information likely to prove useful to
love with the two instruments which everyone interested in music profes
Mild interest is being shown here
sionally: Its numerous lists of ad
she plays.
dresses are said to be correct as of Famous Explorer and His Scientists Tell of Interesting in the proposal which is said to have
• * * *
triginated in Bath for the re-building
It seems almost like a dream that June 1st. There are a number of
of the bridge across Merrymeeting
Results Obtained By the Labrador Expedition.
we have heard Sylvia Lent, and I interesting special articles on mu
Bay to replace the ancient structure
feel we owe Frank Bibb a big debt sical topics besides encyclopedic in
which went out in a Kennebec river
for making this possible. Miss Lent, formation about American musical
freshet several years ago. Certainly
despite her youth is acclaimed as activities of all kinds. Errors in de
The MacMillan expedition returned eating race, the doctor declared that people in this part of the State would
the foremost woman virtuoso of the tail appear to he surprisingly few for to Wiscasset Saturday afternoon and in examinations of thousands of Es appreciate a cut-off of several miles
character.
violin before the public today. Any a publication of• •this
the explorers were given th? royal re kimos he did not find a single case of in going to Bath but with the high
• ♦
one who might doubt this statement
Alfred
Hertz,
leader
of the San ception that always awaits them high blood pressure. The Eskimos eat ways that already exist on both sides
would be utterly convinced upon
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, re there. Rev. Henry W. Webb, former meat three times a day. It's wrong of the river and with the heavy ex
hearing her play. She has flawless
lv of Warren presided over the public ( according to the books, says the doc- pense involved in bridge building it
technic which never glares in its turned lately from a survey of mu- meeting on the Common.
tor, but the Eskimos get away with seems doubtful if such a project would
perfection so surrounded it is with j sical conditions in London. Paris,
MacMillan reported that he had it.
find favor with the taxpayers.
artistry and temperamental coloring. Berlin. Munich and Beyreuth. and is been delayed by head winds all the
• * • *
The doctor had a practice for 10
She seems almost detached as she reported as stating upon landing in way from Labrador and by fog and months that carried him more than
With
the
State
election impending,
plays, as if she and her violin were New York:
2000 miles by dog sled. One of his interest is reviving in the filling of the
“The world’s leading country in head winds in the Straits of Belle Isle
one, and apart fr» m everyone else.
operations was “for providing skin fo: four elective State offices wnich come
music today is the United States. The off Newfoundland.
It reminds one of Fritz Kreisler.
He told of the erection of the Raw- an arm which an Eskimo had inad
As she came shyly out of the changed conditions which give the son-MacMillan-Field Museum experi vertently shot away. The doctor within the vote of the legislature.
These offices are secretary of state,
wings she appeared like a young girl 1 United States the lead over Europe mental stations at Anetalak Bay on stripped enough from the Eskimo's
treasurer of state, attorney general
of about 14 or 15 years. She plays in music and musical affairs are the the coast of Labrador. He explained 1 back to cover the arm wound.
and commissioner of agriculture.
with remarkable ease, and acknowl ' result of better mediums for bring that the party had never been far
Tuberculosis, pneumonia and grippe
It is expected that the attorney gen
edges the applause with the cutest ing music to the people.
were the only ailments he found up eral’s office will be the only one of
"The first important factor was the from civilization and that they had
little bows and sideways glances.
there. In 2000 square miles of terri the four to be filled by a new man.
kept
in
touch
with
the
world
for
the
Her manner is utterly natural and phonograph record. Now we have ' 15 months by radio. All who accom tory he could not find a sing e malady
unassuming. Through Mr. Bibb I the radio. Both means have been so , panied him. he said heard the Tunney- whieh could be dignified with a high Choice for the place lies between
Clement F. Robinson of Portland and
had the good fortune to meet Miss widely used that practically every Dempsey and Tunney-Heeney fights brow title. This is the first time that
Lent, and “behind the scenes” she is man. woman and child has heard from Station 1VBZ on a nine-tube set. a physician has surveyed the place Hugh H. Hastings of Fryeburg, both
of whom announced their candidacies
just the same, a sweet and lovely girl much music. Phonographs and ra- i -MacMillan charted many miles of and made public his findings.
dins have not been so popular in Eu- I
two years ago. Mr. Robinson served
whose shyness makes it rather dif
The Eskimos grow old early, he
the
coast
of
northern
Labrador,
a
for a time as deputy attorney general
ficult to pay tribute to her great art. 1 rope, so, despite all tradition the , region that has never been accur says. A man 50 years old in the Arctic
under Attorney General Ransford
i people there actually are not in such i
* * * *
is about the same physically as a man Shaw. Mr. Hastings has been county
ately mapped before.
Also, through Mr. Bibb, I had the 1 close touch with music as the people
The explorer declared that it has of 75 in civilized countries. The death attorney of Oxford County, and both
pleasure of chatting with Miss Mar ' of this country.
been an unusual winter and summer rate is low. but life beyond 50 is not men have been making an active can
“Nowhere in Europe is the gen
io! Rous in whom I was particularly
in the Arctic. He smiled when he re common. They all have large fami vass among prospective members of
eral
appreciation
of
music
so
great
interested as she was one of the so
called the urgent demand for infor lies.
the legislature. While as yet the
that
crowds
numbering
10.000
per

loists at the State Federation of Mu
Charles Sewall. botanist of the ex members of the legislature have not
mation concerning the Rockford flyer.
sons
would
pack
an
auditorium
as
sic Clubs held in Rockland last May.
He was asked, he said, if they had pedition, brought back more than themselves been chosen, the line-up
Miss Rous told me that she greatly they do in San Francisco night after landed on the ire anywhere in his 8000 specimens of plant life, many of
can be fairly well estimated and Mr
enjoved her Rockland audience at the night throughout the season or pack vicinity. There hasn't been enough them hitherto unknown.
Robinson is generally thought to have
Federation and regretted that she an auditorium like the Hollywood ice in the South Arctic this year to
Alfred
C.
Weed.
icthyologist, the better of the race. An upset may
had to rush away without any per Bowl, holding 20,000 persons, to hear refrigerate a tumblerful of ginger ale. brought a great number of specimens
occui however, between now and next
sonal contact with her hearers what good music. Figures compiled show said MacMillan. The Eskimos had of marine life, some of them never
January that will change the outlook
ever. She was much interested to ing the attendance at performances never experienced such a warm win before seen, for the Field Museum.
Judge Edgar C. Smith will be a
hear how much they liked her and of first-class operas and concerts in ter. There was no seal fishing, as a He permitted Arthur C. Rueckert,
candidate for re-election as secre
expressed the hope that she would this country would he conclusive result, and hut for the wreck of the color artist of the expedition, to dis
tary of state, having served only one
proof that Europeans should come
play for us again some time.
Bay Rupert, which grounded on the play some of the samples of his work. term. State Treasurer William S.
here to hear music instead of Ameri rocks with a cargo of flour and food
* • * •
Rueckert. working with crayons, Owen of Milo has also had only one
Mr. Bibb said that Miss Giannini cans going to Europe."
had drawn pictures of fish in their
term and is expected to ask for a reIncidentally, statistics are said to they might have starved.
Cesi who sang the operatic numbers
MacMillan said he plans to return natural colors. He caught the fish in election.
show
that
the
city
of
the
Golden
at his second concert is very ill in a I
to the Labrader experimental station nets and with line and hook, put them
Frank P. Washburn, commissioner
New York hospuital. She has ap Gate spends more money on music under the same auspices next July. in bottles and basins and i ortrayed
pendicitis, and at the time of the and has shown more wide-awake His immediate plans include a short them in living color. The icthyolo of agriculture, has already served twr
four-year terms, but it is understood
Camden concert was in no condition attention to the growing popularity vacation in Provincetown. He takes gist said the color of a fish changes
to sing, but her sense of fairness and possibilities in music in this to the museum in that town a number when he dies, and in his drawings that he can have a third term if he
desires. An announcement from him
made her carry on, which after all j country than any other city in the of additional exhibits.
preserves the colors of fisn as they
may be forthcoming soon after elec
served to augment the seriousness of ‘ United States, not excluding New
The prize story to come out of Com appear in their native waters.
tion.
the case. Mr. Bibb while expressing York.
Dr. Duncan Strong, anthropologist,
mander MacMillan's expedition is the
* * * *
« « • • •
admiration for her courage regretted i
experience of Dr. Earl K. Langford hrought back a grist of information
The
evening
of
Aug.
31
was
a
gala
Thirteen
of
Maine’s 16 counties
that she sang that night, realizing '
of Chicago, Ill.. Who pulled 2000 teeth concerning the primitive Indians of
that almost no one was cognizant of night at the Bristol Studio at Har as his contribution to the civilization Northern Labrador, which has never have now been placed in the modified
accredited area with regard to free
the conditions, and that many went i rison. for that was the occasion of of the Eskimo and left a nearly tooth been known before.
away severely criticising the girl. burning the mortgage on the build less village behind him. There is not
Sharat K. Roy of India, the geologist dom from bovine tuberculosis, in ac
Mr. Bibb says that Miss Cesi has a ing. erected six years ago. in which a full set of molars left in the little and fossil expert of the expedition, cordance with Federal department of
glorious voice and a fascinating per- • Prof. Frederick Bristol, veteran mu Labrador coast village of Nain.
brings back many specimens taken agriculture standards. The actual
sonality, and deeply regrets that the sic teacher, has conducted his sumCivilization according to the doc from Silliman’s fossil mound in Fro work of testing cattle is done co-op
There have been tor. has cost the Eskimo his teeth. bisher Bay.
eratively by Federal and State de
local music lovers could not have I mer classes.
j troublesome times for the studio, He learned to drink the white man's
heard her at her best.
Clifford Hymoe of Los Angeles, partments, and by a campaign of «ov
principally in connection with the liquor and eat the white man's food radio operator of the Bowdoin i eports eral years’ standing, Maine has been
At the Maine Music Festivals one lawsuits brought ir few years ago by and the progress proved costly. The that the stations he heard most were brought to a high degree of freedom
of the rules enforced was that no some of the cottagers in the vicinity, extraction by Dr. Langford is only the WjGY of Schenectady, WBZ of Spring- from the disease, so that it stand
one was permitted to nter during a hut the persons back of the institu lirsf instalment of what the Eskimo field and occasionally YV*MAZ in South alone among the states east of the
number or group. A v-cry wise rul tion have gone right ahead with their must ultimately pay. Labrador is a Dartmouth. He said he could not Mississippi River. The fourteenth
ing. too, and* one that should be ob plans and have come out on top. The land of decaying dentine.
pick up the Boston stations. Recep county, Cumberland, is expected to
qualify when the testing is completed,
served very generally at concerts. celebration of August 31 was attend
Although the Eskimos arc a meat- tion was intermittent.
leaving Aroostook and York still to be
During Miss Rous’ first group at the J ed by a large number of the summer
tested.
Camden concert several people en and year-round residents. Previous
Redmayne is killed by a bullet fired
JOHN VIVIAN OF VIRGINIA
No other New England state ea
tered after her first number while to the ceremony of burning the mort
from an unknown source, by an un boast even one entire county which
she was explaining, or trying «o ex gage, a concert was given by Mme.
A historical novel, harking back known agency, the lawyer gets at has been accredited, while the chances
Sundelius,
soprano,
and
plain the second number of her g *oup. .Marie
It was very disconcerting to both the , Charles Harrison, tenor, both noted to tbe days when Virginia was in a his task, the plot begins to unravel are in favor of a clean bill of health for
and surprises come thick and fast the entire State of Maine, as soon
artist and the audience. This thing artists of New York.
state of turmoil, with not only In
has happened at all the Camden con- j
dians and Whites struggling for su A love element is woven into the the State veterinaries can get to tlr
story, the mystery is solved and all two remaining counties.
certs and invariably does at all we
premacy, but
opposing factions
CHOSEN FOR MAINE
ends happily. By G. E. Locke and
One result of Maine’s pre-emi
have locally. No matter how quietly
among the colonists were stirring
published by L. C. Page & Co.
nence in this respect is the demand
one enters, it creates a disturbance,
up strife at every opportunity.
for Maine cattle to replace cattle
and breaks the thread. It is unfair Marjorie Douglas, Samoset
John Vivian, coming to the assist
THE WRECK OF THE OCEAN
condemned in other states, and thi
to the artist and to the audience, for
ance of one beset by rogues, is re
QUEEN
Guest, Is “Physical Cul garded by being offered the oppor
demand is likely to continue for some
ample opportunity for entry is pro- .
years in the view of department of
vided at the end of the selection or
tunity
to
leave
England
and
seek
his
When at the age of 16 young Amos
ture Venus.”
the group, whichever the case may .
fortune in the colonies. From this Grout took a sea voyage with his agriculture officials.
« « * *
be. At the Festivals the ruling was
Miss Marjorie Jane Douglas of Bos time on his life is full of adventure uncle, expecting thereby to gain in
always printed on the programs, and
Maine-made apple pie topped with
and
as
his
avowed
object
is
to
keep
was very strictly observed. Food ton. daughter of John Douglas, shoe his name unsullied, he acquits him health and vigor, he had nu thought Maine-made ice cream will be an at
manufacturer, was chosen the "Phy
of anything but enjoyment. As tractive offering available in th
for thought for our next concert.
sical Culture Venus of 1928” last self with honor through all his un events turned out however, he was Maine department of agricultur
* * * *
dertakings.
As
a
soldier
he
is
brave
Fred W. Wight has sent a folder week at the “Physical Culture Beauty in conflict, winning the respect of called upon to take a man s place in booth at the Eastern States Expos!
outlining the Washington Co-opera (’« ntest” held at the Hotel Nassau in his fellow officers, as well as the re the scenes which ensued when a storm tion at Springfield. Mass., Sept. 16-22
the steamer on an unknown reef
tive Artist Concert (’nurse consisting Ixing Beach. lying Island. There were gard of the woman to whom his drove
anfj a mutiny separated crew and pas- Mrs. Jessie Walker and Mrs. Carroll
of eight evening concerts, beginning 29 contestants in the affair sponsored
heart goes out from their first meet- sengers into two factions. The lack Clements of Monroe have been enlist
Oct. 25 and ending April 12. to be by the McFadden publications.
ed as pie makers for tho week. The
i of food, the treacherous destruction
The
winner
represented
Maine
in
given in the Washington auditorium.
Many conflicts are told in detail, of their water supply, the building of pies will require about 10 barrels of
the
contest,
as
she
makes
her
summer
19th and E streets. The artists are:
together with the traitorous acts a raft the „udden explosi >n of the apples, it is estimated and will be
Josef
Hofmann.
pianist:
John home at the Samoset Hotel. She will
leading up to certain engagement*. vebe] ammunition and the decisive baked and served on the spot. Th
be
given
a
trip
to
Hollywood,
an
op

Charles Thomas, baritone:
Paul
Tim Story covers a period of several i battle on the little island
• ,11 por- servings of pie a la mode will be sold
portunity
to
play
in
the
moving
pic

Whiteman and his orchestra: Phila
years, and brings to notice the deeds (rayed in a most vivid and realistic at cost and are expected to be in great
tures
and
a
monetary
award.
delphia Chamber String Simfonietta.
dema nd.
Judges of the content included Mrs. of such men a.s Sir William Berkeley, manner and the reader Involuntarily
assisted by Weldon Carter, pianist,
♦ • » V
Governor
of
Virginia.
Colofiel
Philip
draws
a
sigh
of
relief
when
at
length
Bernarr
McFadden,
wife
of
the
puband Charles Trowbridge Tittmann.
Ludwell. General ■Bacon and many a ship appears in search of the missNearly
half
a
million ballots for
1
lish
•••!•:
Ruth
Eastman
and
Bradshaw
basso: Maria Jeritza. prima donna
others of that period. Those ac
soprano: Elizabeth Retnberg, so Crandall, artists, and J. I). Seymour, quainted with the early struggles of ing Ocean Queen. By .lames Otis and Monday’s election have b°cn shippe
from the department of state, in an
published by L. C. Page & Co.
prano: .Sophie Braslau. contralto, and casting director of F. B. O. moving
Virginia will follow the adventures
ticipation of the polling of a vote
Efrem Zlmbnlist. violinist; Richard j Picture studios.
of John Vivian with deep interest.
which will break all records. Ballot
By Hulbert F’uller and published by
for the single referendum question
L. C. Page & Co.
the change of the railroad taxatio
law, have also been shipped to the
THE REDMAYNES
same amount, 476,400.
The ballots were distributed by
When Lord Redmayne returns
counties as follows: Androscoggin,
from Africa he finds mystery upon
Thia diaorder often causes aickneaa. If 40,800; Aroostook, 32.760; Cumber
mystery awaiting him. Queer noises, improperly digested food remains too land. 67.440; Franklin. 10,920; Han
sliding panels, black paper owls fas longin theintestines it tnay putrefy, cock. 19,680; Kennebec, 51,000: Knox,
It is (EMPHATICALLY) th? medicine that should be in the possession of tened to his door—in fact so many developing toxic, or poisonous matter 19,560; Lincoln, 16,080; Oxford, 27,occurrences that
he thatisabsorbed. Languor,fouihreath, dull 000; Penobscot. 53.400; Piscataquis,
every person aillicted with Asthma-Hay Fever: it relieves at once, often as disquieting
seeks the aid of a young lawyer, the
blurry eyes, headache, sometimes 15,960; Sagadahoc. 12,240; Somerset.
if bv magic—INSTANTANEOUSLY—the difficulty of breathing and sense son of an old friend who in making mind,
rheumatism are common symptoms. 22.800; Waldo, 15,240; Washington,
of suffocation that constitute the characteristic svmptoma of that disease. an extended visit at Ravenscar, Prompt relief follows the use of “L. F." 26,040; York. 45,600.
Atwood's Medicine. Selling evervwlMre,
And by continuing i’s use daily, between the paroxysms, it removes, by its finds more mystery, a neighbor en 50c,
trial bottle 15c.
WHEN IN NEW YORK-ncraember that
a!»'rnativcs infiuen , that morbid condition upon which the disease de- emy. a gipsey family, a doctor, and
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
pends All druggists. Full month’s treatment $5.00. Claude A. Bell, Lowell, several women mixed up in the affair. L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

RETURN OF MacMILLAN

Sick from

DR. HERMANCE’S ASTHMA & HAY FEVER
MEDICINE CONQUERS ASTHMA-HAY FEVER

Mass.

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 11, 1928,

Constipation

When one night th? brother vt
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Come drive this new Oldsmobile yourself. Try it
out on the longest, steepest hill you know. You’ll
be thrilled at the way its smooth, even flow of
power carries you on, up and over—
Its great new 55-h. p. high-compression engine
with a new-type cylinder head of General Motors
Research design provides speed, pick-up, power
and stamina to fulfill every motoring desire.
Thousands are choosing the Fine Car of Low Price
for its beauty, luxury and style—for its comfort,
dependability and handling ease—for its excellence
in every element of performance—and especially,
because it is a born hill-climber.

'925

TWO-DOOR SEDAN

f. o. b. Ljwaing
Spar 9 Tin Extra

OLDSMOBILE
PRODUCT

OP

GENERAL

MOTORS

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
Rockland, Me.

21 Limerock Street
------ --
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RED CROSS NURSES

Public Health Service An Im
portant Feature of Com
munity Life.
The Red Cross public health nurs
ing service is engaged in promoting
public health nursing in the country
and in small towns; in placing trained
public health nurses in these com
munities, and in supervising their
work. This work is carried on by
Red Cross Chapters all over the
’nited States in localities where
public health nursing is in the early
stages of development, and where
there is no duplication of existing
work. On July 1. 1925. there were 724
public health nursing services wholly
or in part supported *hy Red Cross
Chapters.
There is great variety in the char
acter of Red Cross public health
nursing services, ranging from tbe
compact highly developed service of
New England village to the scattered,
extensive, pioneer ones in some of the
western states. There are town serv
ices, country services, services in the
mountains, and on the plains, in min
ing towns, in the lumber country, in
the deserts, and on the islands in the
sea. There are services in Alaska,
the Philippine Islands, the Virgin
Islands and the Canal Zone. The
nurses are working with all races, in
all climates and in localities ranging
from the wild and remote to the
strictly urban. Some go their rounds
on horseback, some on foot. Street
cars and railroads, stage coaches,
buggies, boats and automobiles, such
are the means of transportation which
they use, the last named being the
most prevalent.
In the New England States and in
certain other Eastern states, espe
cially New York, New' Jersey, Con
necticut and Pennsylvania, the serv
ice is usually a small town service.
Here the nurses can, as a rule, develop
a fairly adequate program, including
prenatal and infant care, pre-school
and school nursing, general visiting
nursing and communicable disease
eontp I. In the Southern. Middle
Western and Western states, the serv
ice usually covers an entire county
and is necessarily more limited in Its
program. In the majority of county
services, pre-sehool and school nurs
ing are the chief activities; other
branches of public health nursing,
though not omitted, are less well de
veloped.
Nowhere is the'nurse’s work lim
ited to the poor; it is available to all
the people of the community. Bedside
care is usually given on the fee basis.
In both county and town work the
nurse stimulates and helps with health
educational projects. Lectures in
personal and home hygiene and in
community sanitation to groups, such
as Parent-Teacher Associations and
Women’s Clubs, are arranged; where
authorized classes in Home Hygiene
and (’are of the Sick are taught; ex
hibits and demonstrations at county
fairs, and wherever large groups as
semble; health weeks, health surveys,
health clubs, clean-up campaigns,
parades, health movies, and the like,
all form a part of the rural public
health nurse’s duties.

Although a few of the Chapters
have developed a public health nurs
ing service requiring a staff of from
two to 12 nurses, the majority of the
with the home news, at Hotallng’s News Chapter services consist of a single
nurse who is frequently the only pub

car

of

?-

low

price

lic health nurse in the territory of the
FRIEND OF ANIMALS
Chapter.
Public health nursing is a highly Herbert Hoover Seen From a New and
developed form of health work prepa
Interesting Viewpoint.
ration for which is not included ordi
Herbert Hoover does not have many
narily in the training school curri pets of his own, hut he fully under
culum.
It is ncessary, therefore, stands how much they mean to others.
for the nurse who wishes to qualify
While the Mississippi flood was at
in this field to take a special course or its height, and his whole attention
secure
the
required preparation was riveted on the task of assisting
through actual experience on a public thousands of refugees a soldier came
health nursing staff under the direc into his temporary office.
tion of a public health nurse superin
“WTiat are we gonna do with these
tendent.
dogs. Mr. Secretary,” he asked
Professional requirements for em
“What dogs do you mean?” asked
ployment in tbe Red Cross public Hoover.
I
.health nursing service are eligibility
“Why, a lot of these refugees have
for enrollment in the Red Cross Nurs brought dogs with them, and some
ing Service and ableast a four months’ | have cats, too,’’ replied the soldier.
course in public health nursing or
"We’ll take care of them, and good
sufficient experience in public health ! care.” Hoover announced “Those peo
nursing under tbe daily supervision ple haven’t saved much. If any of
of a nurse.
them have pets—dogs, cats, or ele
A Red Cross public health nurse is phants—let them keep them and take
appointed by the Chapter under con ‘•are of them. Have some of the refu
ditions agreed upon by her and tlie gees build corrals with runways for
Chapter, though the appointment the dogs.”
must have the approval of the Na
“A few’ of them have canaries—”
tional Director of Public Health Nurs ! the soldier began.
ing or her assistant.
“All right,” said Uncle Sam’s
The conditions of employment are emergency man, and' turning to his
matters which are arranged between secretary, “Order some bird seed, and
the Chapters and the nurse. Certain if it is not on the regulation list,
standards representing the general I charge it to me.”
practice throughout tiie country are
recommended to the Chapters by the
National Organization.
An eight-hour day with night duty
Best treated without
only in emergencies and with Sun
days, holidays and one free half-day
dosing—Just rub on
a week are recommended to the Chap
ters as standard practice although it
is recognized that exceptions may
sometimes be necessary.
For Colds of All the Family .
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Colds

Dr. Caldwell’s 3 Rules
Keep You Healthy
Dr. Caldwell watched the results
of constipation for 47 years, anil
believed that no matter how eareful
people are of their health, diet and
exercise, constipation will occur
from time to time regardless of how
much one tries to avoid it. Of next
im|>ortance, then, is how to treat it
when it comes. Dr. Caldwell always
was in favor of getting as close to
nature as posaitde, lienee iiig remedy
for constipation, known as Dr.
Caldwell's Svrup Pepsin, is a mild
vegetable compound. It can not
harm the most delicate system and
is not a habit forming preparation.
Syrup Pepsin is plcasant tasting,
and youngsters love it. It does not
gripe. Thousands of mothers have
written us to that effect.

Dr. Caldwell did not approve of
drastic physics and purges. He did
not believe they were good for
human beings to put into their sys
tems. In a practice of 47 years he
never saw any reason for their use
when a medicine like Syrup Pepsin
will empty the bowels just as
promptly, more cleanly and gently,
without griping and harm to the
system.
Keep free from constipation. It
robs your strength, hardens your
arteries and brings on premature
old age. Do not let a day go by
without a tmwel movement. Do not
sit and hope, but go to a druggist
and get one of the generous bottles
of Syrup Pepsin. Take thp proper
dose that night and by morning you
will feel like a different person. Use
for constipation, biliousness, sour
and erampy stomach, bad breath,
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no appetite, headaches, and to break
up fevers and colds. For a free
trial, mail the special coupon
printed here:

FREE BOTTLE
Mail to "SYRUP PEPSIN.”
Monticello, Illinois.

Ilfl

Please send bottle of Dr. Caldwell’s
Syrup Pepsin to try, entirely FREE.
Name

8t.‘
P. 0.
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